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1.1 Memory: the conundrum 

A question that has been repeatedly put forward over centuries and 

from one generation to the next is: “Who are we?” Probably the best 

answer is: we are our memories, personal and cultural. As such, 

memory has always intrigued humankind and has been object of study 

dating as far back as Plato. Memory guides our future actions and with 

that it shapes our future self. We form memories of almost every 

experience, but most fade with time. However, in particular events with 

a strong emotional valence result in persistent memories and thereby 

shape actions for extended periods of time. After coming to the notion 

that the brain is home to our memories, the question arose where in 

the brain memories are formed and stored. This search is especially 

relevant if we consider how memories can overpower us. This is for 

instance the case in people with a substance use disorder or in patients 

that suffer from a post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Both 

disorders are characterized by strong recurring memories that hinder 

the daily functioning of affected individuals.  

 

1.2 Associative learning and animal models 

Of particular relevance to the formation of persistent memories with a 

strong emotional valence is associative learning. Associative learning 

happens when two events occur closely related in time and 

subsequently help to predict each other. As a result of this type of 

learning, humans and animals can adapt their behavior to be prepared 

for similar future events. Moreover, more complex logic can be built 

and evolve from this type of learning. A well-known  form of  

associative learning is Pavlovian conditioning (1). The definition of this 

type of learning is that (repeated) pairings of a neutral stimulus (e.g., a 

specific environment or context) with an aversive or rewarding 

stimulus will subsequently provoke a response when only the 

previously neutral stimulus is presented. For instance, when a mouse 

experiences a foot-shock (unconditioned stimulus (US)) in a specific 

context, the animal learns that this context (now a conditioned 

stimulus (CS)) signals a future unpleasant experience, as such 

changing the valence of the context from neutral to aversive in order to 

adapt behavior (2). According to Fanselow and Wassum (3), Pavlovian 

conditioning is “the process whereby experience with a conditional 

relationship between stimuli bestows these stimuli with the ability to 

promote adaptive behavior patterns that did not occur before the 

experience”. The behavioral change (the conditioned response (CR)) to 
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the CS, depends on the type of US and can be used as a measurable 

read-out of acquisition of the learned relationship. To study aversive 

and appetitive associative learning, I made use of two mouse 

paradigms of Pavlovian conditioning, which I will focus on throughout 

the remainder of my introduction. 

Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC): In this form of 

conditioning, mice receive one or multiple foot-shocks (US) after a 

short period of exploring a specific environment (context) (4, 5) (see 

Fig. 1). Future exposure to the conditioning context (CS) elicits freezing 

behavior (CR), even in the absence of another foot-shock. Freezing is 

typically defined as the absence of all movement except respiration (6). 

 

Figure 1. Contextual Fear Conditioning paradigm. On the 

conditioning day, mice are first allowed to explore a novel context inside a 

sound-proof cabin with white noise. After a predefined exploration time, mice 

receive one foot-shock or multiple foot-shocks (US) with a specific interval via 

the metal grid at the bottom of the chamber. After the last foot-shock, mice 

are allowed to explore the box again for a short period of time and are then 

returned to the home-cage. On test day, mice are re-exposed to the 

conditioning chamber (CS) (without delivery of foot-shock(s)) and freezing 

behavior is measured. 

 

Animals freeze because fear conditioning activates a defense 

mechanism which aids to avoid an attack when they are encountered 

by predators. In evolutionary terms, freezing is effective because preys 

become more difficult to detect and predators often attack after sensing 

movement from their target (2, 3). Additionally, freezing behavior is 

accompanied by changes in heart rate, shallow and rapid breathing and 

decreased pain sensitivity (3). It should be noted, however, that when 

a shock is given immediately after placing a rodent in the conditioning 

context, no association is formed between these two stimuli and 

consequently no freezing is detected upon re-exposure to the context. 

This lack of conditioning is known as immediate-shock deficit (7). 

Thus, the animal requires a certain minimal amount of time to process 
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the context before it experiences a foot-shock to be able to use the 

context as a subsequent predictor for the aversive stimulus.  

Conditioned Place Preference: The original example of Pavlovian 

conditioning concerned reward-related learning. Pavlov’s dog learned 

to associate the sound of a bell with the delivery of food (1). In my 

thesis, I performed Conditioned place preference (CPP) using cocaine 

as a rewarding stimulus. In this paradigm, mice are initially allowed to 

freely explore a box consisting of two chambers with different visual 

and tactile cues that typically can be accessed via an intermediate 

corridor (see Fig. 2 below). This session (Pre-test) serves to determine 

the baseline preference of each animal for one of the chambers. 

Conditioning follows over consecutive days, during which the animal 

receives a saline injection and is then confined to one of the two 

chambers. In a subsequent session, the animal receives a rewarding 

substance (e.g., cocaine) and is allowed to explore the other chamber 

only. These sessions are typically repeated several times and the 

reward- and saline-paired compartment should be counterbalanced 

within a group. By doing so, animals associate an otherwise neutral 

context with rewarding effects, such that in the future the context 

reminds the animal of the reward and triggers a CR (8). This response 

can be measured as rodents tend to spend more time in the reward-

associated compartment when they are again allowed to freely explore 

the saline- and reward-paired chamber (Post-test) (8-10).  

 

Figure 2. Conditioned Place Preference paradigm. Before 

conditioning, mice are first allowed to freely move between all chambers of 

the CPP apparatus (Pre-test). During conditioning, mice receive a saline 

injection and can then explore only one chamber of the CPP box (saline-paired 

side). During another session, mice receive a reward (e.g. cocaine injection) 

and are placed in the opposite chamber (reward-paired side). Depending on 

the reward and dose, these conditioning sessions are repeated a predefined 

number of times. During a CPP memory retrieval session (Post-test), mice can 

again explore all chambers and their memory for the reward-associated 

compartment is assessed by measuring the preference score, defined by the 

time spent in the reward-paired chamber minus the saline-paired chamber. 
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1.3 Stages of memory processing 

Acquisition/Consolidation: During learning, neuronal activity 

increases in particular regions that support memory. However, to 

retrieve learned information in the following days or later, the acquired 

information has to be properly stored and transformed into long-term 

memory through a process called synaptic consolidation. This is a 

relatively fast process and occurs within 6 to 24 hours after learning 

(11, 12). It involves the growth of new dendritic spines, adaptation of 

existing spines and the strengthening of synapses (13, 14). This is only 

possible due to the activation of intracellular signaling cascades upon 

neuronal stimulation as a consequence of learning. Activation of 

transcription factors, such as CREB (11, 15, 16), regulates transcription 

of specific gene sets and thereby induces new protein synthesis, which 

underlies morphological changes at the synaptic level (17). Interference 

with either gene transcription or protein synthesis during the window 

of synaptic consolidation will disrupt long-term memory formation 

(18). It is due to the transformation of an initially labile to persistent 

form of long-term memory that the association between the CS and the 

US is stored (14). Synaptic consolidation is followed by a more gradual 

and slower process of systems consolidation, referring to 

reorganization of the brain-wide neuronal network that supports a 

given memory, over a period of days to weeks (19). I will elaborate on 

the process of systems consolidation in section 1.4 below. Collectively, 

the learning-induced physical changes that are required to store and 

retrieve a given memory are called an engram (20, 21). 

Retrieval/Reconsolidation: The presentation of the CS reactivates the 

stored association and induces the expression of the CR. Under certain 

conditions, retrieval can drive the stored memory into a labile state 

again, allowing the insertion of new information and/or changes in the 

strength of the memory (22-24). This phenomenon of memory update 

is crucial for animals to adapt behavior based on new experiences, 

however stabilization and storage of this updated memory relies on a 

process called reconsolidation (23). Importantly, reconsolidation is not 

merely a recapitulation of the cellular and molecular consolidation 

processes observed after learning and several elements can affect the 

transition of a labile to new permanent state after retrieval, such as the 

age of the memory (25, 26), the length of the retrieval session (27) and 

the initial training intensity (26). 
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Extinction: Reduction of the CR can be obtained by 

prolonged/repeated exposure to the CS without delivery of the US (28). 

It was initially believed that extinction was the result of a reduction of 

the strength of the memory, due to unlearning of the original 

association. However, a CR can return in a time-dependent manner 

after extinction (spontaneous recovery) or upon brief re-exposure to a 

US (reinstatement) (29). The observation of a gradual reoccurrence of 

the CR after extinction learning (1, 29) led to a reformulation of the 

definition of extinction by adopting the idea that extinction involves a 

new learning process during which animals create a new association. 

After extinction learning, the CS no longer predicts the US, i.e., a CS-

no US association is acquired. Notably, extinction is strongly linked to 

the original CS, meaning that associations of the same US with other 

CSs are not altered as a result of extinction learning in presence of the 

original CS only (29, 30). 

 

1.4 Memory retention in the brain: from recent to remote 

How is our brain capable of creating memories and to store these 

throughout a lifetime? The case of Henri Molaison, world-wide known 

as patient H.M. (31) provided important insight into the role of the 

medial temporal lobe (MTL) in memory acquisition and retention. 

H.M. had severe damage to his MTL due to the surgical removal of the 

hippocampal formation with the aim to diminish his epileptic seizures 

(32). This procedure produced anterograde amnesia, meaning that 

H.M. was not able to form new memories (32). So, if you happened to 

be his childhood friend he might remember you, but in case you met 

him yesterday, you would have to reintroduce yourself again today. 

This is a typical example of temporally graded retrograde amnesia, or 

in other words, the older the memory, the less severe the memory loss. 

Therefore H.M. could vividly recall memories from his childhood, but 

not events that happened the day before surgery. H.M. did not stand 

alone, as this same phenomenon was observed in other subjects, some 

of which suffered from even more severe amnesia due to damage to 

brain tissue beyond the MTL (33, 34). Moreover, brain insult 

encompassing the neocortex produces non-graded retrograde 

amnesia, which is observed as total loss of memories that were 

acquired before the insult (34, 35). Parallel studies in animals 

corroborated the evidence from human patients. Fear conditioned rats 

have poor memory expression when the hippocampus is lesioned 1 day 

after training, but show successful recall when the lesion is induced 28 

days later (36). The introduction of optogenetics technology allowed 
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for more elegant intervention, as it enables temporally precise cell-type 

selective silencing/stimulation of neuronal activity in specific brain 

regions, in contrast to temporally imprecise lesioning or 

pharmacological manipulation of an entire area. Goshen et al. used 

optogenetics to demonstrate that prolonged inactivation of the 

hippocampus does not affect expression of a 28-days-old CFC memory, 

however, this effect was dependent on the duration of the optogenetic 

intervention, as retrieval was impaired when the inactivation was 

restricted to the duration of the recall test (37). Nonetheless, the 

findings obtained with such interventions in rodents are in line with 

the observations from human patients. This supports the theory that 

longer periods of hippocampal loss of function (mimicking lesions) 

may facilitate and engage compensatory circuits to drive remote 

memory expression and hippocampal-independent memory retrieval 

(34, 38). These findings show that memory is probably not statically 

stored in the brain, but rather evolves and the neuronal network 

involved changes over time. This process is called systems 

consolidation, enabling memory to transform into a more permanent 

and interference-resistant form (17, 38, 39). 

As silencing the hippocampus spares remote memories under 

certain conditions, it is likely that other brain regions compensate for 

its loss. Memory maturation may rely on the replay of learning-

associated neuronal firing in cortical nodes governed by the 

hippocampus. Activity patterns in the hippocampus detected during 

learning mimic those recorded during a subsequent phase of rest and 

sleep (40, 41) and this replay seems to coordinate parallel activity in 

cortical areas (42). It is believed that communication between the 

hippocampus and cortical areas supports the strengthening of cortical -

cortical connections, slowly transforming these nodes in permanent 

memory repository sites (17). Based on experiments aimed at 

identifying the cortical nodes involved in systems consolidation, the 

prefrontal cortex emerged as an important hub (37, 43, 44). I will now 

first describe the anatomy of the prefrontal cortex and will then discuss 

its role in aversive and appetitive memory, including systems 

consolidation of these memories.  

  

1.5 Anatomy of the prefrontal cortex 

The rodent prefrontal cortex can be divided into the medial prefrontal 

cortex (mPFC) and orbitofrontal cortices (OFC). I will focus on the 

anatomy of the mPFC, as this region has been implicated in both 
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aversive and appetitive memories and has been the primary subject of 

the experiments in my thesis. 

 

mPFC architecture and connectivity 

Four main subareas can be distinguished within the mPFC of rodents: 

the medial precentral area (PrCm), the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), 

the prelimbic cortex (PL) and the infralimbic cortex (IL) (45). Taking 

into account differences in connectivity and function, the mPFC is 

often less precisely separated into two components: the dorsal mPFC 

(dmPFC) comprising the PrCm, ACC and the dorsal area of the PL, and 

the ventral mPFC (vmPFC) constituting the ventral area of the PL, IL 

and dorsal peduncular cortex (DPC). For the remainder of this thesis, 

I will refer to the dmPFC and vmPFC whenever relevant, or otherwise 

use the term mPFC. 

  The laminar organization of the mPFC is crucial for the 

functions it serves. Notably, compared with other cortical regions, the 

rodent mPFC lacks an input layer IV (46) (see Fig. 3). Layers I, II and 

III receive input from limbic and cortical regions, such as the 

contralateral mPFC, the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and ventral 

hippocampus (HPC) (47). Moreover, these layers are also densely 

innervated by thalamic input and are responsible for a substantial 

amount of feed-forward inhibition in layers II and III (48). Layer V 

neurons of the mPFC are targeted by the mediodorsal thalamus (MD) 

and the ventromedial thalamus (VM), although these thalamic regions 

project predominantly to the superficial layers (49). 
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Figure 3. Key afferent and efferent connections of the mPFC. The 

different layers in the mPFC receive and send output to distinct brain areas. 

Moreover, differential organization of afferent and efferent connections also 

occurs along the dorsal-ventral axis of the mPFC. MD – mediodorsal thalamus 

(brown), VM – ventromedial thalamus (light blue), VTA – ventral tegmental 

area (dark orange), HPC – hippocampus (green), NAc – nucleus accumbens 

core (light orange) and shell (red), BLA – basolateral amygdala (purple), ACC 

– anterior cingulate area, PL – prelimbic cortex (dark blue arrows depict 

projection to the contralateral PL and infralimbic cortex (IL)), fmi – forceps 

minor of the corpus callosum.  

 

The mPFC has efferent projections to cortical and subcortical areas and 

thereby regulates visceral, limbic and cognitive functions (50, 51). 

Neurons in layer V of the mPFC heavily target the ventral tegmental 

area and the dorsal striatum, whereas neurons in deep layer VI target 

the MD (52), among other regions. There seems to be a segregation 

between the dmPFC and vmPFC in terms of brain regions that they 

innervate, namely sensorimotor regions and limbic structures, 

respectively (50, 53). Moreover, the dmPFC innervates the nucleus 

accumbens (NAc) core and the vmPFC preferentially targets the NAc 

shell (54, 55), a dichotomy relevant for the role of the mPFC in 

addictive behavior (56-58). The BLA, implicated in aversive memory 

(59-61) and addictive behavior (62), receives strong projections from 

layer II, III and V dmPFC neurons. In turn, the BLA preferentially 
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targets neurons in dmPFC that project to BLA (63). This type of bi-

directional communication is thought to be of utmost importance for 

integration of top-down cognitive control over the processing of 

emotional stimuli by the amygdala (64).   

The dmPFC and vmPFC are also interconnected, as observed in tracing 

studies and more recently by employing optogenetics (45, 65, 66). 

Optic stimulation of  vmPFC pyramidal neurons reduces firing of 

dmPFC neurons, indicating that the vmPFC is able to control excitatory 

output of the dmPFC (66). Moreover, disruption of neural oscillation 

within the mPFC can be observed after physical separation of the 

dmPFC and vmPFC (67). In a more recent study, infusion of retrobeads 

in the vmPFC resulted in labelling of layer II/III and more densely layer 

V/VI neurons of the dmPFC (68). The vast majority of dmPFC-to-

vmPFC projecting neurons innervate neurons in layers V/VI of the 

vmPFC that exhibit strong projections to the amygdala (68). It is 

noteworthy that vmPFC-to-dmPFC projections are less abundant than 

dmPFC-to-vmPFC afferents (68). As mentioned, output targets of 

these two mPFC subareas differ, as well as their roles in aversive and  

appetitive memories (discussed below) (69, 70). Hence, dmPFC 

control over vmPFC output may have important consequences for 

regulation of behavioral responses, however, despite the anatomical 

elucidation of reciprocal connectivity between the vmPFC and dmPFC, 

the functional relevance has remained poorly understood. 

 

GABAergic interneurons in the mPFC 

Glutamatergic pyramidal neurons comprise 80 to 90% of all neurons 

in the mPFC and are responsible for the excitatory activity observed in 

this brain region, whereas the remaining 10-20% neurons are 

inhibitory interneurons that produce the neurotransmitter gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GABA) (71). These main populations can be further 

classified depending on their morphology, physiological and molecular 

characteristics (71, 72). The three main inhibitory populations in the 

rodent cortex are fast-spiking parvalbumin (PV)-expressing neurons, 

the dendritic targeting somatostatin (SOM) interneurons and 

vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) positive interneurons (73). Both PV 

and SOM interneurons are responsible for inhibitory control over 

mPFC pyramidal neurons (74), whereas VIP interneurons are thought 

to function as a disinhibitory interface regulating both PV and SOM 

interneurons (75). As PV interneurons mainly target the soma of 

pyramidal cells, they are responsible for controlling the output of these 

neurons, whereas SOM interneurons act upstream and modulate the 
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level of excitatory input at the dendritic tree (74, 76). Optogenetic 

suppression of dmPFC PV interneurons in behaving mice revealed that 

a lack of phasic PV-mediated inhibition synchronizes activity of dmPFC 

pyramidal neurons, thereby increasing output of neurons projecting to 

the BLA, which evokes fear expression in the form of freezing behavior 

(77). Furthermore, optic stimulation of dmPFC PV interneurons 

accelerates extinction of reward seeking behavior (76). Even though PV 

interneurons appear implicated in controlling excitatory activity in 

cortical areas, they also have a more general role in synchronizing 

neuronal activity between regions. Fear learning induces spindle and 

ripple oscillations in the mPFC and hippocampus, respectively, and the 

synchronization of such spiking activity between the two brain regions 

is important for systems consolidation of contextual fear memory (78). 

The absence of hippocampal-prefrontal synchronization upon 

chemogenetically-suppressed PV activity leads to impairments in fear 

memory consolidation (78). Thus, even though interneurons form a 

small percentage of the total neuronal population in the mPFC, 

through modulation of the input that pyramidal neurons receive and 

control over their output, they function as critical components in the 

neuronal circuitry that regulates cognitive behavior. 

 

1.6 The mPFC and memory 

The mPFC enables top-down control over conditioned behavior 

elicited by either aversive or appetitive stimuli, integrating and 

processing information about events, contexts and discrete cues (79). 

Due to sometimes opposing roles in memory expression, the dmPFC 

and vmPFC have been regarded as a “go” and “stop” system, 

respectively (45), a view that has been debated in recent years and 

which I will discuss in the following sections. 

 

Aversive fear memory 

Although early studies on the role of the mPFC in the fear circuitry 

focused on auditory fear conditioning and extinction (80, 81), later 

reports confirmed a causal role for this brain area in contextual fear 

memory expression and extinction (82, 83). Global pharmacological 

inactivation of the dmPFC, induced by administration of a sodium 

channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX), during a test session revealed that 

activity in this brain region is necessary for expression of recent 

contextual fear memory (82). A similar result was observed when 
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animals received another sodium channel inhibitor, bupivacaine, 

bilaterally in the dmPFC before a retrieval test performed 1 day after 

conditioning (84). In contrast, TTX-induced inactivation of the dmPFC 

during CFC did not disrupt the formation of long-term fear memory, 

despite rats displaying lower freezing levels during the last portion of 

the conditioning session (82). This result is in stark contrast with the 

observation that infusion of a N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 

subunit 2B antagonist in the ACC impaired formation of fear memory 

(85). Injection of anisomycin in the ACC immediately after CFC, which 

blocked protein synthesis during memory consolidation (86), also 

disrupted fear memory when animals were tested 1 day after 

conditioning (85). The cellular mechanisms necessary for the storage 

of a contextual fear memory, such as long-term potentiation (LTP - 

strengthening of synapses between two neurons) in the mPFC have 

also been investigated (87). The process of LTP, required for adequate 

learning and memory (88), is induced by tetanic stimulation and 

mediated via NMDA receptors (89-91). As observed in the ACC, 

activation of NMDA receptors containing NR2A and NR2B subunits is 

responsible for the occurrence of LTP and subsequent blockade using 

antagonists or genetic manipulations impairs the formation of 

contextual fear memory (87). Additionally, inhibition of the ACC by 

delivery of muscimol, a GABA-A receptor agonist, shortly before 

conditioning, prevents the formation of fear memory, as measured by 

reduced freezing levels on test days (92). The vmPFC has been 

implicated in extinction of fear memory (83). Inactivation of NMDA 

receptors in the vmPFC, by administration of ifenprodil, leads to 

impairments in the consolidation of extinction memory, as rats that 

received ifenprodil exhibited higher freezing levels when compared to 

controls 1 day after extinction learning (83). However, all test groups 

showed similar extinction learning curves and reached plateau around 

the same time. Moreover, animals that received muscimol before or 

after extinction learning had high freezing levels, comparable to the 

ifenprodil treated group, pointing to the requirement of neuronal 

activity in the vmPFC for adequate maintenance of extinction memory 

(83). Research on the role of the vmPFC in extinction of auditory fear 

memories showed similar findings, further supporting the necessity of 

NMDAR activation for consolidation of extinction memory (93). 

Inhibition of the vmPFC during non-reinforced re-exposure to a CS 

impairs fear extinction learning (94) and stimulation of the vmPFC 

during extinction learning facilitated extinction and promoted a 

decrease in freezing (94). Moreover, inhibition during extinction recall 

does not affect the suppression of extinguished freezing behavior (95), 
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pointing to a selective role of the vmPFC in the acquisition of extinction 

memory.  

As discussed in section 1.4, the mPFC has been implicated in 

systems consolidation and expression of remote fear memory. It was 

found that time-dependent changes in retrieval-evoked neuronal 

activity in the prefrontal cortex develop in an opposite direction 

compared with the hippocampus. Whereas increased activity in the 

hippocampus correlates with recall of a 5-day-old memory, a higher 

degree of activity in mPFC is associated with recall of a 25-day-old 

memory (96). Furthermore, lesioning of the ACC at 28-30 days after 

fear or eye-blink conditioning disrupts memory expression, an effect 

that does not occur after hippocampal lesions (97). More recent 

findings from Goshen et al. (2011) also pinpoint to the specific 

involvement of the prefrontal cortex in remote memory, as optogenetic 

inhibition of the ACC impaired fear memory expression at 28 days, but 

not 24 h, after conditioning (37). An elegant study by Do-Monte et al. 

(2015) established that dmPFC-to-BLA projections are important for 

expression of recent auditory fear memory, but at later timepoints (7-

28 days), the same CR is supported by dmPFC projections to the 

paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (98). Whether the latter 

circuitry also plays a role in the expression of a contextual fear memory 

remains to be elucidated. As the mPFC acts as an integration hub for 

the processing of emotional and sensory information, it may control 

the expression of remote fear memory in a similar way the 

hippocampus does for recent fear memories, orchestrating the 

reactivation of the brain-wide memory network and thereby guiding 

behavior (46, 51, 99, 100).  

 

Appetitive cocaine memory 

Recurrent pairing of contextual cues with drugs of abuse drives  

associative learning between such cues and the rewarding effects upon 

intake of addictive substances. Drug-associated cues act as triggers for 

memory retrieval and initiation of reward seeking (the CR) during 

periods of abstinence (101, 102). This can be modeled in the laboratory 

using CPP induced by a plethora of drugs (Fig. 2). As I studied 

associative memory related to cocaine reward in my thesis, I will now 

primarily focus on the role of the mPFC in cocaine CPP.   

The mPFC has been heavily implicated in the establishment 

and maintenance of addictive behavior in general and cocaine CPP in 

particular. Moreover, similar to fear conditioning, a differential role of 

the dorsal and ventral region of the mPFC has been observed in 
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addictive behavior. Pharmacological interventions revealed that the 

dmPFC drives conditioned cocaine seeking behavior, whereas the 

vmPFC can both inhibit and facilitate cocaine seeking (58, 70). The 

vmPFC can suppress conditioned cocaine seeking through the 

consolidation and expression of extinction memory (56, 103). With 

respect to cocaine CPP, lesioning of the different mPFC subareas, by 

local infusion of quinolinic acid before training, leads to distinct 

outcomes when preference for the cocaine context is assessed (104). 

While lesioning of the PL blocks acquisition of cocaine CPP, lesions of 

the ACC or IL have no effect on CPP (104, 105). However, lesioning of 

the entire mPFC mimics the results observed when only the PL is 

affected (104). Zavala and colleagues report no effect of quinolinic acid 

delivery into PL on initial expression of cocaine CPP, but cocaine-

primed reinstatement of CPP is abolished in lesioned animals (106). 

Notably, the pre-conditioning PL lesion also did not affect extinction 

learning, since learning curves were similar between controls and 

lesioned rats (106). An elegant study in rats revealed that retrieval of 

cocaine CPP memory leads to an increase in the intrinsic excitability of 

PL neurons (107). After distinguishing between rats with a high or low 

CPP score, the authors observed enhanced excitability specifically in 

rats with a high CPP score, which is mediated by reduced spike 

amplitude attenuation over a train of action potentials. 

Pharmacological rescue of the spike amplitude attenuation impairs 

expression of cocaine CPP memory, as well as subsequent cocaine-

primed reinstatement (107). A more recent study showed that retrieval 

of cocaine  CPP memory induces neuronal activation in the mPFC 

(mainly PL), as measured by increased levels of pERK1/2 and Fos 

(108). However, inactivation of this area by chemogenetics did not 

reduce the amount of time spent in the cocaine-paired context (108). 

Strikingly, another study utilizing chemogenetics to suppress the 

activity of either pyramidal or GABAergic interneurons in the PL 

reports different findings (109). In this study, mice received CNO 

before each conditioning session to reduce the activity of PL pyramidal 

neurons or GABAergic neurons.  Acquisition of cocaine CPP memory 

was only impaired upon suppression of PL pyramidal neurons. The 

same discrepancy between these neuronal subtypes was also observed 

when CNO was administered just before a CPP test, reinforcing the 

notion that activity of excitatory neurons in the PL is necessary for the 

acquisition and expression of cocaine CPP memory (109). In an 

attempt to investigate whether neuronal activation in the PL and IL 

during CPP expression occurs in a cell-type specific manner, Miller and 

Marshall sacrificed animals after a retrieval session performed 1 day 
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after conditioning and investigated the brains for differential activation 

of excitatory or inhibitory neurons (110). Retrieval of cocaine CPP 

memory was accompanied by enhanced neuronal activation in the PL, 

but not IL (110). Interestingly, in the PL, a higher percentage of 

GABAergic neurons and lower percentage of excitatory neurons was 

activated compared with control animals, and this was not observed in 

other brain regions (110). Thus, these conflicting reports warrant 

further investigation of the specific contribution of excitatory and 

inhibitory mPFC neurons in expression of cocaine CPP memory. 

The dmPFC and vmPFC also have a time-dependent role in 

conditioned cocaine seeking behavior. After 30 days, but not 1 day, of 

abstinence, re-exposure to a cocaine-associated cue enhances neuronal 

activity in the dmPFC, but not the vmPFC (111). With respect to cocaine 

CPP, optogenetic stimulation of vmPFC pyramidal cells facilitates 

extinction of CPP memory, but only at a remote timepoint (21 days) 

after conditioning (112). Conversely, inhibiting pyramidal cells in this 

brain region 21 days after conditioning blocked extinction of the 

cocaine CPP, whereas optic inhibition during expression of a 1-day-old 

cocaine CPP memory decreases the amount of time spent in a cocaine-

associated context (112). In line with extinction of fear memory, 

activation of vmPFC NMDA receptors containing GluN2B subunits 

supports extinction of cocaine CPP (113). Together, this indicates that, 

similar to aversive memory, the mPFC has a time-dependent role in 

expression of cocaine-associated memories and the predominant view 

suggests that the dmPFC and vmPFC function as a ‘go’ and ‘stop’ hub, 

respectively. 

 

1.7 Memory encoding by neuronal ensembles 

Accumulating evidence indicates that learned associations are not 

encoded by global or random neuronal activity in memory-relevant 

brain regions, but rather by the synchronized activity of sparsely 

distributed neurons, referred to as neuronal ensembles or engram cells 

(114). The theory that learned associations are encoded by sparse 

groups of neurons was first proposed by Donald. O. Hebb in 1949 (20, 

21). The discovery of immediate early genes (IEGs) provided support 

for his theory. Expression of an IEG, such as Fos, is rapidly induced by 

strong neuronal activation and peaks within 1-2 hours after learning 

and memory retrieval (115, 116). As such, they can be used as a proxy 

for neuronal activation to identify the neurons that harbor the 

structural and physiological changes (i.e., engram) supporting memory 

(117, 118). Indeed, the recent integration of IEG promoter-driven 
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tagging systems in transgenic animals with opto- or chemogenetics 

enabled the identification and manipulation of neuronal ensembles, 

proving that memory encoding and expression depends on activation 

of specific neuronal ensembles (119, 120).  

 

Neuronal ensembles in the mPFC 

Investigation of memory processing at the level of neuronal ensembles 

has provided unprecedented detailed insight into how aversive and 

appetitive memories are encoded in the brain. Animals that undergo 

CFC form neuronal ensembles in brain areas known to have a central 

role in fear memory, such as the amygdala, the hippocampus and the 

mPFC (121). Interestingly, neuronal ensembles in the dmPFC are 

activated by exposure to a context alone and by a context-shock 

association (121), whereas no difference in neuronal activity occurs in 

the vmPFC (121). Potentially, vmPFC neurons are recruited when 

conditions change, as is the case with extinction learning (122). With 

respect to appetitive memory, the vmPFC harbors neuronal ensembles 

supporting conditioned food seeking and extinction of this CR (123). 

While this partly contrasts with the mainstream theory of the 

functional dichotomy of the dmPFC and vmPFC, it may be explained 

by the refined manipulation of a neuronal ensemble as opposed to an 

entire brain region. A recent study by Ye et al. (2016) focused on 

disentangling neuronal ensembles in the mPFC representing different 

experiences (fear and cocaine memory) (124). They found non-

overlapping ensembles in the mPFC coding for aversive and appetitive 

experiences, and optogenetic stimulation of these populations induces 

acute place avoidance and preference, respectively. Moreover, these 

two different neuronal ensembles in the mPFC exhibit different 

projection patterns; neurons coding for the aversive memory (foot-

shock) heavily target the lateral habenula and neurons representing the 

appetitive experience (cocaine CPP) innervate the NAc. Although these 

studies have substantially increased our understanding of the cellular 

substrate of aversive and appetitive memories, little is known about the 

time-dependent involvement of mPFC neuronal ensembles in 

encoding and expression of conditioned behavior. 
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1.8 Aims and outline of this thesis 

Memory consolidation and persistence depends on several critical 

steps at the brain-wide neuronal network, local micro-circuit and 

cellular level. The mPFC has been implicated as a key region that 

influences memory formation, expression and extinction. However, 

how expression and extinction of remote aversive and appetitive 

memories is regulated within local mPFC circuitry and at the level of 

neuronal ensembles has remained elusive.  

Hence, in this thesis I aimed to determine the involvement of the mPFC 

circuitry in the temporal organization of aversive and appetitive 

memories. To achieve this my subgoals were to: 

1. Design and functionally validate a new technique to 

persistently tag and manipulate neuronal ensembles in the mPFC. 

2. Assess the role of mPFC neuronal ensembles in systems 

consolidation of fear memory. 

3. Dissect the role of interaction of the vmPFC and dmPFC 

circuitry in extinction of cocaine memory. 

In chapter 2, I provide an overview of studies that used optogenetics to 

dissect the role of the mPFC circuitry in various behavioral phenotypes.  

In chapter 3, I describe the creation of a new viral vector system using 

the Fos promoter to drive an inducible Cre recombinase. I combined 

this system with chemogenetics to permanently label and manipulate 

neuronal ensembles. 

In chapter 4, I used the viral vector tool described in chapter 3 in a CFC 

paradigm to investigate the time-dependent role of mPFC neuronal 

ensembles in systems consolidation of fear memory. Moreover, I 

investigated the role of CREB-mediated gene transcription in these 

ensembles and how learning intensity modulates the involvement of 

mPFC ensembles in fear memory expression.  

In chapter 5, I dissected the mPFC neuronal circuitry supporting 

cocaine memory extinction. I explored the connectivity between the 

vmPFC and dmPFC and how these two brain regions interact during 

extinction of cocaine CPP. In addition, I investigated whether activity 

of PV interneurons is crucial for the acquisition of cocaine CPP 

extinction memory. 

Finally, in chapter 6 I discuss the results of each chapter in light of 

existing literature and propose a model of the mPFC memory circuit at 

the level of neuronal ensembles and inter-regional connectivity. 
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Additionally, I propose complementary studies in order to address 

outstanding questions based on my experiments and provide future 

perspectives that may advance our understanding of the role of the 

mPFC circuit in remote memory retrieval and extinction. 
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Abstract 

The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is critically involved in numerous 

cognitive functions, including attention, inhibitory control, habit 

formation, working memory and long-term memory. Moreover, 

through its dense interconnectivity with subcortical regions (e.g., 

thalamus, striatum, amygdala and hippocampus), the mPFC is thought 

to exert top-down executive control over the processing of aversive and 

appetitive stimuli. Because the mPFC has been implicated in the 

processing of a wide range of cognitive and emotional stimuli, it is 

thought to function as a central hub in the brain circuitry mediating 

symptoms of psychiatric disorders. New optogenetics technology 

enables anatomical and functional dissection of mPFC circuitry with 

unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. This provides 

important novel insights in the contribution of specific neuronal 

subpopulations and their connectivity to mPFC function in health and 

disease states. In this review, we present the current knowledge 

obtained with optogenetic methods concerning mPFC function and 

dysfunction and integrate this with findings from traditional 

intervention approaches used to investigate the mPFC circuitry in 

animal models of cognitive processing and psychiatric disorders. 

 

Keywords – optogenetics, prefrontal cortex, cognition, depression, 

addiction, fear, memory 
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Introduction 

Detailed insight into the connectivity and functionality of the nervous 

system is of pivotal importance for understanding how the brain 

functions in health and disease states. The mPFC is a brain region that 

has been implicated in a plethora of neurological and psychiatric 

disorders. However, for a long time, its anatomical complexity has 

hindered a thorough investigation of the contribution of different 

mPFC cell-types and their afferent and efferent projections, to the 

development and expression of behavior associated with neural 

dysfunction. Through its many connections with other cortical and 

subcortical areas (125), the mPFC may act as a control board, 

integrating information it receives from numerous input structures 

and converging updated information to output structures (51). Several 

human psychiatric conditions, including depression, schizophrenia 

and substance abuse, have been linked to altered mPFC function (45, 

70, 126). This is supported by a substantial number of experimental 

animal studies in which lesions, pharmacological intervention and 

electrophysiological techniques were employed to determine whether 

the mPFC is involved in cognitive processes and symptoms of 

psychiatric disorders (as detailed below). However, accurate dissection 

of the complex organization of the mPFC requires intervention with 

high cell-specificity and temporal resolution at a subsecond timescale. 

In recent years, a rapidly growing number of studies have used 

optogenetic approaches to address this issue, which substantially 

enhanced our understanding of mPFC circuitry. We will first briefly 

introduce the technological background and possibilities of 

optogenetic tools and will then review currently available literature 

that used optogenetics to dissect the contribution of different mPFC 

cell-types, and their connections within the mPFC and with other brain 

regions, to cognition and psychiatric disorders. 

 

Optogenetics technology 

Optogenetics technology takes advantage of genetically encoded light-

sensitive proteins, such as microbial opsins, that are introduced in 

intact living mammalian neurons, allowing manipulation of neuronal 

activity in vitro and in vivo (127, 128). The technique is characterized 

by the ability to modulate neuronal firing on a millisecond second 

timescale with great cell-type specificity in awake, freely moving 

animals (129). A widely used depolarizing opsin is Channelrhodopsin-

2 (ChR2; and genetically modified variants), a cation channel that 
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induces action potential firing upon illumination with pulses of blue 

light (130). In contrast, the chloride pump Halorhodopsin (NpHR) or 

the proton pump Archaerhodopsin (Arch or ArchT) are often used to 

hyperpolarize neuronal membranes (130). An elaborate discussion on 

the use and relevance of different opsin variants and optogenetic tools 

would be beyond the scope of this review, but has been excellently 

reviewed by others (131, 132). In brief, cell-type specific expression of 

opsins can be achieved using gene-based targeting strategies (131). 

Transgenic animals and viral constructs carrying opsin genes under 

direct control of tissue specific promoter sequences enable the 

expression of opsins in genetically defined cell-types (see 

supplementary Table S1 for an overview of optogenetic manipulations 

discussed in this review). Alternatively, cell selective expression can be 

achieved using mouse or rat Cre-recombinase (Cre) driver lines 

combined with Cre-dependent viral opsin vectors. With respect to 

excitatory pyramidal neurons that are present in the mPFC, the 

CaMKIIα or Thy1 promoter can be used express opsins in these cells 

(112, 129). As these are relatively strong promoters, they are suitable to 

drive the expression of an opsin gene placed downstream of the 

promoter. Promoter regions that are used to target GABAergic 

interneurons are generally relatively weak promoters, and therefore 

modulation of mPFC interneuron activity is typically achieved using 

transgenic mice in which a GABAergic cell-specific promoter drives the 

expression of Cre-recombinase (Cre) (131). For example, to manipulate 

fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons, parvalbumin (PV)::Cre mice are 

widely used (76, 133). When these transgenic animals receive a viral 

vector in which the opsin gene is inserted in a double floxed inversed 

open reading frame, Cre expressing cells will irreversibly invert the 

open reading frame to enable opsin expression driven by a strong 

ubiquitously active promoter (e.g. elongation factor 1α; EF1α 

promoter)(131). 

For in vivo experiments, light can be delivered in the brain by a 

laser or LED device coupled to a thin optical fiber (~100-300 µm) that 

is implanted in the brain and aimed at opsin expressing cells (134). The 

type of opsin used and the depth of the tissue illuminated determine 

the wavelength and appropriate light source required. In addition to 

optic modulation of opsin expressing somata, projection-specific 

manipulation is feasible by illuminating opsin expressing efferent 

projections in an innervated target region (131). Other advantages 

include rapid reversibility and repeatability of photostimulation, 

integration with electrophysiological recordings and anatomical 
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tracing using fluorescent reporter proteins fused to opsins (129). 

Important limitations to consider are the toxicity of viral vectors and 

the potentially harmful heating of neurons during photostimulation. 

Albeit with few limitations, optogenetic approaches have an 

unprecedented capacity to selectively and robustly modulate mPFC 

neuronal activity in behavioral paradigms and acute slice preparations 

(132). As the vast majority of currently published optogenetic 

experiments were performed in mice and rats, we will primarily focus 

on the anatomy and functionality of the rodent mPFC circuitry. 

 

Anatomy 

Within the mPFC, four distinct areas have been defined along a dorsal 

to ventral axis, i.e., the medial precentral area (PrCm; also known as 

the second frontal area (Fr2)), the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the 

prelimbic cortex (PLC) and the infralimbic cortex (ILC) (45). In 

addition to this division, which is mainly based on cytoarchitectural 

differences, the mPFC is often divided into a dorsal component 

(dmPFC), encompassing the ACC and dorsal region of the PLC, and a 

ventral component (vmPFC), encompassing the ventral PLC, ILC and 

dorsal peduncular cortex (DPC), according to functional criteria and 

connectivity with other brain areas (45). For the purpose of this review, 

in the following sections we will focus mainly on anatomical evidence 

derived with optogenetic tools, and mention the precise subregion of 

the mPFC when this information is available, or otherwise refer to 

dmPFC and vmPFC. 

 

Cytoarchitecture of the mPFC  

The local mPFC network consists mainly of excitatory pyramidal cells 

(80-90% of the total population) and inhibitory GABAergic 

interneurons (10-20% of the total population), both of which can be 

further subdivided into different cell types based on morphological, 

physiological and molecular properties (72, 135). Well-studied 

GABAergic interneuron subtypes include the perisomatic targeting fast 

spiking parvalbumin (PV) interneurons, and the dendritic targeting 

somatostatin (SOM) interneurons. PV interneurons are of particular 

clinical interest, as their numbers are known to be decreased in 

schizophrenia patients (discussed below)(136, 137). Both interneuron 

types excise strong control over local circuitry, as they are able to 

synchronize the spiking activity of pyramidal cells generating neuronal 
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oscillations (74). Selective photostimulation of ChR2-expressing PV 

and SOM interneurons in the mPFC of mice has been shown to 

generate distinct circuit responses (74). PV neurons were found to 

control the outputs of principal pyramidal neurons, as they exerted 

fast, powerful and uniform inhibition on principal cell firing (74, 76). 

SOM neurons on the other hand modulated the input that principal 

pyramidal neurons received and the inhibitory effect of synchronous 

photostimulation of these neurons was weak, more variable and 

stretched over a longer time (74). Optogenetic approaches validated 

the critical contribution of GABAergic interneuron firing to gamma 

oscillations and emotional behavior (48, 63, 64, 138). Pyramidal 

neurons in layer V (see below) of the mPFC can be characterized as 

thick tufted, subcortically projecting cells and as thin-tufted, colossally 

projecting cells (139). Optogenetic modulation revealed that colossally 

projecting cells differentially innervate both subtypes and showed that 

PV interneurons preferentially inhibit subcortically projecting 

pyramidal neurons (140). Pyramidal cell subtypes can also be 

distinguished based on expression of the dopamine D1 or dopamine D2 

receptor (D1-R and D2-R), of which D1-R neurons have been 

implicated in control over food intake by selective optogenetic 

activation of this population (141). 

Layers and connectivity of the mPFC 

The laminar organization of the rodent mPFC is slightly different from 

that of other cortical regions, which have a distinct input layer IV (46). 

The efferent projections of granular cortices to subcortical areas arise 

from the deep layers V and VI, and granular cortico-cortico 

connections are mainly made by neurons in the superficial layers II and 

III (142). The rodent mPFC however lacks the classical input layer IV 

(46). Furthermore, both deep and superficial mPFC layers receive 

long-range inputs from cortical and subcortical regions and project to 

other (limbic) structures (50, 52, 53).  

The laminar pattern has important implications for signal 

processing in the mPFC. Afferent projections originating from limbic 

and cortical regions mainly target the superficial layers I and II/III 

(143). For long, technical constraints have hampered the mapping of 

functional connections, as mere overlap of a spine and axonal 

varicosity does not necessarily indicate a functional connection and 

paired recordings are unsuitable for exploring long-range connections 

(144). Furthermore, most long-range excitatory inputs are severed in 

acute slices, hindering measurements with electrical stimulation. 

Optogenetic activation of ChR2-expressing presynaptic terminals 
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showed that layer II PLC pyramidal neurons received functional inputs 

from the contralateral mPFC, midline thalamic nucleus (MTN), 

basolateral amygdala (BLA), and ventral hippocampus (HPC) (47). 

These input fibers synapsed at different dendritic locations, which were 

often poorly predicted by anatomy alone, and the connections showed 

bias for populations of spines of distinct volume (47). As spine volume 

has been suggested to correlate with the strength of excitatory 

postsynaptic current (EPSC) (145), this finely tuned anatomical and 

functional connectivity ideally positions the mPFC to integrate and 

relay information from preferential afferent sources. Both dmPFC and 

vmPFC are heavily interconnected with the thalamus (52, 138). 

Thalamocortical connections are vital for mediating processes of 

sensation, perception, and consciousness (146, 147). In addition to the 

thalamic input received by layer II neurons (47), thalamic neurons that 

synapse onto mPFC layer I neurons have also been identified with 

optogenetics (48). Photostimulation of thalamocortical projections 

originating from midline and paralaminar thalamic nuclei drove fast 

and robust synaptic responses in layer I late-spiking interneurons, 

which were more heavily excited than pyramidal cells (48). These 

interneurons were able to drive feed forward inhibition of layer II/III 

pyramidal cells (48). In contrast, pharmacological activation of layer I 

neocortical interneurons using cholinergic agonists did not induce 

feed-forward inhibition (148). Furthermore, synaptic responses of 

mPFC interneurons were sustained upon repetitive photostimulation 

of thalamocortical projections (48). These optogenetic findings suggest 

that thalamocortical projection neurons are able to drive transmission 

over relatively long periods of time (minutes), required for working 

memory function (discussed below). 

The mPFC subregions are also reciprocally interconnected (45). 

Connectivity between ILC and PLC has been assessed by tracing 

methods and recently also by optogenetic tools (65, 66). Ji and 

Neugebauer demonstrated that photostimulation of ILC pyramidal 

cells reduced spontaneous and evoked activity in PLC pyramidal cells, 

probably mediated by feed forward inhibition (66). In contrast, both 

spontaneous and evoked activity in ChR2 expressing deep-layer ILC 

pyramidal neurons was increased upon optical activation of this 

neuronal population, without affecting ILC inhibitory neuron spiking 

behavior (66). As the ILC and PLC project differently over the brain 

and have differential roles in several processes, including habitual 

behavior, expression of conditioned-fear and addictive behavior (65, 
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69, 70, 149), this mechanism may allow the ILC to inhibit PLC output, 

while simultaneously activating its subcortical target regions. 

The mPFC heavily projects to other cortical and subcortical 

brain regions, which enables it to exert control over visceral, automatic, 

limbic and cognitive functions (50, 51). Tracing studies have shown a 

dorsoventral shift along the mPFC from predominantly sensorimotor 

target regions of the dmPFC to limbic target regions of the vmPFC (50, 

53). Glutamatergic projections of the mPFC to the nucleus accumbens 

(NAc) core and shell have been well described and validated by 

optogenetic approaches (150, 151). Interestingly, by microinjection of a 

Cre-dependent ChR2 AAV vector in Dlxi12b::Cre mice, Lee et al. 

provided evidence for the existence of mPFC GABAergic neurons that 

have long-range projections to the NAc (152). This indicates that not 

all GABAergic neurons residing in the mPFC are local interneurons. In 

addition, glutamatergic PLC projections to the BLA have been studied 

using optogenetics technology. This pathway is thought to be 

important for integrating higher cognitive processing with innate 

emotional responses (64), a process dysregulated in mood disorders 

(covered in greater detail below). Little and colleagues optogenetically 

targeted PLC layer II and identified two distinct pyramidal cell 

populations within this layer that either project to the contralateral 

mPFC or to the BLA (63). These PLC projection neurons were similar 

in anatomy and physiological properties, complicating examination of 

their circuit function. Photostimulation of contralateral mPFC or BLA 

ChR2-expressing presynaptic terminals paired with whole-cell 

recordings of mPFC or BLA projecting pyramidal neurons 

demonstrated that BLA to BLA-projecting PLC neurons exhibited the 

strongest synaptic connection. Enhanced synaptic transmission in this 

pathway was associated with increased spine density, larger spine 

volume and synaptic targeting. Moreover, BLA inputs targeted spines 

near the soma of PLC-BLA neurons, which were able to elicit stronger 

EPSCs than projections targeting the dendrite (63). PLC-BLA 

projections also target a fraction of GABAergic interneurons in the 

BLA, which in some cases evoked feed-forward inhibition of 

GABAergic transmission (153). This unique interconnectivity between 

the PLC and BLA may enable highly efficient bi-directional 

communication, which could be important for top-down control over 

responding to emotional stimuli. 

These initial investigations demonstrate the unique 

possibilities of optogenetics to probe the mPFC circuitry at the level of 

individual cells, intra-mPFC connectivity and long-range afferent and 
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efferent projections. Photostimulation in acute slice preparations is a 

highly relevant method to anatomically dissect functional connections 

and to measure synaptic properties between different neuronal 

populations. However, to determine whether a specific connection is 

causally involved in a defined cognitive process, in vivo modulation of 

neural activity is required. In the following sections, we will discuss 

findings derived from optogenetic interventions in freely moving 

animals. 

 

Cognition 

Traditional manipulation techniques have implicated the mPFC in a 

diverse range of cognitive functions, of which memory performance, 

alertness, learning and memory and habitual behavior thus far have 

been addressed by optogenetics technology. 

 

Working memory performance, alertness and temporal control.  

Working memory is a complex brain process that refers to temporary 

storage of information (time scale of seconds to minutes) necessary for 

cognitive performance (154). The mPFC has been implicated in this 

process as it was found that reversible pharmacological inactivation of 

the PLC impaired working memory performance (155). Working 

memory function can be assessed using the trace fear-conditioning 

task, in which a conditioned stimulus is followed by an aversive 

unconditioned stimulus after a delay of several seconds. Prefrontal 

neurons are known to exhibit persistent firing during the delay (156), 

suggesting a role for the mPFC in maintaining a representation of the 

conditioned stimulus during the delay. However, causal evidence for 

necessity of mPFC neuronal activity bridging the delay has only 

recently been provided using optogenetic intervention. Gilmartin and 

colleagues expressed ArchT in PLC neurons (using a non-selective CAG 

promoter) to allow inhibition specifically during the delay phase of the 

trace fear-conditioning task (157). Indeed, photoinhibition during the 

delay impaired learning of an association between the conditioned and 

unconditioned stimulus, confirming that spiking of PLC neurons is 

required for working memory performance during trace fear-

conditioning. A different task to measure working memory 

performance is the operant delayed alternation task, in which animals 

alternate lever presses with a predetermined delay to obtain a reward 

(158). Excitotoxic lesions and pharmacological inactivation of the 
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mPFC specifically impaired acquisition and expression of the delayed 

alternation task with long delays, indicating that mPFC activity is 

crucial when working memory demands are high (159). Lesions of the 

ventral striatum or dorsal hippocampus, areas that are heavily 

connected with mPFC, did not lead to reduced delayed alternation 

performance. Importantly, ChR2-mediated activation of PV 

interneurons in the PLC selectively during the delay also significantly 

impaired performance in this task (159). Together, these studies show 

that PLC activity is necessary for working memory performance and 

demonstrate that photoactivation of PV interneurons can mimic the 

effects of chronic lesion and pharmacological inactivation in a spatially 

and temporally precise manner. 

Working memory function of the mPFC is modulated by several 

monoamine systems, including the noradrenalin and dopamine (DA) 

system (160, 161). During spatial working memory, extracellular 

noradrenaline levels increase in the mPFC and pharmacological 

stimulation of alpha-2A adrenoreceptors in the PLC enhanced working 

memory performance (161, 162). Using optogenetics, it was found that 

photoactivation of ChR2-expressing noradrenergic projections from 

the locus coeruleus evoked persistent firing, a cellular correlate of 

working memory, in PLC and ACC pyramidal neurons, which was 

mediated through activation of presynaptic alpha1 and postsynaptic 

alpha2 adrenoreceptors (163). Cortical noradrenaline has not only 

been implicated in working memory function, but is believed to 

correlate more generally with states of attention, wakefulness and 

arousal (164). Carter and colleagues used optogenetic intervention to 

precisely evoke noradrenalin transmission and to study its influence on 

alertness in mice (165). Illumination of NpHR-expressing locus 

coeruleus noradrenalin neurons reduced wakefulness during the 

animal’s active period and caused a decrease of extracellular 

noradrenalin levels in the mPFC. In line with this, tonic and phasic 

photostimulation of ChR2-expressing locus coeruleus neurons 

produced immediate sleep-to-wake transitions. Interestingly, tonic 

activation increased general locomotor activity, whereas phasic 

activation had the opposite effect. Moreover, sustained high frequency 

(> 5 Hz) photoactivation of locus coeruleus neurons evoked a state of 

behavioral arrest. Carter and colleagues show that this latter effect may 

be induced by a depletion of mPFC noradrenalin stores, as prolonged 

photostimulation reduced extracellular noradrenalin levels in the 

mPFC, and behavioral arrests were attenuated by noradrenalin 

reuptake inhibitors (165). This elegant study shows that prefrontal 
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noradrenalin release is finely tuned to influence wakefulness, with even 

subtle differences having significant effects on sleep-to-wake 

transitions and arousal. 

Working memory is generally considered to represent memory 

of two sensory stimuli that are separated by a delay. Time-tracking or 

memory of a defined time-interval at a timescale of seconds is thought 

to involve an internal clock system, in which the mPFC circuitry has 

also been implicated (166). In particular, DA transmission in the mPFC 

has been implicated in the timing of a defined interval using the fixed 

interval-timing task (167). In a recent study, D1 dopamine receptor (D1-

R) transmission in the mPFC was shown to have a critical role in the 

temporal control of movement towards a goal (reward) during a 

defined time-interval (168). Pharmacological blockade of D1 dopamine 

receptors (D1-R), but not the D2 dopamine receptors (D2-R) in the ILC 

and PLC impaired temporal control over responding in the fixed 

interval-timing task. In support of the specific role of D1-Rs, NpHR-

mediated optical inhibition of mPFC D1-R expressing neurons 

impaired fixed interval timing performance (168). Strikingly, ChR2-

mediated stimulation of D1-R neurons during the last 10 s of a 20-s 

interval enhanced responding only at 20 s. Based on this evidence, the 

authors argue that the mPFC D1 system regulates temporal control of 

goal-directed behavior, rather than the encoding of passage of time.  

Despite considerable advances in recent years, much remains to 

be learned about the neurobiological substrate of working memory and 

related functions by comparing mPFC optogenetic interventions in 

different tasks within the same animal. This is of relevance to, for 

example, assess the commonalities and differences in mPFC circuitry 

mechanisms that regulate interval timing and working memory 

performance. Finely tuned firing of mPFC D1 neurons mediates precise 

temporal control over goal directed responding, but whether 

(sustained) activity of this neuronal population is also required for 

optimal working memory performance remains to be studied (157, 

168). Furthermore, although traditional manipulation approaches 

indicate that the mPFC cholinergic system has a pivotal role in working 

memory (169), within the mPFC, this neurotransmitter system has not 

been directly targeted yet by optogenetics technology.  

 

Learning, memory and extinction 

The mPFC is thought to exert cognitive control over conditioned 

responding to aversive and rewarding stimuli by integrating 
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information about experienced contexts and events (79). The fear-

conditioning paradigm is a widely used animal model to study learning 

and memory function, as well as extinction of acquired fear memories 

(170-172). Specific roles for mPFC subareas have been established in 

the expression of conditioned fear memory, with dorsal regions 

mediating the encoding and expression of fear memory and ventral 

regions contributing to consolidation and expression of extinction 

memory (58, 173). These findings are supported by lesions, 

pharmacological inactivations and in vivo spike recordings (80, 173, 

174). However, research into the temporal contribution of specific 

mPFC circuitry elements has only been initiated recently. Using 

optogenetics, Courtin and colleagues established that phasic inhibition 

of dmPFC PV interneurons underlies the expression of fear, as assessed 

by freezing behavior in the fear-conditioning paradigm (77). They first 

showed that activity of a specific subpopulation of GABAergic 

interneurons is inhibited during the presentation of a conditioned 

stimulus associated with a foot-shock. Next, this subpopulation was 

identified as PV interneurons, since ChR2- and ArchT-mediated 

optical modulation of PV neurons, respectively, attenuated or evoked 

expression of conditioned-fear. Remarkably, optical inhibition of these 

neurons also evoked freezing behavior before fear-conditioning and 

reinstated expression of fear after extinction training (77). They found 

that the PV neuron controlled fear response was mediated by resetting 

of theta phase oscillations in the mPFC and disinhibition of pyramidal 

cells projecting to the BLA, further supporting the role of the mPFC-

BLA projection in emotional control. This study also identified a 

second population of inhibitory interneurons that showed increased 

activity during fear states. The authors speculate that this 

subpopulation may inhibit PV interneurons and receives input from 

brain regions (e.g. hippocampus, BLA) that drive the expression of fear 

(77), an interesting hypothesis that remains to be addressed by future 

research. Extinction of conditioned-fear is associated with decreased 

excitatory synaptic efficacy transmission of mPFC to BLA pyramidal 

cells, but did not affect output to GABAergic BLA interneurons and 

intercalated cells, as demonstrated using optogenetics (175). As a 

result, the excitation/inhibition (E/I) balance in this pathway is likely 

changed, favoring inhibition and resulting in suppression of the 

conditioned-fear response (175). These optogenetic studies confirm the 

role of the dmPFC in driving of fear responses and refine the temporal 

contribution of subpopulations of GABAergic interneurons in this 

behavior. An interesting study by Lee and colleagues showed that 

photoactivation of long-range GABAergic mPFC projections to the NAc 
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evoked real-time place avoidance (152), suggesting this novel pathway 

may also regulate responding to aversive stimuli.  

 

Habitual behavior  

Habits are defined as behavioral patterns that are insensitive to 

changes in outcome value. Habitual behavior is differentially regulated 

by mPFC subareas; whereas the PLC promotes flexibility, ILC 

activation inhibits flexibility and promotes behavioral rigidity (149). 

Previous studies demonstrated that lesion and pharmacological 

inactivation of the ILC induce a switch from fixed to flexible responding 

(176). The temporal control of ILC neurons to habitual behavior has 

been confirmed and refined by repetitive optogenetic modulation. Brief 

photoinhibition of ILC pyramidal cells blocked the formation and 

expression of habitual behavior, but the subsequent behavioral 

response depended on the timing of inhibition (177, 178). In these 

studies, habitual behavior was assessed by training rats to obtain a 

reward in a cued T-maze task. Following overtraining, rats became 

insensitive to devaluation of the reward. Animals continued goal-

directed behavior when ILC pyramidal cells were optogenetically 

silenced during habit formation, but once the habit was fully expressed, 

photoinhibition evoked a new habitual pattern. Moreover, when 

photoinhibition was repeated during execution of the new habit, 

animals re-expressed the original habit (177). This immediate 

switching between habitual behaviors demonstrates that even 

semiautomatic behaviors are under cortical control while they are 

being performed. The ILC target region that mediates switching 

between habits has not been identified yet, but projections to the 

dorsolateral striatum are of particular interest, as a similar spike 

activity pattern was observed in both regions after a habit was 

established (178). Based on this evidence, the authors suggested that 

the development of habitual performance is determined by the balance 

of sensorimotor striatal activity and value-sensitive ILC activity. 

Interestingly, only the superficial ILC layers mimicked spiking activity 

in the dorsolateral striatum (178), stressing the need to apply layer- and 

pathway-specific optogenetic manipulations to study the habit 

circuitry in more detail. 
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Psychiatric disorders 

Optogenetics has provided important new insights in mPFC function 

in the healthy brain, but has also been used to elucidate neural circuitry 

elements involved in disease-related phenotypes (179). In the following 

sections, we will discuss how optogenetic manipulations have 

validated, and in some cases updated current theories that aim to 

explain the contribution of the mPFC circuitry to various psychiatric 

disorders, including depression, schizophrenia and drug addiction. 

Depression 

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the most prevalent 

psychiatric disorders, estimated to affect about 5% of the global 

population and therefore considered as a leading cause of disability 

worldwide (180). MDD diagnosis criteria include depressed mood and 

anhedonia (reduced ability to experience pleasure) that persist over 

time and affect every day-life experience (181). In addition, MDD 

diagnosis includes somatic effects, such as disturbances in food intake 

(weight loss or gain), in sleep (insomnia or hypersomnia), as well as in 

levels of psychomotor activity (agitation or retardation). Cognitive 

decline characterized by impairments in working memory and decision 

making, loss of concentration and attentional biases is also considered 

a key factor in perpetuation of the depressive state (182). The 

multifaceted phenotypic expressions that accompany depression are 

attributed to dysfunctional processes in multiple brain areas and 

circuitries, including the brain’s reward, affective and executive control 

centers.  

As the mPFC is considered a circuit hub that promotes higher-

order cognitive functions and provides top-down control over 

automatic limbic system-associated processes (182-184), it is 

suggested to have critical role in affective and cognitive deficits 

associated with depression. In humans, depressive states are linked to 

disrupted frontal activity (hyper- or hypo-activation) and morphology, 

which are thought to contribute to working memory deficits, 

maladaptive regulation of emotions (anhedonia, negative affect), 

attentional biases and impaired decision making (185-188). Stress 

exposure, tightly associated with the onset and development of the 

depressive state, is considered detrimental for mPFC functioning. 

Proper mPFC performance is necessary for modulating stress-induced 

behavioral adaptations and for exerting control over stress-activated 

subcortical regions (189-193). In recent years, the clinical toolbox for 

treating depression has been expanded with deep brain stimulation 
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(DBS) of the PFC. These recent studies showed that chronic 

stimulation of the subgenual cingulate cortex (Cg25), the human 

equivalent of the rodent vmPFC (194, 195), reverses depression-

induced cortical functional deficits and alleviates symptoms in 

treatment-resistant depressed patients (196). Subsequent reverse 

translational studies confirmed the involvement of the mPFC in 

antidepressant-like responses, as high-frequency electrical stimulation 

of the rat PLC alleviated behavioral despair modeled in the forced swim 

test (FST) (197), which correlates with motivational, active adaptation 

to challenging environments. Similarly, following chronic 

unpredictable mild stress, chronic vmPFC DBS reduced depression-

associated anhedonia, as assessed by a sucrose preference test in rats 

and relieved from social avoidance in mice susceptible to chronic social 

defeat stress (198, 199). Taken together, over the years both clinical and 

preclinical research implicated the mPFC as a crucial mediator of 

depressive symptomatology (200), which triggered a quest for 

causality and a clarification of the exact contributions of mPFC 

subregions and their distinct afferent and efferent projections in the 

development of the disorder and antidepressant response.  

 

Figure 1. Optogenetic evidence for the involvement of the mPFC in 

depressive-like behavior and anxiety. Yellow flash: photoinhibition; 

blue flash: photoactivation ↑ = pro-depressive/anxiogenic effects; ↓ = 

antidepressant/anxiolytic effects. 1Convington et al., 2010: photoactivation 

increased sucrose preference and restored social interaction in defeat-

susceptible mice. 2Kumar et al., 2013: photoactivation layer V pyramidal cells 

decreased immobility FST in naïve animals. 3Kumar et al., 2013: 

photoactivation layer V pyramidal cells increased time in open arms EPM test 

in defeated animals. 4Warden et al., 2012: photoactivation of mPFC-LHb 

projection promoted immobility FST in naïve animals. 5Warden et al., 2012: 

photoactivation of mPFC-DRN projection decreased immobility FST in naïve 

animals. 6Challis et al., 2014: photoactivation of vmPFC-DRN projection 

reduced social interaction in naïve animals. 7Challis et al., 2014: 

photoinhibition of vmPFC-DRN projection prevented social withdrawal in 
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defeated animals. 8Vialou et al., 2014: photoactivation of dmPFC-Nac 

projection prevented social withdrawal. 9Vialou et al., 2014: photoactivation 

of dmPFC-BLA projection increased time in open armsEPM test. 10Chaudhury 

et al., 2013: photoinhibition of VTA-mPFC DA projection reduced social 

interaction in sub-threshold defeat animals. 11Friedman et al., 2014: 

photoactivation of VTA-mPFC DA projection restored social interaction in 

defeat-susceptible mice. 12Gunaydin et al., 2014: photoactivation of VTA-

mPFC DA projection evoked anxiety-like behavior and place avoidance in 

naïve mice. dmPFC: dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; vmPFC: ventral medial 

prefrontal cortex; NAcc: nucleus accumbens core; NAcsh: nucleus accumbens 

shell; LHb: lateral habenula; DRN: dorsal raphe nucleus; BLA: basolateral 

amygdala; VTA: ventral tegmental area. 

 

The first optogenetic experiments that directly assessed the role of 

mPFC activity in depression-like behavior confirmed that activation of 

vmPFC neurons reverses depressive-like symptomatology in a 

depression-vulnerable population of mice (201) (Fig. 1). In this study, 

the authors used the chronic social defeat paradigm, a depression 

model with high face, predictive and construct validity (202) to 

distinguish mice on their resilience/vulnerability to social stress. 

Photostimulation of the vmPFC was achieved using a herpes 

simplex virus (HSV) viral vector coding for ChR2 driven by the IE4/5 

promoter, which targeted ChR2 to mPFC neurons in a non-selective 

manner (201). Specifically, the ILC and PLC of stress-susceptible mice 

were stimulated in a pattern similar to DBS parameters that previously 

alleviated depressive symptoms and mimicking cortical burst firing 

(197). Photostimulation fully restored social interaction scores and 

diminished anhedonia, as expressed in preference for drinking a 

sucrose solution over water, without altering anxiety levels or social 

memory performance (201). Notably, traditional mPFC manipulations 

have led to contradictory observations. For example, generic mPFC 

lesions led to the expression of depressive-like behavior, including 

learned helplessness (203), whereas transient pharmacological 

inactivation of the ILC resulted in an antidepressant response, as 

assessed by the FST (204). These opposing findings might originate 

from the different temporal resolution of the methodologies and/or the 

different (sub)regions examined, e.g., whole mPFC (203) versus 

vmPFC (201) or ILC (204). As optogenetic activation of the vmPFC by 

Covington et al. was not specific for a particular neuronal subtype, the 

direction of the net effect of stimulation at the circuit level remains 

unresolved. These data may reflect the variability of mPFC 

involvement seen in human studies, which support either reduced or 
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increased activity of distinct frontal areas in the expression of the 

depressive state.  

In a subsequent study, Kumar and colleagues employed layer V 

pyramidal cell-specific photostimulation of the PLC to examine the 

contribution of this mPFC sub-region in depressive-like 

symptomatology (205). To this end, Thy1::Chr2 mice expressing ChR2 

in pyramidal cells projecting to limbic structures, including the ventral 

tegmental area (VTA), BLA and NAc were used. Acute PLC stimulation 

in naïve animals induced a robust antidepressant-like response, as 

expressed in reduced immobility in the FST. Accordingly, in animals 

subjected to the chronic social defeat model, chronic optical 

stimulation of PLC pyramidal cells induced a long-lasting anxiolytic 

effect in the elevated plus maze (EPM) test, a classical test to assess 

anxiety. In addition to the behavioral effects of PLC stimulation, the 

authors reported synchronized oscillatory activity across PLC target 

limbic structures (VTA, BLA and NAc), providing evidence for 

downstream effects of PLC pyramidal cell modulation on subcortical 

regions responsible for affective and reward-related processing. 

Importantly, similar alterations in neuronal activity in this circuit has 

been observed in depressed patients (206) and might underlie the 

antidepressant-like effects of mPFC DBS in humans (196). 

Interestingly, in contrast to vmPFC activation, PLC pyramidal cell 

stimulation did not reverse the well characterized defeat-induced 

social avoidance phenotype (205). These discrepancies may be 

attributed to the different frequency stimulation parameters used or 

the different cell-types and mPFC layers targeted. Importantly, as the 

optic fiber in these experiments was targeted to ChR2+ somata in the 

mPFC, the exact projections that exerted the antidepressant-like 

effects remain to be determined by projection-specific targeting.  

Warden and colleagues examined the role of mPFC efferents in 

depressive behavior, with a focus on projections to the dorsal raphe 

nucleus (DRN) and the lateral habenula (LHb) (207), regions that are 

heavily implicated in MDD (208-211). The mPFC-DRN projection is of 

particular interest, as the antidepressant effect of vmPFC DBS in rats 

is accompanied by structural and functional alterations in 

serotoninergic DRN neurons (199) and it is completely abolished 

following serotoninergic depletion in the DRN (198). In naïve animals, 

optogenetic activation of the mPFC-DRN excitatory projection through 

illumination of mPFC terminals in the DRN promoted behavioral 

activation in the FST (207). In contrast, photoactivation of mPFC 

terminals in the LHb induced immobility in the FST, whereas 
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illumination of vmPFC pyramidal cell bodies was without effect. More 

recently, the vmPFC-DRN pathway contribution to a depressive-like 

state was examined using the chronic social defeat paradigm (212). In 

naïve animals, repeated ChR2-mediated activation of vmPFC-DRN 

projections increased avoidance of a social target, pointing to a 

depressive-like phenotype. In line with this, Arch-mediated 

photoinhibition of the same pathway prevented the development of 

social withdrawal in animals subjected to social defeat (212). The 

authors provide evidence that vmPFC neurons mainly target 

GABAergic neurons in the DRN, which likely inhibit serotonergic 

neurons, explaining the pro-depressant effects they observed. 

However, their data is inconsistent with the anti-depressive, proactive 

effects that were found in the FST following stimulation of the vmPFC-

DRN pathway (207). This suggests that the mPFC-DRN pathway may 

be differentially involved in regulating social interaction and 

behavioral despair, the two behavioral constructs these tests assess. 

Alternatively, the contrasting observations may be explained by a 

differential effect of acute (207) versus repeated post-defeat 

photoactivation of the vmPFC-DRN pathway (212) on expression of 

depressive-like behavior. Nonetheless, these experiments demonstrate 

the contributions of the mPFC to the adaptive capacity under physically 

(proactive vs. passive reactivity) or emotionally (affective decision-

making) challenging conditions, which is severely disrupted in 

depression (213-216). Vialou and colleagues showed that PLC-NAc and 

PLC-BLA projections are differentially involved in depression 

susceptibility and anxiety-related behavior (217). They found that 

chronic social defeat stress up-regulated ∆FosB in the PLC, which was 

linked to increased cholecystokinin B (CCKB) receptor expression and 

the induction of a depression-susceptible phenotype in animals 

exposed to sub-threshold defeat stress (217). In support of this, local 

application of a CCK agonist (CCK-8) in the PLC promoted a 

susceptible phenotype and ChR2-mediated optical stimulation of PLC 

glutamatergic terminals in the NAc prevented CCK-8 administration-

induced social deficits (217). CCK-8 infusion in the PLC also produced 

an anxiogenic effect in the EPM and this effect was reversed by 

photostimulation of the PLC-BLA, but not PLC-NAc, pathway. Taken 

together, these data highlight the importance of selectively 

manipulating specific mPFC projections to determine their role in top-

down control of subcortical structures in depressive-like behavior and 

(mal)adaptive responsiveness to stressors (64, 218, 219). 
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In addition to the modulation of efferent projections, 

optogenetics has also been used to intervene with mPFC afferent DA 

projections (220-222). To selectively manipulate the VTA-mPFC DA 

projection, Chaudhury and colleagues microinjected a retrograde 

travelling pseudorabies virus coding for Cre in the mPFC and Cre-

dependent ChR2 or NpHR vectors in the VTA. Photoinhibition of the 

VTA-mPFC pathway reduced social interaction in mice that underwent 

sub-threshold social defeat (220). Interestingly, they also found that 

the firing rate of VTA DA neurons that project to the mPFC was 

substantially reduced in susceptible mice that received social defeat 

stress. Together, this indicates that DA release in the mPFC may 

prevent the development of a depression susceptible phenotype. ChR2-

mediated activation of the VTA-mPFC pathway did not affect the 

development of a susceptible phenotype following sub-threshold social 

defeat (220). However, repeated stimulation of ChR2-expressing VTA-

mPFC neurons reversed social avoidance in a depression-susceptible 

population following chronic social defeat (222). Opposite effects have 

been observed of ChR2-mediated stimulation of the VTA-mPFC DA 

pathway in naïve mice, which showed no change in social interaction, 

but instead showed an increase in anxiety-like behavior and 

conditioned place aversion (221). Together, these studies demonstrate 

that the direction of behavioral effects depends on the behavioral state 

of an animal. In depression-prone animals, alterations in the activity 

of mPFC afferent DA projections are sufficient to enhance vulnerability 

to develop a depressed phenotype or to reverse depressive-like 

behavior.  

Optogenetic control of the mPFC and connected brain regions 

has greatly advanced our understanding of the neurobiological 

underpinnings of depression (223). In particular, important steps have 

been made in the dissection of the contribution of specific mPFC 

efferent projections to specific behavioral components of the 

depressive symptomatology, such as social, anxiety and reward-related 

behaviors. Interestingly, these studies have also revealed resilience 

mechanisms, including anatomical (VTA-mPFC DA projection) and 

molecular (CCK) pathways, which could prove of great use in the battle 

against this debilitating disorder. In the future, profiling of gene and 

protein expression changes in the mPFC upon optogenetic stimulation 

could provide insight in molecular mechanisms underlying 

susceptibility and resilience to depressive behavior and may open new 

avenues for medical intervention (218). 
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Despite these advances that have been made possible by 

optogenetic tools, several clinically relevant issues have not been 

addressed yet. As depression is characterized by individual-based 

phenotypic expression, with versatile symptomatology, single-

construct assessment of depressive-like behavior and anxiety using 

relatively simplistic behavioral assays (FST, EPM, sucrose preference) 

may restrict the translational value of these findings (224), arguing for 

the development and use of models with enhanced validity to study a 

depressed state. Importantly, cortical manipulations that affect social 

interaction in animals do not necessarily reflect a depressive-like 

phenotype, but may be indicative of mechanisms supporting social 

behavior in general. As such, identified mPFC circuits might also have 

a role in other psychiatric conditions that are characterized by social 

impairments, e.g., autism-spectrum disorders, anxiety disorders and 

schizophrenia (see below; (64, 225). In addition, depending on the 

behavioral read-out (e.g., sociability or anhedonia), optogenetic 

intervention can have a differential effect (226), further complicating 

interpretation of the role of specific circuitry elements in a complex 

behavioral state. Finally, perturbation of the circuitries mediating 

depression-induced cognitive decline, which is a critical vulnerability 

factor for the perseverance of the disorder, has remained an 

unexplored area regarding optogenetic manipulations, but holds high 

promise for elucidation of novel targets that can be used for treatment 

of this prevalent psychiatric disorder.  

Schizophrenia  

Schizophrenia is characterized by highly heterogeneous cognitive 

(working memory, attention), positive (delusions, hallucinations) and 

negative (flat affect, anhedonia) symptoms, as well as disorganized 

speech and abnormal motor behavior (181). Current pharmacotherapy 

addresses only a small fraction of symptoms, with the majority of 

treatments being limited in controlling psychosis-related deficits and 

unable to attend to the primary cause of disability, i.e., cognitive 

decline (227, 228). As the pathogenesis of schizophrenia remains 

unclear and likely involves a complex neural circuitry, optogenetic 

dissection of the underlying neural substrates and neuroadaptations 

will be instrumental for understanding this severe and currently 

incurable mental disorder (228, 229).  

Many of the cognitive deficits accompanying schizophrenia, 

such as impaired working and episodic memory and impaired affective 

control and reward evaluation, have been traced back to dysregulated 

PFC function, resulting in altered connectivity with subcortical areas, 
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such as the amygdala, striatum and the hippocampus (227, 230, 231). 

Several theories exist concerning mPFC alterations that cause 

schizophrenia symptoms, including altered dopaminergic modulation, 

a change in E/I balance and abnormal oscillatory activity in the gamma 

frequency range (230, 232). Optogenetic approaches have begun to 

address the merits of these theories by providing causal insight in the 

underlying mechanisms of the heterogeneous symptoms of 

schizophrenia, in particular the cognitive dysfunction and aberrant 

information processing associated with this disorder (233, 234).  

A dual role of dopamine has been hypothesized to contribute to 

the development of schizophrenia. In particular, it is thought that 

increased DA transmission in the mesolimbic system and parallel DA 

hypoactivity in the mPFC account for the expression of schizophrenic 

symptoms (228, 235). Additionally, imbalanced activation of cortical 

D1-Rs and D2-Rs, which have opposing effects on neuronal excitability 

(236), is considered crucial for impaired information processing and 

the manifestation of both positive and negative symptoms in 

schizophrenia (235, 237, 238). The involvement of D2-Rs is supported 

by the fact that all antipsychotics that are being used to treat positive 

symptoms of schizophrenia, block D2-R function (228). Furthermore, 

prefrontal D2-Rs have a critical role in cognitive processes that are 

disrupted in schizophrenia, including working memory and 

sensorimotor gating, as determined with mutant mice and 

pharmacological interventions (237-239). Optogenetic modulation of 

D2-R expressing neurons in the mPFC provided new insight in the 

functionality of D2-Rs and their potential contribution to 

schizophrenia symptoms. Intra-mPFC infusion of a Cre-dependent 

ChR2 vector in D2-R::Cre mice enabled robust expression of ChR2 in 

a subpopulation of layer V pyramidal cells projecting to the thalamus 

(240). Acute slice recordings demonstrated that, at baseline, the D2-R 

agonist quinpirole had minimal effect on current injections in D2-R 

neurons, however, a significant after-depolarisation occurred when 

quinpirole application was closely preceded by optogenetic activation 

of contralateral D2-R-expressing mPFC projection neurons, 

generating voltage fluctuations and spiking for hundreds of 

milliseconds (240). Given the specificity of D2-R expression in cortico-

thalamic projecting layer V neurons, D2-R-mediated after-

depolarization might enhance outputs to subcortical structures. Under 

pathological conditions, such as D2-R overrepresentation seen in 

schizophrenia (241), this sustained signal amplification might enhance 

the level of noise in the mPFC, thereby distorting relay of information 
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to subcortical areas and potentially enhancing susceptibility to 

psychosis. As the level of noise within the mPFC is thought to be 

increased in schizophrenic patients (discussed below), diminishing the 

D2-R-mediated after-depolarisation might be a neurophysiological 

basis for the beneficial effect of antipsychotics on schizophrenia 

symptoms. Further research using in vivo models will have to verify 

whether D2-R induced after-depolarisation is involved in the cognitive 

dysfunction observed in schizophrenia. 

The E/I balance theory poses that an elevation in the ratio of 

cortical E/I, mediated either via hyperexcitability of pyramidal cells or 

hypoactivity of inhibitory interneurons, underlies the behavioral and 

cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia, including social dysfunction 

(232, 233). Network and behavioral effects of an altered E/I balance in 

the mPFC has been addressed using the stable step function opsin 

(SSFO), a ChR2 mutant with significantly reduced deactivation time 

(~30 min) (64, 242) upon excitation with a single pulse of blue light, 

thereby reducing the threshold for action potential firing in SSFO-

expressing neurons. Brief photoactivation of SSFO-expressing mPFC 

pyramidal neurons increased the E/I balance, impaired information 

processing at the cellular level and increased rhythmic high-frequency 

activity, resembling clinical indications of schizophrenia (242) (see 

section below). At a behavioral level, these manipulations were 

sufficient to completely abolish social interaction and reversibly 

impaired acquisition of conditioned-fear memory. Enhanced E/I 

balance in the primary visual cortex did not alter social behavior, which 

alludes to specificity of the mPFC in mediating these behavioral 

deficits. Interestingly, depolarization of SSFO-expressing mPFC 

GABAergic PV neurons did not affect social interaction and 

conditioned-fear (242), despite the fact that it robustly reduced spiking 

and synaptic activity. However, social deficits observed after 

photoactivation of SSFO-expressing pyramidal cells were partially 

rescued by co-activation of ChR2-expressing PV neurons (242). As 

discussed earlier, inhibition of mPFC PV neurons can result in severe 

working memory deficits (159), further stressing the importance of a 

properly balanced cortical excitatory tone. Notably, an elevated E/I 

balance within the mPFC is also thought to contribute to social 

dysfunction associated with autism spectrum disorders (242), hence, 

these findings may point to a pathophysiological mechanism that 

mediates general impairments in social behavior. Although the use of 

SSFOs aids in explaining the consequence of a distorted mPFC E/I 

balance at a cellular level and on social interaction, altered E/I balance 
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in schizophrenia and autism is likely the result of an aberrant 

neurodevelopmental mechanism. Hence, in patients, E/I balance is 

elevated for a time-period that is far beyond the deactivation time-scale 

of currently available SSFOs. The relatively “acute” effects of a change 

in E/I balance in developmentally normal animals should therefore be 

interpreted with caution. That being said, optogenetic manipulations 

using SSFOs have for the first time demonstrated robust differential 

effects of an alteration in mPFC E/I balance on network activity and 

behavior. Furthermore, SSFOs can be used to assess whether E/I 

balance is perturbed in other psychiatric diseases, including autism, 

depression and addiction, potentially unifying the etiology of these 

disorders (243).  

A third avenue that aims to explain the cognitive deficits of 

schizophrenia patients involves gamma rhythms, 30–80 Hz neuronal 

oscillations that play a pivotal function in synchronizing neuronal 

activity within and between areas, which is known to be required for 

working memory, perception and attention (137, 233), and is likely 

important for many other brain functions. In schizophrenia patients, 

abnormal gamma oscillations have been consistently observed, and 

they correlate with changes in working memory and cognitive control 

(244, 245). When PV neuron function is impaired, suboptimal 

inhibitory drive leads to desynchronization, contributing to altered 

gamma rhythm and presumably to working memory impairments 

associated with schizophrenia (137). In accordance with this notion, 

local GABA synthesis and reuptake are consistently reduced in the PFC 

of schizophrenia patients and this change is specifically mediated by 

PV neurons, implying aberrant functionality of this particular 

interneuron population (137). Similarly, reduced PV immunoreactivity 

in the PFC of schizophrenic patients has been reported (136). 

Optogenetic studies validated the critical importance of cortical PV 

interneurons in driving gamma oscillations (133, 246). Sohal and 

colleagues showed that photostimulation of ChR2-expressing PFC 

pyramidal cells elicited gamma oscillations in vivo, however, 

simultaneous NpHR-mediated inhibition of PV+ interneurons 

specifically suppressed gamma power, suggesting that pyramidal cells 

stimulation activated downstream PV neurons. Importantly, when 

subjecting pyramidal neurons to gamma-frequency input, microcircuit 

signal transmission was improved by reducing circuit noise and 

amplifying circuit signals, including signals to local interneurons (133). 

PV interneuron-driven gamma-mediated neuronal synchrony 

dependents on NMDA receptor activation, as targeted NMDA receptor 
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deletion in PV neurons impaired optogenetic induction of gamma 

oscillations and resulted in selective cognitive decline, resembling 

schizophrenic deficits (247). Together, selective optogenetic 

modulation of PV interneuron activity confirmed that this neuronal 

subtype drives gamma oscillations, which sequentially promotes fast 

and targeted information processing; a “sharpening” of cortical 

response to sensory inputs (233). Changes in oscillation synchrony are 

also thought to underlie other psychiatric conditions, including bipolar 

disorder and autism, as well as epilepsy (206, 248). Thus, efforts aimed 

at further elucidation of circuit and molecular adaptations that 

contribute to aberrant generation of neuronal oscillations are of utmost 

importance. 

Taken together, the first optogenetic manipulations of the 

mPFC circuitry have at least partially validated existing theories that 

aim to explain neuropathological mechanisms underlying 

schizophrenia. Enhanced excitatory drive, potentially as a result of D2-

R overexpression, resulting in desynchronized neuronal transmission 

and impaired cortical information processing contributes to symptoms 

associated with this disorder. Given the multifaceted and complex 

nature of schizophrenia, it will likely be impossible to mimic the full 

phenotypic spectrum in an animal model. Although optogenetic 

manipulations in the rodent brain are invaluable for providing new 

directions into this field of research, the translational value of the 

observed mechanisms remains a challenge that needs to be addressed 

in the future. 

 

Addiction 

Addicted individuals display a behavioral repertoire restricted to 

repeated cycles of drug seeking, consumption and recovery from drug 

use despite often severe negative consequences (249). Drug addiction 

is the endpoint of a series of transitions from initial, hedonic drug use 

to habitual and ultimately compulsive drug use, which coincides with 

long-lasting adaptations in neural circuits (250, 251). High relapse 

rates are a major problem in treatment of addiction, as addicted 

individuals remain highly susceptible to relapse even after long periods 

(months to years) of abstinence (252). This persistent vulnerability is 

thought to be maintained by strong and persistent associative 

memories of drug effects and environmental cues (253). The brain 

circuitry that supports addiction is complex, but ample evidence 

indicates that the mPFC has a significant role in the development and 
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persistence of addictive behavior (254). More specifically, the mPFC 

has been implicated in the attribution of salience to rewarding stimuli, 

compulsive drug taking, the expression of drug-associated memories 

and relapse to drug seeking (70, 255, 256). Optogenetic approaches 

confirmed the important function of the mPFC in animal models of 

addictive behavior and provided interesting new insights in the 

temporal contribution of mPFC subregions and projections to the NAc 

to compulsive drug taking and drug seeking behavior. 

 Evidence from neuroimaging studies suggests that 

hypofunction of the mPFC contributes to a loss of control over limiting 

intake in human addicts (257). This hypothesis was recently addressed 

using optogenetics in rats that continued to self-administer cocaine 

despite the pairing of cocaine reward with delivery of a noxious 

stimulus (foot-shock). Chen et al. showed that long-term cocaine self-

administration reduced PLC neuron excitability, with the most robust 

effect in aversion-resistant rats (258). Restoring PLC pyramidal 

function by optogenetic stimulation alleviated cocaine intake in 

aversion-resistant rats (Fig. 2A). In contrast, when PLC neurons were 

optogenetically silenced, non-resistant rats engaged in cocaine self-

administration paired with a foot-shock. This study indicates that 

when cocaine use is paired with an adverse consequence, hypoactivity 

of PLC pyramidal cells contributes to a loss of inhibitory control over 

compulsive cocaine intake.  

  Pharmacological interventions in animal models of conditioned 

drug seeking indicate that the dmPFC and vmPFC differentially 

contribute to the expression of this specific behavior (58, 70). Whereas 

dmPFC activity is thought to drive drug seeking responses, the vmPFC 

either promotes or inhibits drug seeking responses depending on the 

type of drug that was previously administered and the implementation 

of extinction sessions before a drug-seeking test (56, 259-263). 
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Figure 2: Optogenetic evidence for the involvement of the mPFC in 

addictive behavior. Yellow flash: photoinhibition; blue flash: 

photoactivation. ↑ = enhanced drug taking / seeking; ↓ = reduced drug 

taking/seeking. Optogenetic manipulations indicate that the circuitry that 

regulates drug taking (when the drug is available) differs from the circuitry 

that mediates drug seeking (in absence of the drug). A Manipulation of drug 

taking. 1Chen et al, 2013: Photoactivation PLC diminished compulsive cocaine 

taking in aversion resistant rats. 2Chen et al, 2013; Martin-Garcia et al., 2014: 

Photoinhibition PLC evoked compulsive cocaine taking in aversion sensitive 

rats and resumption of cocaine intake in rats with history of high-frequency 

self-administration. 3Seif et al, 2013: Photoinhibition of dmPFC-NAcc 

projection reduced alcohol intake paired with aversive stimulus. B 

Manipulation of drug seeking. 4Stefanik et al, 2013; Martin-Garcia et al, 2014: 

Photoinhibition dmPFC attenuated cocaine seeking. 5Stefanik and Kalivas, 

2013: Photoinhibition of BLA-dmPFC projection reduced reinstatement of 

cocaine seeking. 6Van den Oever, 2013: Photoactivation vmPFC facilitated 

extinction of remote, but not recent, cocaine memory. 7Van den Oever, 2013: 

Photoinhibition vmPFC impaired recall of recent cocaine memory, but 

prevented extinction of remote cocaine memory. 8Ma et al, 2014: 

Photoactivation (1Hz) evoked LTD in vmPFC-NAcsh projection reversed 

cocaine-induced synaptic adaptation and enhanced subsequent cocaine 

seeking. 9Pascoli et al, 2012: Photoactivation (1Hz) of vmPFC-NAcsh 

projection reversed cocaine-induced synaptic adaptation and locomotor 
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sensitization. 10Pascoli et al, 2014: Photoactivation (13Hz) of vmPFC-NAcsh 

projection reversed cocaine-induced synaptic adaptation and abolished 

cocaine seeking. 11Ma et al., 2014: Photoactivation (1Hz) evoked LTD in 

dmPFC-NAcc projection reversed cocaine-induced synaptic adaptation and 

decreased subsequent cocaine seeking. 12Stefanik et al, 2013: Photoinhibition 

of PLC-NAc core projection attenuated cocaine-primed reinstatement of 

cocaine seeking. 

 

In fact, several lines of evidence suggest that the ILC mediates the 

consolidation and expression of extinction memory (56, 103), and as 

such, inhibition of this region after extinction learning evokes 

expression of the original cocaine seeking response. Optogenetic 

manipulation of the vmPFC extended these findings by showing that 

vmPFC pyramidal cells indeed contribute to expression and extinction 

of conditioned cocaine seeking, but in a time-dependent manner (112) 

(Fig. 2B). ChR2-mediated activation of vmPFC pyramidal cells 

facilitated extinction of a cocaine conditioned place preference (CPP) 

memory only when photostimulation was applied 3 weeks after, but 

not 1 day after conditioning. In line with this observation, NpHR-

mediated inhibition of these neurons blocked extinction of CPP 

memory 3 weeks after conditioning. Surprisingly, photoinhibition 

selectively attenuated expression of a 1-day-old cocaine memory. 

Together, optogenetic manipulation of pyramidal cells pointed to a 

temporal reorganization of the circuitry that controls expression of 

cocaine-associated memories and a differential role of the vmPFC in 

regulation of conditioned cocaine seeking over time.  

Optogenetic studies confirmed that PLC activity is required for 

reinstatement of cocaine seeking in extinguished animals. Similar to 

pharmacological inactivation, photoinhibition of PLC neurons (using a 

non-selective promoter) reduced cocaine-primed reinstatement of 

cocaine seeking (264). In addition, the same group demonstrated that 

the BLA-PLC pathway is critically involved in reinstatement of cocaine 

seeking by optical inhibition of BLA presynaptic terminals in the PLC 

(265). Optogenetic inhibition of dmPFC pyramidal neurons also 

attenuated stress-induced reinstatement of palatable food seeking in 

rats (266), suggesting that different modalities activate dmPFC 

circuitry to evoke reinstatement of reward seeking. In addition, this 

shows that PLC activity drives reinstatement of cocaine and natural 

reward seeking, whereas increased activity of the same neurons 

suppresses compulsive cocaine taking (258). The opposing function 

the PLC may depend on the presence or absence of cocaine in operant 
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tests. This is supported by the observation that photoinhibition of PLC 

pyramidal cells enhanced cocaine self-administration and attenuated 

reinstatement of cocaine seeking in rats that were subjected to a high-

frequency cocaine intake schedule (267). GABAergic interneurons have 

not been manipulated yet in addiction models, but the role PV 

interneurons in natural reward (sucrose) learning and extinction was 

recently examined. ChR2-mediated activation of PLC PV interneurons 

did not affect acquisition of sucrose reward self-administration, but 

accelerated extinction of reward seeking by inhibiting PL network 

activity (76). Whether PLC PV activity also affects extinction of drug 

seeking remains a topic for future research.  

 By integrating input from sources such as the BLA, VTA and 

HPC and conveying excitatory output to the NAc, the mPFC is thought 

to exert control over the motor circuitry to regulate responding to drugs 

and drug-associated stimuli (268). Dorsal regions of the mPFC mainly 

project to the dorsolateral striatum and NAc core, whereas ventral 

regions predominantly target the dorsomedial striatum and NAc shell 

(269). Pharmacological disconnection experiments have indeed 

implicated the dmPFC-NAc core and vmPFC-NAc shell pathway in 

drug- and cue-induced cocaine and heroin seeking (56, 270-272), but 

with this method the effects on indirect pathways cannot be ruled out. 

Photoinhibiton of PLC presynaptic terminals in the NAc core 

attenuated cocaine-primed reinstatement of cocaine seeking (264), 

confirming that a monosynaptic glutamatergic projection from PLC to 

NAc core has a critically role in this behavioral response. Optogenetic 

evidence for the involvement of the mPFC-NAc shell pathway was 

provided by a optic modulation of ILC terminals in NAc brain slices 

obtained from animals that were exposed to cocaine (150). This 

revealed that presynaptic input of mPFC terminals in the NAc shell was 

strengthened after both short- (1 day) and long-term (45 days) 

abstinence from non-contingent and contingent exposure to cocaine, 

but only after contingent exposure this strengthening significantly 

increased over time. The presynaptic enhancement was caused by an 

increase in glutamate release probability, rather than increased 

quantal size of glutamatergic release or the number of active release 

sites (150). Interestingly, cocaine exposure did not affect presynaptic 

transmission in the BLA-NAc shell projection (150), suggesting that 

input from the mPFC is favoured over BLA input after cocaine 

administration. In an elegant study by Ma et al., it was shown that 

cocaine self-administration induced silent synapses in the mPFC-NAc 

pathway (273). Interestingly, silent synapses in the ILC-NAc shell 
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pathway matured by recruiting GluA2-lacking AMPA-Rs (observed at 

day 45 of abstinence), whereas silent synapses in the PLC-NAc core 

pathway recruited GluA2-containing AMPA-Rs. AMPA-Rs lacking the 

GluA2 subunit are calcium permeable, have greater channel 

conductance, exhibit faster channel deactivation kinetics and thereby 

contribute to rapid synaptic signaling, homeostatic synaptic scaling 

and specialized forms of short- and long-term plasticity (for excellent 

review see (274)). Optogenetically evoked long-term depression (1Hz 

for 10 min) reintroduced silent synapses in both pathways, but this 

either enhanced (ILC-NAc shell) or reduced (PLC-NAc core) 

subsequent cocaine seeking (273), further supporting differential roles 

of the dmPFC and vmPFC in this behavior. 

The principal cell population in the NAc consists of GABAergic 

medium spiny neurons (MSNs) that can be subdivided in a D1-R and 

D2-R expressing population, together comprising ~90-95% of all NAc 

neurons (275). Selective expression of ChR2 in each NAc MSN 

population showed that activation of D1-R neurons enhanced cocaine 

reward learning in the CPP paradigm, whereas activation of D2-R 

neurons had the opposite effect (276). Photostimulation of mPFC 

terminals in the NAc core specifically induced ΔFosB expression in D1-

R neurons, whereas in the NAc shell, ΔFosB expression was induced in 

both D1-R and D2-R subtypes (277). This suggests that the distribution 

of mPFC terminals onto NAc neurons differs for the shell and core 

(Lobo et al 2013). However, this will require validation by whole-cell 

recordings. The functional relevance of mPFC to NAc D1-R MSNs 

projections was demonstrated by Pascoli et al., who showed that low 

frequency (1 Hz) photostimulation of the ILC-NAc shell pathway 

reversed non-contingent cocaine-induced synaptic potentiation in D1-

R neurons and locomotor sensitization (278). More recently, the same 

group used optogenetics to reveal the presence of GluA2-lacking 

AMPA-Rs in the ILC-NAc D1-R MSN projection 1 month after cocaine 

self-administration (279). Photostimulation of this pathway at 13 Hz, 

but not 1 Hz, reversed synaptic adaptations after cocaine self-

administration and abolished cue-induced cocaine seeking. The 

authors speculated that a 13-Hz stimulation was required for this effect 

because this evokes mGluR-mediated long-term depression, an 

efficient mechanism to remove synaptic GluA2-lacking AMPA-Rs 

(280). However, this finding contradicts with the observation by Ma 

and colleagues ((273); discussed above). Differences in circuit 

specificity (optogenetic modulation of projections to D1-R neurons vs. 

projections to all NAc shell MSN neurons) and in the cocaine self-
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administration regimen may explain the opposing effects observed in 

these studies.  

In addition to being involved in relapse to drug seeking, the 

mPFC-NAc pathway has been implicated in compulsive aversion-

resistant alcohol consumption. Photoinhibition of the dmPFC-NAc 

core projection reduced alcohol intake paired with aversive stimuli of 

different sensory modalities and different methods of intake (281). 

Alcohol intake was unaffected by photoinhibition when it was not 

paired with an adverse consequence, suggesting that this pathway 

predominates in orchestrating the aversion-resistant, compulsive 

aspects of alcoholism, in which intake is often accompanied by conflict 

or challenge (282). However, these results contradict with the finding 

that photoinhibition of the PLC enhances aversion-resistant cocaine 

intake (258), suggesting that the PLC might differentially regulate 

compulsive alcohol and cocaine intake.  

The involvement of the mPFC-NAc pathway in acquisition of 

reward and drug self-administration has also been explored with 

optogenetic approaches. Stuber and colleagues. found that optical 

activation of the mPFC-NAc shell projection (20 Hz) did not support 

the acquisition of operant self-stimulation behavior (active responses 

triggered light pulses delivered to presynaptic mPFC terminals in the 

NAc), despite the fact that optical activation of the mPFC projection 

elicited excitatory postsynaptic currents in the NAc (283). A 

subsequent study demonstrated that animals acquire optical self-

stimulation of the mPFC-NAc shell pathway when the frequency of 

stimulation is increased to 30 Hz (151). Hence, the glutamatergic 

projection from the mPFC to NAc may only evoke spiking of MSNs and 

reinforce behavior with strong activation of the mPFC or when DA 

levels in the NAc are elevated in parallel. The exact stimulation site 

within the mPFC may be of critical importance to achieve this effect, 

considering that the ILC is thought to have a stronger projection to the 

NAc shell than the PLC (269). As in the above-mentioned studies ChR2 

expression was not specifically targeted to the PLC or ILC, it remains 

to be determined whether a difference exists in the potency of both 

pathways to evoke spiking in NAc shell MSNs and to reinforce reward 

seeking behavior. 

In line with traditional intervention techniques, optogenetic 

manipulations of the mPFC circuity in rodent addiction models have 

validated the critical involvement of this region in regulating drug 

taking and drug seeking behavior and further support a functional 

segregation along the dorsal-ventral axis of the mPFC. Moreover, 
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pathway specific modulation has provided new insights in the role of 

BLA-PLC and mPFC-NAc projections. In particular, optic stimulation 

of PLC and ILC axonal terminals in acute brain slices preparations of 

the NAc core and shell demonstrated cocaine-induced pathway-

specific neuroadaptations that could be reversed using defined 

photoactivation frequencies (273, 278, 279). This may provide 

opportunities for DBS-mediated reversal of drug-induced 

neuroadaptations in addicts. However, as electrical stimulation affects 

neuronal activity in a non-selective manner, translational efficacy to 

DBS remains to be approached with caution and requires further 

studies. 

 

Concluding remarks 

The relatively recent application of optogenetic technology to  

neuroscience research has deepened insight into function of various 

types of circuitry in the brain, and already contributed substantially to 

our understanding of the mPFC circuitry in health and disease 

conditions. Optogenetic manipulations enable causal system-level 

research on diverse cognitive and neuropathological behaviors in freely 

moving animals and allow integration of in vivo and ex vivo 

electrophysiological recordings, which was not feasible with traditional 

intervention methods. However, over decades, the extensive body of 

research involving lesion, pharmacological and electrophysiological 

methods has provided crucial knowledge on the involvement of the 

mPFC in diverse cognitive processes. Integration of data obtained with 

these traditional intervention methods and optogenetic modulations 

will continue to be invaluable for our understanding of mPFC circuitry 

and for creating computational models of mPFC function. 

 A major breakthrough in dissection of neuronal circuitries that 

has been enabled by optogenetics technology is the direct manipulation 

of neuronal projections within and between brain regions. With respect 

to the mPFC circuitry, this has led to a better understanding of intra-

mPFC connectivity, the role of afferent and efferent mPFC projections 

in cognitive processes and mental disorders, and even to the discovery 

of a new GABAergic cell population with long-range projections to the 

NAc (152). Moreover, due to the excellent compatibility of optogenetics 

and ex vivo brain slice physiology, differential cocaine-induced 

neuroadaptations in PLC and ILC projections to the NAc have been 

elucidated (273), demonstrating the feasibility of dissection of mPFC 

subregion-specific mechanisms using optogenetics. 
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Although great progress has been made, several factors have 

received little attention and, in some cases, require technical 

improvements to be properly addressed in future experiments. With 

respect to the GABAergic interneuron population in the mPFC, opsin 

expression has thus far been primarily targeted to PV interneurons, 

leaving the role of many other GABAergic cell-types (e.g. SOM+, 

calretinin+ cells, etc.) unaddressed. As transgenic mouse and rat Cre-

driver lines become increasingly available, this opens new avenues to 

investigate the role of other mPFC subpopulations in cognitive 

performance and psychiatric disorders. Importantly, previous 

optogenetic studies have pointed to the existence of subpopulations 

within the GABAergic and pyramidal cell population that may only be 

distinguished based on their differential activity during defined 

behavioral states (63, 77). For instance, PV interneurons have been 

linked to working memory performance (159), expression of fear 

responses (77), maintaining a proper E/I balance (74, 242), and 

synchronization of gamma oscillations (133, 284). Optogenetic tagging 

of neurons that show increased activity during a particular behavioral 

task will be a crucial next step to dissect the causal involvement of these 

specific neuronal ensembles in expression of behavioral performance 

(285). Opsin expression driven by the promoter of the immediate early 

gene c-fos, a widely used marker of neuronal activity, in hippocampal 

neurons that were active during fear-conditioning demonstrates that 

this is an attainable goal (286). Interpretation of optogenetic data is 

often hindered by non-specific targeting of opsins to mPFC subregions. 

As it becomes increasingly clear that dorsal and ventral regions of the 

mPFC have different and sometimes even opposing functions (45, 70), 

stereotactic delivery of opsin vectors to these defined subregions is of 

high relevance. Furthermore, technical advances that enable targeting 

of opsins to specific layers within the mPFC would be of great value 

given the complex layer- and subregion-defined neuronal connectivity 

of mPFC neurons (50, 125, 269).  

Currently, many FDA approved pharmaceutical agents target 

G-protein coupled receptors in the brain (287). Thus, improving 

insight in the temporal role of these receptors to specific behavioral 

states will be instrumental for treatment of psychiatric disorders with 

novel, more-selective pharmacotherapy. Design of opsins that consist 

of a chimaera of an opsin fused to the intracellular domain of a G-

protein coupled receptor (optoXR), enables interrogation of the causal 

involvement of G-protein coupled signaling cascades with high 

spatiotemporal resolution (288). Thus far, optoXRs have not been used 
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to study the contribution of specific signaling cascades to mPFC 

circuitry function, but would be extremely useful for explaining the role 

of altered G-protein signaling observed in psychiatric diseases (289, 

290). In addition, new developments in the field of chemogenetic 

technology (e.g., DREADD: Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated 

by Designer Drugs) will further contribute to the dissection of mPFC 

circuitry and the identification of drugable targets (291). 

The use of optogenetics in humans for treatment of 

neurological disorders has been extensively discussed (205, 229, 234), 

however, clinical application of optogenetics technology is, to our 

knowledge, currently not feasible. Extending optogenetic methods to 

species beyond rodents has only been stably, safely and efficiently 

applied in the rhesus macaque, a non-human primate (292-297). 

Further studies and clinical trials will be required to safely express and 

photostimulate opsins in the human brain. Hence, in spite of high 

promise for clinical treatment, at present, optogenetics should 

primarily be regarded as a powerful toolbox to functionally dissect 

neural circuits in animal models of disease-related symptoms and to 

discover and refine targets for pharmaceutical and DBS treatment. 
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Abstract 

 

Neuronal ensembles are considered to function as a physical substrate 

for learning-induced changes that underlie memory storage and 

retrieval. These ensembles can be identified by neuronal activity -

induced expression of immediate early genes (IEGs), such as Fos. The 

recent generation of transgenic mouse lines in which an IEG promoter 

is used to drive the expression of a transgene (e.g., reporter, opsin or 

DREADD) has facilitated the identification and manipulation of 

neuronal ensembles and confirmed their causal involvement in 

memory expression. Moreover, TRAP (Targeted Recombination in 

Activated Populations) transgenic mouse lines enable permanent 

expression of transgenes, which facilitates the investigation of 

neuronal ensembles over prolonged periods of time. To overcome 

limitations of transgenic approaches, we developed viral-TRAP, 

consisting of a mixture of AAV-Fos::CreERT2 and a Cre-dependent 

Adeno-Associated Virus. We first demonstrate in vitro that viral-TRAP 

enables expression of a fluorescent reporter in a 4-hydroxytamoxifen 

(4TM)-dependent manner and then in vivo that this is also regulated 

in an experience-dependent manner. We conclude that behaviorally-

activated neuronal populations can be effectively and permanently 

tagged using viral-TRAP, enabling the long-term analysis of neuronal 

ensembles and their contribution to learned behavior in wild-type 

animals. 
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Introduction 

 

Sparsely distributed neurons that are activated during learning and 

expression of conditioned behavior, so-called neuronal ensembles, are 

thought to function as a substrate for the storage of learned 

information. The elucidation of immediate early genes (IEGs), such as 

Arc or Fos, whose expression levels correlate with patterns of neuronal 

activity (298-301), facilitated the identification of neurons that are 

involved in memory expression. Fos is one of the most studied IEGs 

and known to have an mRNA and protein expression peak at 

approximately 60 min and 90-120 min, respectively, after neuronal 

activation. In behavioral paradigms used to study learning and 

memory, Fos-expressing neuronal ensembles have been detected in 

numerous brain areas, including the hippocampus, amygdala, striatum 

and prefrontal cortex (44, 96, 302-307).  

To proof that IEG-expressing neuronal ensembles are indeed 

responsible for memory expression, it is necessary to show that these 

neurons are reactivated upon memory recall and sufficient and/or 

necessary for the expression of what was learnt. However, the transient 

mRNA and protein expression of Fos and other IEGs provides a 

relatively short time-window to investigate brain patterns of neuronal 

activity (117, 302). To extend the window of analysis, transgenic mouse 

lines have been generated in which an IEG promoter region drives 

expression of a transgene under conditions known to induce neuronal 

activation (301, 308-310). For instance, the Fos::LacZ rat allows 

identification of Fos-expressing neuronal ensembles over several hours 

and inactivation of these neurons by treatment of animals with the pro-

drug DaunO2, which is converted by β-galactosidase into the toxic 

compound Daunorubicin (311). Furthermore, the Fos::tTA mouse, also 

known as the TetTag mouse, makes use of the Fos promoter to induce 

the expression of a transgene in a doxycycline (Dox)-regulated manner 

(301), enabling the tagging of activated neuronal ensembles during an 

experimenter-defined time-window (286, 312). With these transgenic 

approaches, it was found that learning-activated neurons are 

reactivated during subsequent memory retrieval, and importantly, that 

these neurons are also sufficient and required for memory expression 

(286, 311, 312). Due to the transient expression of a molecular tag in 

Fos::LacZ, Fos::tTA, or e.g., Fos::GFP and Arc::dVenus (309, 313) 

mice, other mouse lines have been developed that use an IEG promoter 

to drive expression of Cre recombinase (Cre), enabling permanent 

expression of a transgene. When Cre is fused to a mutated ligand-

binding estrogen receptor domain (ERT2), as in Fos::CreERT2 or 
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Arc::CreERT2 mice (310, 314, 315), recombination becomes inducible 

by administration of tamoxifen or its derivative 4-hydroxytamoxifen  

(4TM) in neurons in which the IEG promoter is activated. Therefore, 

this tagging method is also called targeted recombination in active 

populations (TRAP) (310). As these mice can be crossed with Cre-

reporter lines to irreversibly and permanently express a molecular 

marker in activated neurons (124, 316-319), this enabled the 

investigation of the long-lasting involvement of neuronal ensembles in 

memory storage and retrieval.  

To surpass limitations of transgenic approaches, such as 

relatively high non-specific background tagging (i.e., leakiness) (310), 

inability of cross-species application and additional breeding costs, we 

aimed to develop a virus-based tagging method that allows the analysis 

of neuronal ensembles over prolonged periods of time. Here, we 

describe the development and characterization of viral-TRAP. We first 

confirmed 4TM-dependent control over transgene expression in vitro  

and then validated the in vivo tagging of neurons that are activated by 

a behavioral experience.  

 

 

 

Results 

 

Generation of a Fos::CreERT2 Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV) 

vector 

To generate a CreERT2 construct that is under control of the Fos 

promoter, we utilized a pre-existing AAV-Fos::tTA plasmid, in which 

the sequence of the Fos promoter precedes the coding sequence of 

tetracycline transactivator (tTA) (301). This plasmid served as the 

backbone to receive the CreERT2 coding sequence from pRetroQ-

CreERT2. CreERT2 was first amplified by PCR and the AAV-Fos::tTA 

plasmid was linearized by digestion with EcoR1 and Not1. We then 

used One-Step Sequence- and ligation-independent cloning (SLIC; 

(320)) to create pAAV-Fos::CreERT2. The final construct, pAAV-

Fos::CreERT2 (Fig. 1a) enables Fos promoter-driven expression of 

CreERT2, which can induce the irreversible recombination of a Cre-

dependent transgene upon binding of 4TM (Fig. 1b). 
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Figure 1. Generation of pAAV-Fos::CreERT2. a. The tTA coding 

sequence was excised from pAAV-Fos::tTA-pA. The resulting plasmid was 

then used to insert CreERT2 obtained from pRetroQ-CreERT2 by PCR and 

SLIC. b. Schematic representation of viral-TRAP-mediated expression of a 

molecular tag. In this example, the combination of the TRAP vector (AAV5-

Fos::CreERT2) and Cre-dependent mCherry vector (AAV5-hSyn::DIO-

mCherry; DIO = Double-floxed Inverse Open reading frame) will allow the 

4TM-controlled permanent expression of mCherry in activated neurons. 

Activation of the Fos promoter will induce the expression of CreERT2, but due 

to the ERT2 domain, Cre will remain in the cytoplasm (left). When 4-

hydroxytamoxifen (4TM) binds to CreERT2, Cre is translocated to the nucleus 

(right) where it enables the recombination of the Cre-dependent vector and 

then expression of mCherry is constitutively driven by the human Synapsin 

(hSyn) promoter.  

 

 

In vitro validation of TRAP-mediated reporter expression 

Before generating viral particles of pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 for injection 

into a mouse brain, we studied whether this TRAP construct is 

functional in vitro and controlled by 4TM. For this, we transfected 

HEK293T cells with a combination of pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 and a Cre-

dependent pAAV-EF1a::DIO-mCherry reporter vector (Fig. 2). 

Additionally, cells were transfected with pTRCGW-CMV::EGFP (321, 

322) to induce constitutive EGFP expression for assessment of 

transfection efficiency. At 6 h after transfection, 0, 1 or 2 µM 4TM was 
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added to the culture medium. As the Fos promoter is activated in 

HEK293T cells under basal conditions in a substantial fraction of 

HEK293T cells (unpublished observation), we did not apply additional 

stimulation to trigger expression of the mCherry reporter. We 

determined whether Cre-induced recombination had occurred by 

examining mCherry expression 2 days after transfection. As expected, 

we did not observe mCherry+ cells without addition of 4TM to the 

medium (Fig. 2a, b), whereas in the presence of 1 and 2 µM 4TM we 

could detect mCherry expression in HEK293T cells (Fig. 2c-f). The 

density of mCherry+ cells appeared to be higher after 2 µM (Fig. 2f) 

compared with 1 µM 4TM (Fig. 2d), but we did not quantify this. 

Importantly, in all conditions we observed EGFP+ cells, indicating that 

the lack of mCherry expression in cells without 4TM treatment was not 

due to a deficiency in the transfection procedure. Hence, this 

demonstrates that the Fos::CreERT2 construct is functional in vitro and 

that the expression of the Cre-dependent gene is controlled by the 

presence of 4TM.  
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Figure 2. In vitro validation of TRAP-mediated reporter 

expression. After plating HEK293T cells, all conditions were transfected on 

day 1 with pTRCGW-CMV::EGFP to determine cell transfection efficiency, 

and with pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 and pAAV-EF1a::DIO-mCherry to assess 4TM-

controlled reporter expression. At 6 h after transfection, cells were cultured in 

medium without or with 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4TM) and on day 3 images were 

taken. a. In absence of 4TM, mCherry is not expressed. b. mCherry expression 

in the presence of 1 µM 4TM. c. mCherry expression in the presence of 2 µM 

4TM.  Scale bar = 100 µM. 

 

In vivo validation and optimization of viral-TRAP 

As our main goal was to create a new virus-based method that allows 

the expression of a stable molecular tag in behaviorally activated 

neurons, we next tested the viral-TRAP system in vivo using a 

contextual fear conditioning (CFC) paradigm. We hypothesized that 

non-specific tagging of neurons (i.e., leakiness) would depend on the 

injected titer of AAV5-Fos::CreERT2. To address this point, we 

produced 3 mixtures of AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent AAV5-
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hSyn::DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry with a ratio of 1:100, 1:500, 1:1000, 

meaning that AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 was injected at final titer of 1.2 X 

1011, 2.4 X 1010 or 1.2 X 1010 gc/mL, respectively, and AAV5-hSyn::DIO-

hM3Dq-mCherry at a titer of 5 X 1012 gc/mL. Notably, AAV5-

Fos::CreERT2 was first diluted in sterile phosphate buffered saline, 

such that the injected volume of each mixture (0.5 µl per hemisphere) 

was the same for all conditions. These virus mixtures were injected 

bilaterally into the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) of wild-

type C57Bl/6J mice (Fig. 3a). On the tag day, mice remained in their 

home-cage (HC) in the absence or presence of 25 mg/kg 4TM 

treatment or underwent CFC and received 4TM (124, 310) 2 h after 

conditioning (Fig. 3b). On day 4 after CFC, all mice were sacrificed and 

brain sections generated for visualization of hM3Dq-mCherry+ cells in 

the mPFC (Fig. 3c-d). We observed robust differences in hM3Dq-

mCherry expression between virus mixtures and groups (Fig. 3d). 

Although viral-TRAP induced tagging of cells activated by CFC with all 

mixtures, the condition with the highest AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 titer 

(ratio 1:100) also showed a high amount of hM3Dq-mCherry+ cells in 

both HC groups, thus reflecting non-specific tagging of neurons. With 

the 1:500 and 1:1000 mixture, hM3Dq-mCherry expression was 

substantially reduced overall and we observed a clear difference 

between CFC and HC groups (Fig 3d).  
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Figure 3. In vivo validation and optimization of viral-TRAP. a. 

Mixtures of AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent AAV5-hSyn::DIO-

hM3Dq-mCherry (ratios: 1:100, 1:500, 1:1000, respectively) were injected 

bilaterally into the dmPFC of wild-type mice. b. Experimental design of 

groups used to qualitatively assess the neuronal activity and 4TM-dependent 

tagging with viral-TRAP. Home-cage without and with 4TM treatment (HC -

4TM, n = 2 mice; HC +4TM, n = 2 mice), Contextual fear conditioning with 

4TM treatment (CFC +4TM, n = 2 mice). The CFC group received 4TM 2h 

after training on day 0 and mice were sacrificed 4 days later. c Image of the 

mPFC stained with Nissl. The red boxes indicate the dmPFC area that was 

imaged for assessment of mCherry+ neurons. ML = Midline. fmi = forceps 

minor of the corpus callosum. Scale bar = 250 µM. d Representative pictures 

of hM3Dq-mCherry expression in the dmPFC of each group. ML = Midline. 

fmi = forceps minor of the corpus callosum. Scale bar = 75µM. 

 

More mCherry+ cells were present after CFC in mice that received the 

1:500 mixture compared with the 1:1000 mixture. Although the latter 

condition showed negligible hM3Dq-mCherry expression in HC 

groups, we think that the number of CFC-tagged neurons with the 

1:1000 mixture might reflect an underrepresentation of the percentage 

of neurons that were activated during CFC. Thus, viral-TRAP allows 

expression of a Cre-dependent transgene, but optimization of the 
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amount of injected AAV-Fos::CreERT2 particles (depending on the titer 

of the virus) is required to minimize leakiness. 

 

Quantification of in vivo tagged dmPFC neurons using viral-

TRAP 

We next quantified the percentage of tagged dmPFC neurons using a 

viral-TRAP mixture ratio of 1:500. For this, AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 and 

AAV5-hSyn::DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry (323) were injected bilaterally in 

the dmPFC of an independent and bigger cohort of C57Bl/6J mice (Fig. 

4a). We used the same experimental timeline and included the same 

groups as described for the in vivo titration experiment (Fig. 4b). We 

quantified hM3Dq-mCherry+ neurons as a percentage of the total 

neuronal population (Nissl+) in the mPFC (Fig. 4c-d). One-way ANOVA 

revealed a difference between groups (F(2,15) = 32.79, p < 0.0001). 

Post-hoc Bonferroni analyses confirmed that CFC mice exhibited a 

higher percentage of hM3Dq-mCherry+ neurons (6.9 ± 0.7%) 

compared with mice in the HC group that received 4TM (2.2 ± 0.3%; p 

< 0.0001) and with the home-cage group that did not receive 4TM (1.4 

± 0.2%; p < 0.0001). This indicates that using this mixture (1:500), and 

in particular this titer of the AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 virus, viral-TRAP 

enables neuronal-activity and 4TM-dependent tagging of mPFC 

neurons with limited non-specific background tagging (Fig. 4d). 

 

  

Figure 4. Quantification of in vivo tagged mPFC neurons using 

viral-TRAP. a. A mixture of AAV-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent AAV-

hSyn::DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry at a ratio of 1:500 was injected bilaterally into 

the dmPFC of wild-type mice. b. Experimental design of groups used to 

quantitively assess the neuronal activity and 4TM-dependent tagging with 

viral-TRAP. Home-cage without and with 4TM treatment (HC -4TM, n = 5; 

HC +4TM, n = 5), Contextual fear conditioning with 4TM treatment (CFC 
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+4TM, n = 8). The CFC group received 4TM 2 h after training on day 0 and 

mice were sacrificed 4 days later. c. Representative pictures of hM3Dq-

mCherry (red) expression in the dorsal mPFC of each group. fmi = forceps 

minor of the corpus callosum. ML = midline. Scale bar = 250µM. d. 

Percentage of hM3Dq-mCherry+ neurons in the dmPFC. Post-hoc Bonferroni 

test: CFC vs. HC -4TM, *p < 0.0001, CFC vs. HC +4TM, *p < 0.0001. Bar 

graph shows mean + s.e.m.  

 

 

Incorporation of GABAergic neurons in the CFC-tagged 

mPFC population 

As a final step, we characterized the contribution of GABAergic 

neurons to the tagged dmPFC populations in the aforementioned 

groups. To asses this, we first verified whether the percentage of 

GAD67 (Glutamic acid decarboxylase 67) expressing cells in the mPFC 

did not differ between groups (Fig. 5a, b). On average, GAD67+ neurons 

represented approximately 7% of Nissl+ cells in the dmPFC and we did 

not observe differences between groups (One-way ANOVA: F(2,14) = 

1.366, p = 0.294). Next, we quantified the percentage of neurons that 

expressed GAD67 within the hM3Dq-mCherry- versus hM3Dq-

mCherry+ population of each group (Fig. 5a, c). Two-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a significant population effect: F(1,14) = 

32.54, *p < 0.0001. A post-hoc Bonferroni test confirmed that GAD67+ 

neurons were overrepresented in the hM3Dq-mCherry+ population in 

the experimental groups that received 4TM treatment (HC +4TM 

mCherry- vs. mCherry+ p < 0.01; CFC +4TM mCherry- vs. mCherry+ p 

< 0.01), whereas the populations did not significantly differ within the 

HC -4TM group. The percentage of GAD67+ neurons within the 

hM3Dq-mCherry+ populations of the CFC +4TM (16 ± 1.8%) and HC 

+4TM (18.3 ± 2.4%) was very similar. Hence, compared with the total 

neuronal population, we found that GABAergic neurons constituted 

~16% of the tagged dmPFC ensembles and this was not influenced by 

the type and degree of behavioral stimulation that mice experienced. 
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Figure 5. Incorporation of GABAergic neurons in tagged dmPFC 

populations. a Representative picture of neuronal nuclei (Nissl+), tagged 

neurons (mCherry+) and GABAergic interneurons (GAD67+) in the dmPFC. 

White arrowheads highlight neurons that co-express GAD67 and mCherry. 

Scale bar = 50 µM. b Percentage of GAD67+ interneurons in the dmPFC (HC 

-4TM, n = 4; HC +4TM, n = 7; CFC +4TM, n = 6). One-way ANOVA: 

F(2,14)=1.366, p = 0.294. Bar graph shows mean + s.e.m. c Percentage of 

GAD67+ interneurons in hM3Dq-mCherry- (Nissl+) and hM3Dq-mCherry+ 

tagged neuronal population, (HC -4TM, n = 4; HC +4TM, n = 7; CFC +4TM, 

n = 6). Two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant Population 

effect: F(1,14)=32.54, *p<0.0001. Post-hoc Bonferroni test: HC +4TM 

mCherry- vs. mCherry+ *p<0.01; CFC +4TM mCherry- vs. mCherry+ *p<0.01. 

Bar graph shows mean + s.e.m. 
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Discussion 

 

We developed and characterized viral-TRAP, a new non-transgenic 

method to express a permanent molecular tag in activated neurons. We 

confirmed that viral-TRAP enables the expression of a Cre-dependent 

reporter in Fos-expressing cells, both in vitro and in vivo, and that this 

is tightly controlled by the presence of 4TM. Furthermore, we found 

that leakiness of this system could be reduced by adjustment of the 

injected titer of AAV-Fos::CreERT2 particles, as demonstrated by a 

reduction in mCherry+ mPFC neurons under conditions with limited 

neuronal activation (i.e., when animals remain in their home cage) and 

in the absence of 4TM treatment. By doing so, we found a virus mixture 

ratio of the AAV-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent vector (1:500, 

respectively) that enabled neuronal activity- and 4TM-controlled 

permanent tagging of Fos-expressing dmPFC neurons. 

Implementing a technique to identify and manipulate a 

neuronal ensemble activated by a specific behavioral experience is 

crucial to determine the causal involvement of these neurons in 

memory storage and retrieval. In addition, it can be used to analyze the 

cellular and molecular changes that support memory processing by 

comparison of tagged neurons with their non-activated counterparts. 

Although existing tools, such as Fos::tTA and TRAP transgenic mouse 

lines, were already available for this purpose, we aimed to develop a 

new virus-based tool to overcome limitations of the use of transgenic 

mice. The principal mechanism of viral-TRAP is based on pre-existing 

transgenic TRAP mouse lines (310, 315), however, there are several 

important differences between these approaches. First, viral-TRAP 

allows optimization of the amount of viral particles that are injected in 

a given brain region. Given the leakiness of the original TRAP mouse 

line in several brain regions (310), it will be possible to reduce 

background tagging in these areas using viral-TRAP. Of note, when we 

used a high titer (1.2 X 1011 gc/mL) of AAV5-Fos::CreERT2, we also 

observed considerable leakiness with viral-TRAP. We speculate that 

when a high number of AAV particles enters a cell (i.e., multiple copies 

of the Fos::CreERT2 construct), basal levels of activation of the Fos 

promoter may lead to an accumulation of CreERT2 in the cytoplasm and 

translocation of Cre to the nucleus in absence of 4TM. Hence, the 

degree of dilution of AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 in the viral-TRAP mixture 

should be adjusted based on the titer of the virus batch. A second 

advantage of viral-TRAP compared with TRAP transgenic mice is that 

it can be applied to wild-type mice and to other species for which the 

availability of transgenic lines is limited, such as rats. It also 
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circumvents the need to breed and genotype transgenic animals and 

the costs associated with this. Finally, the AAV-Fos::CreERT2 vector can 

be easily modified (e.g., change of IEG promoter) and rapidly validated 

in vitro and then in vivo for efficiency. 

Fos::tTA mice have been extensively used to tag activated 

neurons and have provided evidence concerning the role of neuronal 

ensembles in fear memory expression (286, 312). However, they 

cannot be used to answer questions about the role of neuronal 

ensembles in memory maturation over prolonged periods of time (> 2 

weeks) due to the transient expression of transgenes in these mice. 

Viral-TRAP can overcome this by inducing a permanent molecular tag 

in activated neurons. Similar to TRAP transgenic mice, Fos::tTA mice 

also suffer from considerable leakiness (286, 301), which viral-TRAP 

can circumvent. The fact that the Fos::tTA system is controlled by Dox 

poses another limitation associated with these mice. Dox has to be 

removed from the food or drinking water of mice at least 24-48 h before 

a tag session and blockade of neuronal tagging after the session relies 

on the intake of Dox via food or water (300). As such, the time-window 

to tag activated neurons is substantially longer and variable than with 

the TRAP system (approximately 6 h when 4TM is used) (124, 314). On 

the other hand, it is known that 4TM and tamoxifen can have aversive 

side-effects, in particular at high concentrations (324, 325). In addition 

to binding to CreERT2, these compounds have affinity for endogenous 

estrogen receptors, which may explain side-effects. Therefore, it is 

important to use a low dose of 4TM or tamoxifen in in vivo studies. 

Previous reports using TRAP transgenic mice used a dose of 50-150 

mg/kg 4TM to activate the TRAP system and did not report side-effects 

(310, 314). Thus, the dose of 25 mg/kg 4TM that we used in our 

experiments can be considered relatively low and safe, although we did 

not examine the occurrence of potential side-effects on behavior and 

health of the mice.  

Even though we addressed limitations of previous tagging 

methods with the development of viral-TRAP, it is relevant to 

acknowledge that we also observed some leakiness with the 1:500 ratio 

in the virus mixture in the absence of 4TM. We found that 1.4 ± 0.2% 

of mPFC neurons were tagged when animals remained in their home-

cage without 4TM treatment.  When viral-TRAP is used to tag neurons 

that are activated by a behavioral experience, these non-specifically 

tagged neurons will be included. Consequently, this fraction of cells will 

also be activated/suppressed upon manipulation and can confound the 

interpretation of behavioral effects and for instance the role of a 

neuronal ensemble in memory acquisition/expression. Therefore, 
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adequate control groups should always be included to rule out potential 

non-specific effects. This could, for instance, be a group in which a 

similar-sized, but task irrelevant, ensemble in the same brain region is 

tagged and manipulated. For investigations into the cellular and 

molecular properties of neurons ensembles, we recommend to use a 

virus mixture with a ratio of 1:1000, as with that mixture we did not 

observe tagged mPFC neurons in the absence of 4TM treatment. 

Interestingly, we found that GABAergic neurons are 

overrepresented in the tagged mPFC population, independent of 

whether mice remained in their home cage or underwent CFC. In the 

total neuronal population, we detected ~7% GAD67+ neurons, whereas 

within the tagged population this was more than twofold higher 

(~16%). It remains to be elucidated which GABAergic interneuron 

subtypes are included in the tagged GAD67+ population and stresses 

the importance to further characterize the tagged neurons. In 

particular, because different interneuron subtypes have distinct roles 

within neuronal networks and accumulating evidence implicates 

parvalbumin-, somatostatin-, cholecystokinin- and vasoactive 

intestinal polypeptide-expressing GABAergic interneurons in memory 

encoding and retrieval (75, 76).  

Taken together, we created and characterized a new virus-based 

method that efficiently tags Fos-expressing neurons in a 4TM-

dependent manner. Importantly, it enables the visualization, 

manipulation and characterization of neuronal ensembles over a 

prolonged period of time. In addition to the Cre-dependent mCherry 

and hM3Dq-mCherry viruses used in this study, any other Cre-

dependent virus or Cre-dependent transgenic mouse or rat line can be 

combined with the TRAP vector. Hence, viral-TRAP is a versatile tool 

that can be used in wild-type and transgenic animals of different 

species, thereby facilitating research into neuronal ensembles that 

support the acquisition and expression of learned behaviors.  
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Materials and Methods 

Animals 

Wild-type C57BL/6J male mice that were 2 to 3 months old at the start 

of experiments were individually housed on a 12 h light/dark cycle with 

constant access to food and water. Behavior was studied during the 

light phase. Experiments were performed in accordance with ethical 

regulations for animal testing and approved by The Netherlands 

central committee for animal experiments (CCD) and the animal 

ethical care committee (IvD/DEC) of the Vrije Universiteit 

Amsterdam. 

 

Constructs 

The pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 plasmid was generated by replacing the 

coding sequence of tTA from pAAV-Fos::tTA-pA (gift from William 

Wisden, Addgene plasmid #66794) with the coding sequence of 

CreERT2 from pRetroQ-Cre-ERT2 (gift from Richard Youle, Addgene 

plasmid #59701). CreERT2 was first amplified by PCR using 

TCGATTCTAGAATTACCATGTCCAATTTACTGACCGTACACC and 

GTTAAAGCTTGCGGCCTCAAGCTGTGGCAGGGAAACCCTC 

oligonucleotides. Next, pAAV-Fos-tTA-pA was digested with 

restriction enzymes EcoRI and NotI (New England Biolabs) to remove 

tTA and then replaced by CreERT2 using SLIC (320). HEK293 cells 

were transfected with pAAV-EF1a::DIO-mCherry (gift from Brian 

Roth, Addgene plasmid #50462) and pTRCGW-EGFP (gift from Joost 

Verhaagen, NIN, The Netherlands). The pAAV-hSyn::DIO-hM3D(Gq)-

mCherry (Brian Roth Lab, Addgene plasmid #44361) plasmid was 

packaged as serotype AAV5 for in vivo experiments. 

 

HEK293T cell experiments 

On the day before transfection glass coverslips were placed on a 24-

well culture plate and coated with Poly-L-Lysine (PLL, 100mg/L H2O) 

for 15 minutes at 37ºC, after which PLL was removed and coverslips 

were washed with H2O. A total of ~30000 HEK293T cells were plated 

per well and cultured in DMEM/10%FBS/P/S (Gibco 31966021). Cells 

were transfected with a total of 160 ng DNA/well using 

Polyethylenimine in PBS (PEI, Polysciences; ratio PEI/DNA 5:1). Cells 

were transfected with pTRCGW::CMV-EGFP, pAAV-EF1a::DIO-

mCherry and pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 (53 ng DNA/plasmid, DNA stock at 

1µg/µL); Each experimental condition was performed in 2 non-

consecutive wells in the same culture plate and in triplicate. 

Transfection medium was removed 6h after the start and cells were 

cultured in medium supplemented with 0, 1 or 2 µM of 4TM (4-
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hydroxytamoxifen, H6278 Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 100% ethanol  

(stock: 2 mg 4TM in 1 mL 100% ethanol). The day after transfection 

cells were checked for EGFP and mCherry expression. Two days after 

transfection cells were fixed with cold 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 

PBS pH 7.4 for 20 minutes at room temperature (RT) and then washed 

with PBS pH 7.4.  Cells were imaged for further analysis using a 

widefield fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems, DiM8).  

 

AAV vectors and stereotactic micro-injections 

pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 (titer 1.2 X 1013) and Cre-dependent pAAV-

hSyn::DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry (titer 5.0 X 1012 gc/mL) were packaged as 

serotype 5 virus (AAV5). For stereotactic micro-injections, mice 

received 0.05 mg/kg Temgesic (RB Pharmaceuticals, UK) and were 

then anesthetized with isofluorane and placed in a stereotactic frame. 

For local analgesia, mice received Lidocaine (2%, Sigma-Aldrich 

Chemie N.V, The Netherlands) topically to the skull. Virus mixtures of 

AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent AAV5-hSyn::DIO-hM3Dq-

mCherry (ratio 1:100, 1:500, 1:1000; AAV-Fos::CreERT2 was injected at 

final titer of 1.2 X 1011, 2.4 X 1010 and 1.2 X 1010 gc/mL, respectively) 

were bilaterally injected in the dorsal mPFC (+1.8 mm AP; ±0.45 mm 

ML; -2.1 mm DV, relative do Bregma) via microinjection glass needles. 

Each brain hemisphere received 0.5 µL of the viral mixture at a flow 

rate of 0.1 µL per minute. An additional 5 minutes after viral delivery 

were given to allow viral diffusion, before removing the glass needle. At 

the end of the surgery, the animals were returned to their home-cage 

where they remained for an additional 3 weeks before the start of 

experiments. 

 

Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC) 

Before the start of CFC, each mouse was handled for three consecutive 

days. CFC was performed 48 h after the last handling session, as 

described previously (326, 327). The conditioning chamber was made 

of Plexiglass with a stainless-steel grid floor and placed in a sound-

proof cabinet. White noise (68 dB; Ugo Basil, Italy) was present during 

conditioning sessions. The chamber was cleaned between each trial 

with 70% ethanol. Mice explored the conditioning context for 120 s 

before presentation of a foot-shock (0.7 mA, 2 s). Each trial ended 30 s 

after the foot-shock and then mice were returned to their home-cage. 

Freezing behavior was analyzed by video tracking using Ethovision XT 

(Noldus, The Netherlands).  
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4-hydroxytamoxifen (4TM) 

4TM (H6278, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie N.V, The Netherlands) was 

injected intraperitoneal (i.p.) in an aqueous formulation (124). 4TM 

was dissolved in DMSO (100%, D8418 Sigma-Aldrich N.V, The 

Netherlands) (15 mg 4TM in 300µL DMSO). The stock solution was 

then diluted in a mixture of saline and 2% Tween80 (P1754, Sigma-

Aldrich N.V, The Netherlands) and finally in the same volume of saline 

(no addition of other components). The final solution thus contained 

2.5 mg of 4TM in 5% DMSO and 1% Tween80 Saline. Each mouse 

received 25 mg/kg (i.p.) of 4TM 2 h after the conditioning session (see 

experimental design explained in figures). 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Mice were transcardially perfused with ice-cold PBS pH 7.4, followed 

by 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA) prepared in PBS pH 7.4. Then, brains 

were removed and post-fixed overnight in 4 % PFA at 4ºC. The tissue 

was transferred to 30% sucrose in PBS with 0.02% NaN3. Once this 

step was completed, sections of 35 µM were generated using a cryostat 

and kept in PBS with 0.02% NaN3 until further use. Sections were 

washed in PBS to remove NaN3 and then incubated with blocking 

solution containing 5% normal goat serum (NGS), 2.5% bovine serum 

albumin and 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS at room temperature (RT, 

22ºC) for 1 h. Then, the sections were incubated overnight at 4ºC in 

blocking solution supplemented with rat anti-GAD67 (1:1000, Merck, 

USA). Brain sections were washed with PBS and incubated with 

secondary antibody and NeuroTraceTM 500/525 (1:400, 

ThermoFisher, USA) for fluorescent Nissl stain in blocking solution for 

2 h at RT (112).  Last, sections were again washed in PBS and mounted 

using 0.2% gelatin in PBS. Cover slipping was performed using 

polyvinyl alcohol mounting medium with DABCO (10981, Sigma-

Aldrich N.V, The Netherlands). For qualitative assessment of hM3Dq-

mCherry+ neurons, images were obtained using a widefield 

fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems, DiM8). For the 

quantitative analysis, 6 z-stacks per animal were generated using a 

confocal microscope (Zeiss, LSM510), while the experimenter was 

blind for the treatment groups. ImageJ Software was used to extract 

the regions of interest (ROIs) of the cells stained with green Nissl 

(Gaussian filter, Li threshold, watershed). Only ROIs with a predefined 

range size (80-2000 square units; to exclude glial cells and non-

specific staining) and circularity (0.5 to 1.0) were included for further 

analysis. As one cell could be present in 2-3 images of a z-stack, we 

developed a MATLAB (MathWorks) script to group the ROIs that 
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belonged to the same Nissl-stained cell and recalculated the total 

number of Nissl+ cells present in each z-stack. The GAD67+ and 

hM3Dq-mCherry+ tagged cells were counted manually and the 

experimenter was blind to the treatment conditions. 

 

Statistical analysis 

The statistical details, including the number of animals, are described 

in the figure legends. Mice with viral displacement (in total: hM3Dq-

mCherry n = 1) were excluded from this study. All graphs show means 

+ s.e.m. Prism 9 (GraphPad) and SPSS (IBM) software were used for 

the statistical analysis. For quantification of the percentage of tagged 

neurons and GAD67+, we performed a One-way ANOVA followed by 

Post-hoc Bonferroni test when applicable. For within group 

comparisons of the distribution of GAD67+ neurons, we applied a two-

factor Repeated measures ANOVA and Post-hoc Bonferroni test. 

Significance was set at p < 0.05. 
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Abstract 

Encoding and retrieval of contextual memories is initially mediated by 

sparsely activated neurons, so-called engram cells, in the 

hippocampus. Subsequent memory persistence is thought to depend 

on network-wide changes involving progressive contribution of cortical 

regions, a process referred to as systems consolidation. Using a viral -

based TRAP (Targeted Recombination in Activated Populations) 

approach, we studied whether consolidation of contextual fear memory 

by neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is modulated by 

memory strength and CREB function. We demonstrate that activity of 

a small subset of mPFC neurons is sufficient and necessary for remote 

memory expression, but their involvement depends on the strength of 

conditioning. Furthermore, selective disruption of CREB function in 

mPFC engram cells after mild conditioning impairs remote memory 

expression. Together, our data demonstrate that memory 

consolidation by mPFC engram cells requires CREB-mediated 

transcription, with the functionality of this network hub being gated by 

memory strength.  
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Introduction 

In recent years, great progress has been made in understanding the 

neurobiological substrate, or engram, of a recently acquired (< 1-week-

old) memory. For instance, initial formation and expression of 

conditioned-fear memory is mediated by coordinated activity of small 

subsets of neurons, referred to as neuronal ensembles (285) or engram 

cells (328), in hippocampal circuitry and the amygdala (119, 286, 315, 

329). Persistence of memory is thought to depend on systems 

consolidation, a time-dependent process through which a given 

memory is gradually consolidated in cortical networks (17, 330). This 

concept is supported by the observation that retrieval of contextual fear 

memory initially does not depend on activity in cortical areas, 

including the mPFC, however cortical activity is required for memory 

retrieval at remote time-points (37, 44, 331). Despite these findings, the 

molecular and cellular mechanisms that support the consolidation of 

remote (≥ month-old) memories and the influence of memory strength 

on the engagement of cortical neuronal ensembles in remote memory 

expression are poorly understood. This is mainly because of technical 

limitations to selectively manipulate subsets of neurons several weeks 

after they are activated by a specific experience.  

Memory consolidation initially depends on de novo RNA and 

protein synthesis (332), critical for changes in structural plasticity and 

synaptic strength between neurons in an engram network (333). It is 

well-established that the transcription factor CREB (cAMP-responsive 

element binding protein) has a crucial role in regulating gene 

expression that underlies formation of long-term memory (334), as 

determined by systemic knock-out or global knock-down of CREB 

function (335-337). More recently, it was shown that modulation of 

CREB function in small subsets of neurons prior to learning affects the 

probability that these cells will be incorporated in a memory engram  

(338, 339), suggesting that differences in CREB levels at the time of 

learning determine which neurons will become engram cells (340). 

However, whether CREB function in cortical engram cells is required 

after learning to support systems consolidation of memory has never 

been demonstrated.  

Here, we investigated (1) whether the mPFC harbors engram 

cells supporting remote contextual fear memory; (2) whether 

involvement of mPFC neurons is modulated by the strength of 

conditioning; and (3) whether CREB function in these neurons is 

required for memory persistence. To test this, we developed a dual-

virus variant of TRAP (310). This allowed us to express a lasting 
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molecular tag (e.g. Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by 

Designer Drugs (DREADD)(341) or mCREB (a repressor of CREB 

function)) in activated neurons of wild-type mice. Using this system, 

we found that engram cells in the mPFC are already defined during 

learning, but their functional contribution to memory expression 

requires CREB-mediated transcription and depends on memory 

strength. 

 

Results 

Fear conditioning evokes neuronal activation in the mPFC 

We first assessed whether neurons in the dorsal mPFC region 

(comprising the prelimbic cortex (PL) and anterior cingulate cortex 

(ACC)) were activated during CFC (using a single foot-shock = 

unconditioned stimulus (US)) or exposure to the CFC context in 

absence of a foot-shock (Ctx). Mice that remained in their home-cage 

were used as controls (HC; Fig. 1a). An activated neuron was defined 

by the expression of the immediate early gene Fos (Fos expression is 

rapidly and transiently induced by neuronal activity(342); Fig. 1b). 

Compared with HC controls (1.7 ± 0.1%; mean ± SEM Fos+ neurons), 

the percentage of Fos+ neurons was significantly enhanced in Ctx (7.3 

± 0.1%) and CFC (8.5 ± 0.4%) groups (Fig. 1c). A minor, but significant, 

difference was found between Ctx and CFC mice. Hence, sparse 

neuronal activity is induced in the mPFC by CFC, as well as by mere 

exposure to a novel context. Therefore, we next investigated the 

functional relevance of CFC-activated mPFC ensembles.  
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Figure 1. CFC enhanced neuronal activity in the mPFC. a Left: 

experimental design of groups used to assess Fos expression. Home-cage (HC; 

n = 4), Context exposure only (Ctx; n = 6), Contextual fear conditioning (CFC; 

n = 6). Lightning bold indicates foot-shock (1US). Right: illustration of a 

coronal brain section indicating the mPFC region (red) where Fos+ neurons 

were analyzed. b Representative examples of Fos+ cells (green) in all groups. 

c Percentage of Fos+ cells in each group. One-way ANOVA F(2,13) = 126.3, p < 

0.0001. Post-hoc Bonferroni test: HC vs. Ctx *p < 0.0001, HC vs. CFC *p < 

0.0001, Ctx vs. CFC *p = 0.032. Scale bar = 50 µm. Bar graph shows mean + 

s.e.m.. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 

 

Viral-TRAP enables molecular tagging of activated neurons 

To enable chemogenetic manipulation of CFC-activated mPFC neurons 

during retrieval of a recent (< 1-week-old) and remote (1-month-old) 

fear memory, we developed an inducible dual-virus system based on 

TRAP(310). This method comprised an Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV) 

coding for inducible Cre recombinase under the control of the Fos 

promoter (AAV-Fos::CreERT2) and a second Cre-dependent AAV, e.g., 

containing the coding sequence of hM4Di (inhibitory Gi-

DREADD(343)) in an inverse open reading frame and flanked by Cre 
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recognition sites. With this method, CreERT2-mediated hM4Di 

expression is coupled to the Fos promoter and controlled by systemic 

injection of 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4TM(124, 310); Fig. 2a).  

 

  

Figure 2. Viral-TRAP enables inducible activity-dependent tagging 

of mPFC neurons. a Schematic representation of the viral-TRAP method. 

A mixture of AAV-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent AAV (e.g., AAV-

hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry) is bilaterally infused into the mPFC. The Fos 

promoter is activated by neuronal activity, resulting in CreERT2 expression. 

Systemic injection of 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4TM) allows translocation of 

CreERT2 into the nucleus enabling irreversible recombination of the Cre-

dependent vector and expression of hM4Di-mCherry driven by the human 

Synapsin (hSyn) promoter. fmi = forceps minor of the corpus callosum. b 

Experimental design of groups used to validate viral-TRAP. Home-cage (HC) 

-4TM (n = 4), HC +4TM (n = 7), Contextual fear conditioning (CFC) +4TM (n 

= 6). 4TM was injected systemically 2 h after CFC on day 0 and all groups were 

sacrificed 4 days later. c Expression of hM4Di-mCherry in mPFC. fmi = 

forceps minor of the corpus callosum. ML = midline. Left: scale bar = 250 µm; 

Right: scale bar = 100 µm. d Percentage of hM4Di-mCherry+ cells in mPFC. 

One-way ANOVA: F(2,14)=12.3, p = 0.001; post-hoc Bonferroni test: CFC vs. 
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HC -4TM, p = 0.001, CFC vs. HC +4TM, *p = 0.007.. e Patch-clamp 

recordings of hM4Di+ and mCherry+ (control) cells before and after CNO 

application. ACSF = artificial cerebrospinal fluid. f Resting membrane 

potential changes for mCherry+ (n = 5) and hM4Di+ (n = 7) neurons. Wilcoxon 

signed rank test, hM4Di+: Z = -2.37, *p = 0.018; mCherry+: Z = -0.41, p = 0.69. 

g Rheobase changes for mCherry+ (n = 5) and hM4Di+ (n = 7) neurons. 

Wilcoxon signed rank test, hM4DI+: Z = -2.38 *p = 0.018; mCherry+: Z = -

1.63, p = 0.10. All bar graphs show means + s.e.m. Source data are provided 

as a Source Data file. 

 

 

Mice received an AAV mixture of Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent 

hM4Di fused to mCherry (fluorescent reporter) in the dorsal mPFC and 

remained in their home-cage or underwent CFC followed by 4TM 

treatment (Fig. 2b). CFC +4TM induced hM4Di-mCherry expression in 

7.5 ± 0.9% (mean ± SEM) of mPFC neurons (Fig. 2c-d; Supplementary 

Fig. 1), similar to the percentage of Fos+ cells induced by CFC (Fig. 1c). 

Home-cage control mice without (HC -4TM) and with (HC +4TM) 

4TM treatment showed significantly less hM4Di-expressing (hM4Di+) 

neurons (2.5 ± 0.4% and 4.1 ± 0.6%, respectively), confirming that this  

technique enabled activity-dependent tagging of mPFC neurons. In 

addition to a difference in the number of tagged cells, the fluorescence 

intensity of hM4Di+ cells seemed higher in 4TM treated groups (Fig. 

2c). Next, we assessed functionality of hM4Di expression by patch-

clamp recordings in acute brain slices 4-7 days after CFC. 

Clozapine N-oxide (CNO) reduced the resting membrane potential and 

increased the depolarization threshold (rheobase) in hM4Di+ neurons, 

but not in neurons that expressed mCherry alone (Fig. 2e-g). This 

indicates that CNO reduced excitability of hM4Di+ mPFC neurons, 

enabling suppression of their activity.  

 

CFC-tagged mPFC neurons are required for remote memory 

To determine whether mPFC neurons activated during CFC are 

involved in recent and remote fear memory expression, we re-exposed 

mice to the conditioning context at day 4 or 30 after training while 

suppressing CFC-tagged hM4Di+ neurons (Fig. 3a, c). Independent 

groups of mice were used to avoid potentially confounding effects of 

repeated testing (e.g., extinction) and the possibility of lasting effects 

of CNO treatment. CNO-induced suppression of CFC-tagged neurons 

on day 4 (recent memory) did not affect freezing compared with control 
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mice (Fig. 3b). In contrast, at day 30 after training (remote memory), 

suppression of CFC-tagged mPFC neurons reduced freezing behavior 

(Fig. 3d). We next examined whether the lack of effect of CNO on recent 

memory expression could be explained by a difference in the size of the 

subset of manipulated neurons. To assess this, mice were sacrificed 24 

h after the last test. Quantification of the number of hM4Di+ cells in the 

recent and remote groups revealed no difference (5.7 ± 0.2% and 6.9 ± 

0.8%, respectively; Fig. 3e). This, together with the observation that 

CNO was able to reduce the excitability of hM4Di+ neurons within the 

first week after CFC (Fig. 2e-g), indicates that potential differences in 

hM4Di expression likely did not contribute to the differential effect of 

CNO on recent and remote memory expression. Next, we assessed 

whether the effect on remote memory could be specifically attributed 

to CFC-tagged mPFC neurons. To this end, we first exposed mice to a 

neutral context (context B) and treated animals with 4TM to express 

hM4Di in mPFC neurons activated by this context (Fig. 3f). Three days 

later, mice received CFC training in context A and then underwent a 

remote memory test in context A (day 30 after tagging) in the presence 

of CNO treatment. Suppression of context B-tagged neurons did not 

affect freezing in context A (Fig. 3g). Importantly, context B tagged a 

similar percentage of mPFC neurons (5.9 ± 0.4%) as CFC (compare Fig. 

3e and h), indicating that suppression of a different similar-sized 

subset of mPFC neurons did not affect expression of remote fear 

memory. Thus, remote, but not recent, memory depended on the 

activity of mPFC ensembles activated by a single pairing of the CFC 

context with an aversive stimulus and allocation of fear memory to 

these specific neurons already occurred during conditioning.  

We next determined whether involvement of mPFC neurons in remote 

memory generalized to stronger fear conditioning. For this, mice 

received three foot-shocks (3US) during CFC and were treated with 

4TM to express hM4Di-mCherry in activated mPFC neurons (Fig. 3i). 

In contrast with 1US CFC, chemogenetic suppression of tagged mPFC 

neurons after 3US CFC had no effect on expression of remote fear 

memory (Fig. 3j), despite the observation that a similar percentage of 

mPFC neurons was tagged (Fig. 3k). Given this difference, we 

investigated whether 1 and 3US CFC evoked differential neuronal 

activity (Fos expression) in several regions that are known to have a 

crucial role in contextual fear memory and systems consolidation. 

Neuronal activity did not differ in the mPFC (PL), posterior ACC and 

hippocampal subregions (dentate gyrus and CA3), but 3US CFC 

activated more cells in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and Reunions 
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thalamic nucleus (Re; Supplementary Fig. 2), in line with the 

established involvement of these latter regions in remote fear memory 

when mice are conditioned using multiple foot-shocks (331, 344, 345).  

 

 

Figure 3. CFC-tagged mPFC neurons are selectively involved in 

remote memory expression. a Experimental design. mPFC neurons 

activated during CFC were tagged with hM4Di-mCherry or mCherry. Both 

groups received CNO before a recent memory test on day 4. b CNO did not 

affect freezing levels on day 4. Unpaired t-test: t12=1.169, p = 0.265, mCherry 

(n = 7), hM4Di (n = 7). c Experimental design. Groups received CNO before a 

remote memory test on day 30. d CNO reduced freezing of the hM4Di group 

compared with mCherry on day 30. Unpaired t-test: t14 = 2.36, *p = 0.033, n 

= 8 per group. e Percentage of hM4Di+ neurons in recent and remote groups. 

Unpaired t-test: t13 = 1.413, p = 0.18. n.s. = not significant. f Experimental 

design. mPFC neurons activated by context B were tagged with hM4Di-

mCherry or mCherry. Mice receive CNO before a remote memory test in the 

CFC context. g CNO did not affect freezing in the CFC context. Unpaired t-

test: t12 = 0.381, p = 0.71, mCherry (n = 7), hM4Di (n = 7). h Percentage of 

hM4Di-mCherry+ neurons tagged by context B exposure. i mPFC neurons 

activated during 3US CFC were tagged with hM4Di-mCherry or mCherry. j 

CNO did not affect freezing on day 30. Unpaired t-test: t11 = 0.016, p = 0.988, 
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mCherry (n = 7), hM4Di (n = 6). k Percentage of hM4Di+ neurons tagged 

during 3US CFC. All bar graphs show means + s.e.m. Source data are provided 

as a Source Data file. 

 

Stimulation of CFC-tagged neurons evokes memory 

expression 

Although mPFC ensembles were not necessary for recent memory 

expression, we next determined whether chemogenetic stimulation of 

these neurons is sufficient to evoke fear memory expression at recent 

and remote time-points after 1US CFC. To test this, mice received AAV-

Fos::CreERT2 combined with a Cre-dependent AAV encoding hM3Dq 

(activating Gq-DREADD(346)) fused to mCherry. Using this virus 

mixture, we again observed inducible neuronal activity-dependent 

tagging of mPFC neurons. Next, mice that underwent CFC followed by 

4TM treatment were exposed to a neutral context (B) on day 3 and 4 

after training and we assessed freezing behavior after vehicle and CNO 

treatment, respectively (Fig. 4a). In the same mice, we repeated this 

treatment protocol at day 30 and 31 in a different neutral context 

(context C). As expected, animals showed minimal freezing in context 

B and C after vehicle treatment, but CNO enhanced freezing at both 

time-points (Fig. 4b). Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a 

significant effect of treatment only, confirming that CNO induced 

memory expression at both time-points. To verify that CNO increased 

activity of hM3Dq+ neurons, mice received either vehicle or CNO in 

their home-cage and were perfused 120 min later to examine 

colocalization of hM3Dq-mCherry and cells expressing endogenous 

Fos protein (Fig. 4c, d). Indeed, CNO induced Fos in hM3Dq+ neurons 

(27 ± 1.3%), whereas very few Fos+ neurons colocalized with hM3Dq+ 

cells (0.6 ± 0.9%) after vehicle treatment (Fig. 4e). Notably, CNO did 

not enhance freezing in mice that expressed hM3Dq in mPFC neurons 

that were activated by exposure to the conditioning context only (in the 

absence of a foot-shock) or mCherry alone in CFC-tagged mPFC 

neurons (Supplementary Fig. 3). This indicates that enhanced freezing 

of the CFC-tagged hM3Dq group was not caused by non-specific effects 

of CNO, stimulation of a random ensemble in the mPFC, nor by 

potential formation of an aversive association with the neutral context 

after vehicle treatment. Taken together, this shows that chemogenetic 

stimulation of CFC-tagged mPFC neurons was sufficient to induce 

memory expression at both recent and remote time-points after CFC.  
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Figure 4. Stimulation and reactivation of CFC-tagged mPFC 

neurons. a Experimental design. mPFC neurons activated during CFC were 

tagged with hM3Dq-mCherry. Freezing levels were assessed after vehicle 

(VEH) and CNO treatment in context B (recent) and C (remote).  b CNO-

enhanced freezing at recent and remote time-points. Repeated measures 

ANOVA, treatment: F(1,7) = 13.1, p = 0.009 (n = 8 mice). c On day 33, mice 

received VEH or CNO, remained in their home-cage and were perfused 2 h 

later. d hM3Dq-mCherry and Fos expression in mPFC after VEH or CNO 

treatment. White outlined arrowheads indicate hM3Dq-mCherry+/Fos- cells; 

white filled arrowheads indicate hM3Dq-mcherry+/Fos+ cells. e Percentage of 

hM3Dq-mcherry+ cells that express Fos after VEH or CNO. Mann-Whitney U 

= 0, p = 0.017 (n = 4 per treatment). f Experimental design. mPFC neurons 

were tagged with mCherry after CFC and re-exposed to the conditioning 

context 4 or 30 days later. g Example of colocalization of mCherry+ and Fos+ 

cells in the mPFC. Yellow outlined arrowheads indicate mCherry+/Fos- cells; 
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yellow filled arrowheads indicate mCherry+/Fos+ cells. h Percentage of Fos+ 

cells within the mCherry+ and mCherry- populations. Two-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a significant Time-point x Population interaction: 

F(1,8) = 93.601, p < 0.001. Post-hoc Bonferroni test: Remote mCherry+ vs. 

mCherry- *p < 0.0001; Recent mCherry+ vs. Remote mCherry+ p < 0.0001; 

Recent mCherry- vs. Remote mCherry+ p < 0.0001; n = 5 per group. i mPFC 

neurons were tagged with mCherry after 3US CFC and re-exposed to the 

conditioning context 30 days later. j Example of colocalization of mCherry+ 

and Fos+ cells in the mPFC. Yellow outlined arrowheads indicate 

mCherry+/Fos- cells; yellow filled arrowheads indicate mCherry+/Fos+ cells. k 

Percentage of Fos+ cells within the mCherry+ and mCherry- populations. 

Paired t-test: t6 = 1.186, p = 0.281 (n = 7 mice). All bar graphs show means + 

s.e.m. Scale bars = 50 µm. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 

 

CFC-tagged neurons are reactivated during remote retrieval.  

Although activity of mPFC neurons tagged after 1US CFC was required 

for remote memory expression only (Fig. 3a-d), chemogenetic 

stimulation of these cells was sufficient to evoke memory expression 

already at a recent time-point after CFC. This indicates that mPFC 

neurons can support recent fear memory. Therefore, we hypothesized 

that they may not causally contribute to recent memory retrieval, 

because they are not reactivated upon re-exposure to the conditioning 

context at this early stage. To study this, we expressed mCherry in 

neurons that were activated during CFC and then mice were re-exposed 

to the conditioning context either 4 or 30 days later (Fig. 4f). Ninety 

minutes after the memory test mice were sacrificed to study expression 

of Fos (induced by the test) in the mCherry+ and mCherry- cell 

population (Fig. 4g). After recent retrieval, the percentage of Fos+ 

neurons within the mCherry+ and mCherry- population did not differ, 

indicating that reactivation of CFC-activated neurons occurred by 

chance at this time-point. In contrast, mCherry+ neurons showed 

enhanced reactivation during retrieval of remote fear memory (Fig. 

4h). Furthermore, we hypothesized that the lack of effect of 

chemogenetic suppression of tagged mPFC neurons after 3US CFC was 

due to reduced involvement of these cells in remote memory retrieval. 

Indeed, in mice that underwent 3US CFC, we found that CFC-tagged 

mPFC neurons were not reactivated above chance level during remote 

memory retrieval (Fig. 4i-k). Hence, this confirms that CFC-activated 

mPFC neurons were preferentially reactivated during remote, but not 

recent memory retrieval, and only following 1US conditioning. 
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Stimulation of remote memory-tagged neurons evokes 

freezing 

CFC-activated neurons were not reactivated during recent retrieval, 

but this did not exclude the possibility that neurons activated during 

recent retrieval can also mediate expression of fear memory. To 

functionally investigate this, we determined whether chemogenetic 

stimulation of mPFC neurons tagged by recent and remote memory 

retrieval tests could subsequently evoke memory expression in a 

neutral context (Fig. 5a and c, respectively). After 1US CFC, mPFC 

neurons were tagged by re-exposing mice to the CFC context (no shock) 

on day 3 or 30 after training. CNO-induced stimulation of mPFC 

neurons tagged with hM3Dq during recent retrieval did not enhance 

freezing in a neutral context on day 6 and 31 after training (Fig. 5b). In 

contrast, chemogenetic stimulation of mPFC neurons tagged during 

remote retrieval (day 30) enhanced freezing on day 34 compared with 

the vehicle session on day 33 (Fig. 5d). Thus, in contrast to remote 

memory, mPFC neurons activated during recent memory retrieval 

likely do not encode conditioned-fear memory. Remarkably, a similar 

percentage of mPFC neurons was tagged after CFC and recent retrieval 

(6.9 ± 0.7% and 6.5 ± 0.9%, respectively; Supplementary Fig. 4), but 

less neurons were tagged after remote retrieval (3.6 ± 0.2%). Thus, 

despite the observation that during recent retrieval more mPFC 

neurons were tagged, these cells were not sufficient to enhance freezing 

behavior, whereas a smaller neuronal subset tagged during remote 

retrieval was sufficient to at least partially recover memory expression.  
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Figure 5. Stimulation of retrieval-tagged mPFC neurons. a 

Experimental design. mPFC neurons were tagged with hM3Dq-mCherry after 

recent retrieval in the CFC context and freezing was subsequently assessed in 

context B and C after VEH and CNO treatment. b Repeated measures ANOVA 

did not reveal differences in freezing levels between VEH and CNO sessions at 

both time-points (treatment: F(1,7) = 0.169, p = 0.69; n = 8 mice). c 

Experimental design. mPFC neurons were tagged with hM3Dq-mCherry after 

remote retrieval in the CFC context and freezing was subsequently assessed in 

context C. d CNO induced freezing compared with VEH. Paired t-test, t6 = 

3.56, *p = 0.012 (n = 7 mice). All bar graphs show means + s.e.m. Source data 

are provided as a Source Data file. 

 

Remote memory depends on CREB function in CFC-tagged 

neurons 

Lastly, we hypothesized that CREB signaling in mPFC neurons 

activated during 1US CFC is necessary for systems consolidation and 

memory persistence. To test this, we generated a Cre-dependent AAV 

encoding mutant CREBS133A (AAV-hSyn::DIO-EGFP-mCREB), a well-

established repressor of CREB-mediated gene transcription (337, 347). 

We first confirmed on day 4 after CFC that expression of mCREB was 

induced in mPFC neurons and controlled by 4TM (Fig. 6a, b). Notably, 

we found that mCREB expression was already detectable 24 h after 

CFC (Supplementary Fig. 5). Next, mCREB or mCherry was expressed 

in mPFC neurons activated during CFC and fear memory was assessed 

4 or 30 days later (Fig. 6c). Expression of mCREB in CFC-tagged mPFC 

neurons did not alter freezing behavior during a recent memory test 

(Fig. 6d), but impaired freezing during the remote test (Fig. 6e). 

Generalization of contextual memory was not induced by mCREB as 

both groups showed similar low levels of freezing in a neutral context 

(Supplementary Fig. 6). CFC evoked mCREB expression in 6.8 ± 0.4% 

of mPFC neurons (Supplementary Fig. 6c), similar to with what we 
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observed 24 h after CFC (Supplementary Fig. 5) and with hM4Di (Fig. 

2) and hM3Dq (Fig. 4, Chapter 3). As Fos transcription is regulated by 

phosphorylation of CREB at ser133 (348), we hypothesized that 

mCREB-expressing mPFC neurons should not show Fos induction 

after a remote memory test. Indeed, we found a complete segregation 

of mCREB+ and Fos+ cells after a remote test (Supplementary Fig. 7). 

Hence, disruption of CREB function in mPFC neurons activated during 

CFC induced a time-dependent impairment in conditioned freezing. 

 

 

Figure 6. Disruption of CREB function in mPFC engram cells 

impairs remote fear memory. a Mice received AAV-Fos::CreERT2 

combined with AAV-hSyn::DIO-EGFP-mCREB into the mPFC. b 

Representative expression of EGFP-mCREB in mPFC in mice that remained 

in their home-cage (HC -4TM) and mice that underwent CFC without and with 

4TM treatment. Mice were sacrificed 4 days later. Scale bar = 100 µm. fmi = 

forceps minor of the corpus callosum. ML = midline. c Experimental design. 

mPFC neurons activated during CFC were tagged with EGFP-mCREB and 

memory was assessed on day 4 and 30 in the conditioning context. d On day 

4, freezing did not differ between mCREB and control mice. Unpaired t-test: 

t13 = 0.159, p = 0.876. mCherry (n = 8), mCREB (n = 7). e Freezing was 

significantly reduced in the mCREB mice compared with control mice.  

Unpaired t-test: t13 = 2.669, *p = 0.019. mCherry (n = 7), mCREB (n = 8). All 

bar graphs show means + s.e.m. Source data are provided as a Source Data 

file. 
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Discussion 

Using a viral-TRAP based approach, we demonstrate that contextual 

fear memory induced by a single US exposure is allocated to neuronal 

ensembles in the mPFC during memory encoding and that the activity 

of these specific neurons is subsequently necessary and sufficient for 

memory expression one month later. Chemogenetic suppression of a 

different similar sized “neutral” subset of neurons in the mPFC did not 

affect remote fear memory, confirming the selectivity of our tag 

approach and the memory-encoding specificity of activated neuronal 

ensembles in the mPFC. Strikingly, we found that mPFC ensembles 

were not involved in remote memory expression after strong (3US) fear 

conditioning. 

Mounting evidence supports the involvement of learning-

activated neuronal ensembles in subsequent memory expression (119, 

286, 315, 329). For ensembles in the mPFC, this causality appears to 

be modulated by memory strength. It remains to be determined why 

mPFC ensembles do not contribute to the expression of a stronger fear 

memory, but our data is in line with a lack of effect of global prelimbic 

cortex inactivation on expression of a month-old fear memory when 

animals are conditioned with multiple foot-shocks (44, 344). 

Furthermore, we found that, compared with mild conditioning, strong 

conditioning induced more activated neurons in the BLA and Re, but 

not in the mPFC. A strong fear memory may therefore involve a relative 

increase in the contribution of the BLA and Re to systems 

consolidation. In support of this, the BLA mediates integration of foot-

shock and contextual information (121, 349) and the Re has been 

implicated as a critical network hub in remote fear memory when mice 

received multiple foot-shocks during CFC (344, 350). We compared 

Fos expression after mild and strong CFC in a number of regions that 

have previously been implicated in the processing of contextual fear 

memory. This, however, does not exclude the possibility that neuronal 

activity in other regions than those we examined is enhanced during 

strong CFC and that additional regions are engaged in consolidation 

and retrieval of a strong fear memory (350). Therefore, we speculate 

that a strong fearful experience results in recruitment of a more 

extensive neuronal circuit, with the Re and BLA acting as critical hubs 

in this engram network. As a result of this broader circuit, the 

involvement of the mPFC ensemble that is activated during 

conditioning may be diminished, potentially reflecting a loss of top-

down control by the mPFC after a severely aversive experience (351). 

In line with this reasoning, it was recently suggested that the mPFC is 
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engaged in the processing of conditioned fear when the threat level is 

low, but not when it the threat is high (352). Thus, our study indicates 

that the strength of an aversive learning experience affects the 

composition of ensembles that together form a persistent memory 

engram. Future research should provide insight in the circuitry that 

gates the recruitment of mPFC neurons that are activated during CFC 

in expression of remote fear memory.  

Our observation that fear-encoding mPFC neurons after mild 

CFC were not reactivated during recent retrieval of contextual fear 

memory is in agreement with a recent study (331). However, this 

correlative evidence did not address the possibility that neurons 

activated during recent retrieval can also mediate conditioned freezing 

behavior. By tagging mPFC neurons that were activated during 

memory retrieval, we demonstrate that chemogenetic stimulation of 

neurons activated during remote retrieval can partially recover 

memory expression, whereas this is not true for neurons activated 

during recent retrieval. Together, this indicates that fear-encoding cells 

in the mPFC are not yet involved in memory retrieval evoked by the 

conditioning context at recent time-points after learning. Hence, the 

mPFC engram circuit may initially persist in a dormant state. Why 

mPFC engram cells are not required for recent memory retrieval 

remains currently unknown, but they may not be involved yet, because 

a network of engram cells in other brain regions controls memory 

expression at this stage. This early network is potentially dominated by 

the hippocampus, as hippocampal engram cells are critical for recall 

within the first week(s) after memory acquisition (315, 329, 331). 

Furthermore, systems consolidation by engram cells in cortical 

regions, such as the mPFC, is thought to require interaction between 

hippocampus and cortical modules (78, 353) and strengthening of 

connectivity between engram cells in different cortical regions in the 

first days to weeks after learning (17). These time-dependent processes 

may engage cortical engram cells to progressively contribute to 

memory expression.  

Neuronal ensembles activated during mild CFC were 

preferentially reactivated during remote memory expression. 

Interestingly, we found that only a subset of the learning-activated 

neurons were reactivated, in line with previous reports (315, 331, 354). 

This could indicate refinement or contraction of the engram size over 

time (355). Alternatively, the partial reactivation of learning-activated 

cells might be explained by an overestimation of the number of neurons 

involved in encoding of the memory or by the possibility that memory 
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retrieval only requires reactivation of a subset of the engram 

population. The latter is in line with our observation that the size of the 

engram population tagged by remote memory retrieval was smaller 

than the population tagged by CFC, despite that CFC and remote 

retrieval activated a similar percentage of neurons in the mPFC 

(Supplementary Fig. 8). Potentially, expression of a molecular tag 

using viral-TRAP is only detectable when activation of the Fos 

promoter exceeds a certain threshold, which may have occurred only 

in the subset of engram cells that was reactivated during remote 

retrieval. 

Although the precise molecular mechanisms that contribute to 

maturation of cortical networks supporting fear memory are yet 

unknown, to our knowledge, we provide the first evidence that CREB 

signaling in cortical engram cells is crucial for consolidation and 

subsequent remote memory expression. Our CREB intervention differs 

from previous studies in important aspects. Firstly, we disrupted CREB 

function selectively in cortical neurons that were activated during 

learning, instead of systemically (335), forebrain-wide (337) or non-

discriminatively in the majority of neurons of a defined brain region 

(336). Secondly, previous reports show that manipulation of CREB 

function in a subset of neurons prior to fear learning affects the 

probability that these neurons will participate in encoding of an 

aversive or appetitive memory (120, 338, 339). In contrast, here the 

CREB repressor was induced after learning, and therefore endogenous 

selection defined the neurons that encoded the fear memory. The 

CREB-dependent changes in gene expression that support systems 

consolidation by engram cells in the mPFC remain to be determined, 

but they likely involve genes supporting synaptic and structural 

plasticity processes, as reported for other brain regions (356-359). 

To conclude, we demonstrate that upon a mild fearful 

experience the fear memory is allocated to cortical neurons already 

during learning and is thus not gradually transferred from the 

hippocampus to the neocortex after the experience. Together, our data 

provide crucial insight into the spatiotemporal principles of memory 

consolidation in cortical networks and reveal that the strength of an 

aversive learning experience determines whether neuronal ensembles 

in the mPFC will function as an important network hub in expression 

of remote memory following a time- and CREB-dependent maturation 

process.  
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Methods 

Animals 

Male wild-type C57BL/6J mice aged 2-3 months at the start of 

experiments were individually housed on a 12 h light/dark cycle with 

food and water available ad libitum. Behavioral experiments were 

performed during the light phase and mice were randomly assigned to 

experimental groups. We have complied with all relevant ethical 

regulations for animal testing and research. All experimental 

procedures were approved by The Netherlands central committee for 

animal experiments (CCD) and the animal ethical care committee 

(DEC) of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 

Constructs 

The pAAV-Fos::CreERT2 plasmid was generated by replacing the 

coding sequence of tTA in pAAV-cFos-tTA-pA (gift from William 

Wisden, Addgene plasmid #66794) with the coding sequence of 

CreERT2 from pRetroQ-Cre-ERT2 (gift from Richard Youle, Addgene 

plasmid #59701) using SLiCE(360). Similarly, we used SliCE to 

replacing the coding sequence of mCherry in pAAV-hSyn-DIO-

mCherry (gift from Brian Roth, Addgene plasmid #50459) with the 

sequence of EGFP-mCREB in pAAV-mCREB (gift from Eric Nestler, 

Addgene plasmid #68551) to produce pAAV-hSyn::DIO-EGFP-

mCREB. 

AAV vectors and stereotactic micro-injections. 

AAV-Fos::CreERT2 (titer: 1.2 X 1013) and Cre-dependent AAVs AAV-

hSyn::DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry, AAV-hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry, AAV-

hSyn::DIO-mCherry (titers: 5.0-6.0 X 1012) and AAV-hSyn::DIO-

EGFP-mCREB (titer: 3.0 X 1012) were packaged as serotype 5 virus. For 

stereotactic micro-injections in the mPFC(112), mice first received 0.1 

mg per kg Temgesic (RB Pharmaceuticals, UK) and were then 

anesthetized with isoflurane and mounted in a stereotactic frame. 

Lidocaine (2%, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie N.V, The Netherlands) was 

topically applied to the skull to provide local analgesia. A virus mixture 

of AAV5-Fos::CreERT2 and Cre-dependent AAV (ratio 1:500; AAV-Fos-

CreERT2 was injected at a final titer of 2.4 X 1010) was bilaterally 

injected in the mPFC (+1.8 mm AP; ±0.45 mm ML; -2.1 mm DV; 

relative to Bregma) using microinjection glass needles. Each 

hemisphere received 0.5 µL of the virus mixture at a flow rate of 0.1 µL 

per min followed by an additional 5 min to allow diffusion of the virus. 
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Animals remained in their home-cage for 3 weeks until the start of 

behavioral experiments.  

Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC) 

Mice were first handled for three consecutive days. After an interval of 

48 h, mice underwent CFC(326, 327). Conditioning was performed in 

a Plexiglas chamber with a stainless-steel grid floor inside a soundproof 

cabinet with continuous white noise (68 dB; Ugo Basil, Italy). The CFC 

context was cleaned with 70% ethanol between each trial. Mice were 

allowed to explore the CFC context for 120 s prior to the onset of a foot-

shock (0.7 mA, 2 s). For 3US conditioning, mice received three foot-

shocks (0.7 mA, 2s) with an interval of 60 seconds. All mice were 

returned to their home-cage 30 seconds after the last foot-shock. 

Context control groups were allowed to explore the CFC box for 150 s 

in absence of a foot-shock. Neutral context B (triangular shape, white 

plastic walls and floor) and C (round shape, white plastic walls and 

floor) differed in shape and texture and were cleaned with 2% acetic 

acid. Sessions in context B and C were performed by a different 

experimenter. During memory tests in context A, B or C, mice were 

allowed to explore the context for 2 min. Freezing behavior was 

analyzed by video tracking using Ethovision XT (Noldus, The 

Netherlands). Freezing bouts were defined as a lack of movement 

except respiration for at least 1.5 s. 

4-hydroxytamoxifen (4TM) treatment 

4TM (H6278, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie N.V, The Netherlands) was 

injected in an aqueous solution(124). First, 15 mg of 4TM was dissolved 

in 300 µL of DMSO (D8418, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie N.V, The 

Netherlands). The DMSO stock solution was then diluted in 2850 µl 

saline containing 2% Tween80 (P1754, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie N.V, 

The Netherlands) and once more in the same volume of saline. The 

final solution contained 2.5 mg per ml 4TM, 5% DMSO and 1% 

Tween80 in saline. Animals received 4TM (25 mg per kg, i.p.) 2 h after 

a “tag session” (see experimental design in figures).  

Chemogenetic intervention 

Clozapine N-oxide (CNO; BML-NS105, Enzo LifeSciences, Brussels) 

was dissolved in sterile saline. For hM4Di or hMD3q experiments, mice 

received 5 or 2 mg per kg (i.p.) CNO, respectively, 30 min before a test 

session. 
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Immunohistochemistry 

Mice were transcardially perfused using ice-cold PBS pH 7.4, followed 

by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS pH 7.4. Brains were 

removed, post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA solution and then immersed 

in 30% sucrose in PBS with 0.02% NaN3. Brains were then sliced in 35 

μm coronal sections using a cryostat and stored in PBS with 0.02% 

NaN3 at 4oC until further use. Immunohistochemical stainings were 

performed using standard procedures (112), using the following 

antibodies: rabbit anti-Fos (1:500, sc52, Santa Cruz, USA), rabbit anti-

RFP (1:1000, Rockland, USA) and NeuroTraceTM 500/525 Green 

Fluorescent Nissl Stain or NeuroTraceTM 530/615 Red Fluorescent 

Nissl Stain (1:400, ThermoFisher, USA). Sections were first rinsed in 

PBS and then incubated with blocking solution containing 5% normal 

goat serum, 2.5% bovine serum albumin and 0.25% Triton X in PBS at 

room temperature for 1 h. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking 

solution and sections were incubated with primary antibody solution 

at 4º C overnight. Then, sections were rinsed in PBS and incubated 

with secondary antibodies dissolved in PBS for 2 h at room 

temperature. NeuroTraceTM for Nissl staining was added to the 

secondary antibody solution. Finally, sections were rinsed in PBS and 

mounted using 0.2% gelatin dissolved in PBS. Qualitative expression 

pictures were generated using a widefield fluorescence microscope 

(Leica Microsystems, DMi8). For quantification experiments, 6-8 z-

stacks per animal were generated using a confocal microscope (Zeiss, 

LSM510) with the experimenter blinded to the treatment conditions. 

ImageJ software was used to extract the regions of interest (ROIs) of 

the cells stained with Nissl (Gaussian filter, Li threshold, watershed). 

Only ROIs within a predefined range for size (80-2000 square units; 

to exclude glial cells and non-specific staining) and circularity (0.5 to 

1.0) were included. To account for the fact that (parts of the) cells were 

often present in 2 or 3 images of a z-stack, MATLAB (Mathworks) was 

used to group the ROIs that belonged to the same Nissl cell and then to 

count the total number of Nissl+ cells in a z-stack. Cells expressing 

hM4Di-mCherry, hM3Dq-mCherry, EGFP-mCREB, mCherry or Fos 

were counted manually. 

Electrophysiological recordings 

Mice were swiftly decapitated and brains were extracted in ice-cold 

partial sucrose solution (70 mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1.25 mM 

NaH2PO4*H20, 5 mM MgSO4*7H2O, 1 mM CaCl2*2H2O, 70 mM 

Sucrose, 25 mM D-Glucose, 25 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM Na-Ascorbate, 3 

mM Na-Pyruvate, 7.4 pH, 300 mOsm) continuously gassed with 
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carbogen mixture (95% O2, 5% CO2). Acute 300 µm coronal slices 

containing the mPFC were generated using a vibrating microtome 

while the brain was submerged in carbogenated ice-cold partial sucrose 

solution. Slices were transferred in holding ACSF (125 mM NaCl, 3 mM 

KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4* H2O, 2 mM MgCl2*6H2O, 1.3 mM 

CaCl2*2H2O, 25mM D-Glucose, 25 mM NaHCO3, 25 mM D-Glucose, 

25 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM Na-Ascorbate, 3 mM Na-Pyruvate, 7.4 pH, 300 

mOsm), and left to recover at room temperature for at least 1 hour 

before recording. Subsequently, slices were transferred to a submerged 

recording chamber, and left to equilibrate for 10 min under continuous 

perfusion of 2 mL per min of carbogenated running ACSF (= holding 

ACSF with no Na-Ascorbate or Na Pyruvate and only 1 mM 

MgCl2*6H2O) supplemented with 10 µM CNQX. The mPFC was 

identified under visual guidance from differential interference contrast 

microscopy, and cells expressing either hM4Di-mCherry or mCherry 

were identified using a mercury-vapor lamp combined with an 

appropriate fluorescent filter. Whole cell recordings were conducted 

using borosilicate glass pipettes (2.5-5.5 MΩ) containing K-Gluconate 

based intracellular (70 mM K-Gluconate, 148 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes, 

4 mM Mg-ATP, 4 mM K2-phosphocreatinine, 0.4 mM GTP, at 280-

290 mOsm, 7.2-7.3 pH). Upon establishing a stable giga seal, a step 

profile was generated from the patched cell, by injecting incrementally 

increasing current ranging from -100 pA to +300 pA at steps of 10 pA, 

for 750 ms. Baseline rheobase was assessed by injecting incrementally 

increasing current ranging from 0pA up to +400 pA at steps of 20 pA, 

for 2000 ms. Subsequently, running ACSF containing 50 µm CNO was 

perfused in, at a rate of approximately 2 mL per min, for at least 5 

minutes, and the ramp and step profile protocols were performed once 

more. Recordings were acquired with pClamp software (Molecular 

Devices), using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices), 

sampled at 20 kHz low-pass filtered at 6 kHz, and digitized with an 

Axon Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices). 

Statistical analyses 

Statistical details are presented in the figure legends. Number of 

animals and number of cells are shown as n. Mice with virus 

misplacements (in total: hM4Di-mCherry = 6; hM3Dq-mCherry = 5; 

mCherry = 5; EGFP-mCREB = 1) were excluded from analysis. All 

graphs show means + s.e.m. SPSS software (IBM) was used for 

statistical analysis of all data. Comparisons between and within groups 

were made using two-tailed unpaired or paired Student’s t-test, 

respectively. When the data was not modeled by a normal distribution, 
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it was subjected to non-parametric Mann Whitney U test for between 

group comparisons and Wilcoxon signed rank test for within group 

comparisons. In case of comparisons that involved more than two 

groups, analyses were performed by One-way ANOVA followed by 

post-hoc Bonferroni test. In case of more than two within group 

comparisons, a Repeated measures ANOVA was used. Significance was 

set at p < 0.05.  

 

 

Supplementary Information 

Figures and legends 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Representative example of hM4Di-

mCherry expression in the mPFC after CFC and 4TM treatment. A 

mixture of AAV-Fos::CreERT2 and AAV-hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry was 

injected into the dorsal region of the mPFC. Tagged neurons expressing 

hM4Di-mCherry (red) were observed along the entire rostro-caudal axis of the 

dorsal mPFC. In the bottom right of each image, coordinates relative to 

Bregma are shown based on the Paxinos and Watson mouse brain atlas. Scale 

bar = 500 µm. fmi = forceps minor of the corpus callosum. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Fos expression after 1US and 3US CFC. a 

Left: experimental design. 1US CFC (n = 5 mice); 3US CFC (n = 6 mice). b 

Top: illustration of a coronal brain section indicating the region (green) where 

Fos+ neurons were analyzed. Bottom: representative examples of Nissl+ (red) 

and Fos+ cells (green). Scale bar = 50 µm. c Percentage of Fos+ cells in each 

region. Unpaired t-test: BLA t9 = 4.164, *p = 0.0024; Re t9 = 4.526, *p = 

0.0014. All bar graphs show means + s.e.m. Source data are provided as a 

Source Data file. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Stimulation of mPFC neurons in control 

mice did not enhance freezing. a Experimental design. On d0, neurons 

activated during exploration of a neutral context in the absence of a foot-shock 

were tagged with hM3Dq-mCherry. Changes in freezing levels were assessed 

during vehicle (VEH) or CNO sessions in either context B (recent) or Context 

C (remote). b No changes were observed after CNO administration when 

compared to VEH at both time points. Repeated measures ANOVA: F(1,4) = 
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2.117, p = 0.184 (n = 5 mice). Note that not all individual data points are visible 

as several animals did not show freezing behavior. c Neurons activated during 

CFC were tagged with mCherry. Freezing levels were assessed after VEH and 

CNO treatment in context B. d CNO did not enhance freezing compared with 

VEH. Paired t-test, t7 = 1.786, p = 0.117 (n = 8 mice). Bar graphs show mean + 

s.e.m. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 

 

Supplementary Figure 4. Number of hM3Dq+ neurons in CFC- and 

retrieval-tagged experimental groups. ‘CFC Tag’ reflects the group 

presented in Fig. 4a, b (n = 8 mice). ‘Recent Tag’ reflects the group presented 

in Fig. 5a, b (n = 8 mice). ‘Remote Tag’ reflects the group presented in Fig. 5c, 

d (n = 7 mice). One-way ANOVA F(2,20)= 5.95, p = 0.009. Post-hoc Bonferroni 

test: CFC tag vs. Remote tag *p = 0.014; Recent tag vs. Remote tag *p = 0.033. 

Bar graph shows means + s.e.m. Source data are provided as a Source Data 

file. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 5. EGFP-mCREB was detectable 24 h after 

CFC. a Neurons activated during CFC were tagged with EGFP-mCREB and 

mice were perfused 24 h later. b Representative image of EGFP-mCREB+ 

neurons in mPFC. Scale bar = 100 µm. fmi = forceps minor of the corpus 

callosum. ML = midline. c Percentage of mCREB+ neurons 24 h after CFC (n 

= 4 mice). Bar graph shows mean + s.e.m. Source data are provided as a Source 

Data file. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. EGFP-mCREB expression in CFC-tagged 

neurons did not induce expression of generalized fear . a 

Experimental outline. mPFC neurons activated during CFC were tagged with 

EGFP-mCREB and remote memory was first assessed on day 30 in the CFC 

context (see Figure 6) and subsequently on day 31 in a neutral context B.  b 

Both groups showed similar, very low levels of freezing in context B. Mann-

Whitney U test: U = 19, p = 0.276. c Percentage of CFC-tagged mPFC neurons 

expressing EGFP-mCREB. Bar graphs show mean + s.e.m. Source data are 

provided as a Source Data file. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 7. Remote memory retrieval did not induce 

Fos expression in mCREB+ neurons. a Experimental design. Neurons 

activated during CFC were tagged with EGFP-mCREB and mice were 

subsequently perfused after a re-exposure to the conditioning context on day 

30 after training. b Example of mCREB+ and Fos+ cells within the total 

population of mPFC neurons (Nissl+). Yellow outlined arrowheads indicate 

mCREB+/Fos- cells. c Percentage of Fos+ cells within the mCREB+ and 

mCREB- population. Bar graph shows mean + s.e.m. Source data are provided 

as a Source Data file. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. The percentage of Fos+ neurons did not 

significantly differ after CFC and remote memory retrieval . Fos 

expression was analyzed in mice that were perfused after 1US CFC or after re-

exposure to the conditioning context at day 30 following 1US CFC. Data of the 

CFC group was copied from Figure 1c. Data of the remote group was derived 

from the reactivation experiment shown in Figure 4f-h. n.s. = not significant. 

Bar graph shows mean + s.e.m. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 
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Abstract 

Cocaine-associated environments (i.e., contexts) evoke persistent 

memories of cocaine reward and thereby contribute to the 

maintenance of addictive behavior in cocaine users. From a therapeutic 

perspective, enhancing inhibitory control over cocaine seeking is of 

pivotal importance, but requires a more detailed understanding of the 

neural circuitry that can suppress context-evoked cocaine memories, 

e.g., through extinction learning. The ventral and dorsal medial 

prefrontal cortex (vmPFC and dmPFC) are thought to bidirectionally 

regulate conditioned cocaine seeking through their projections to other 

brain regions. However, whether these mPFC subregions interact to 

enable adaptive responding to cocaine-associated contextual stimuli 

has remained elusive.  

We used antero- and retrograde tracing combined with chemogenetic 

intervention to examine the role of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projections in 

extinction of cocaine memory in mice. In addition, electrophysiological 

recordings and optogenetics were used to determine whether 

Parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory interneurons (PV-INs) and 

pyramidal neurons (PNs) in the dmPFC are innervated by vmPFC 

projections. 

We found that vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons are activated 

during unreinforced re-exposure to a cocaine-associated context and 

selective suppression of these cells impairs extinction learning. PV-INs 

in the dmPFC receive stronger monosynaptic excitatory input from 

vmPFC projections than PNs, consequently resulting in disynaptic 

inhibition of PNs. In line with this, we show that chemogenetic 

suppression of dmPFC PV-INs impairs extinction learning.  

Our data reveal that vmPFC projections mediate suppression of 

context-evoked cocaine memory through recruitment of feed-forward 

inhibition in the dmPFC, thereby providing a novel neuronal substrate 

that promotes extinction-induced inhibitory control. 
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Introduction 

Persistently recurring memories of cocaine reward interfere with the 

ability of chronic cocaine users to abstain from cocaine intake. It is 

well-established that locations where cocaine is repeatedly used (e.g. 

drug houses or clubs) become strongly associated with the rewarding 

effects of cocaine and re-exposure to these cocaine contexts during 

prolonged periods of abstinence triggers retrieval of cocaine memory 

and thereby promotes relapse (361). The salience of cocaine-associated 

contextual cues can be reduced by prolonged cue exposure in absence 

of cocaine reward, a process called extinction learning (58). However, 

cue exposure therapies have been largely unsuccessful in treatment of 

substance use disorders (362). Therefore, it is crucial to elucidate the 

neuronal circuitry that promotes suppression of behavioral responding 

to cocaine-contextual cues, with the ultimate goal to facilitate the 

design of therapeutic interventions that can strengthen inhibitory 

control over cocaine seeking behavior. 

The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been implicated in 

cue-induced craving in humans (257) and cocaine seeking in animal 

models (70). Specifically, the dorsal mPFC (dmPFC) is thought to drive 

conditioned cocaine seeking via projections to the nucleus accumbens 

(NAc) core (363, 364). The ventral mPFC (vmPFC) has a more complex 

role, as it is able to promote cocaine seeking (260, 365), as well as 

inhibit conditioned responses after extinction learning (56, 112, 365). 

Projections of the vmPFC to the NAc shell mediate the effect of 

extinction-induced inhibitory control (365, 366). Thus, both the 

dmPFC and vmPFC have a critical role in conditioned cocaine seeking, 

but have thus far been considered to function as separate hubs in 

parallel circuits that regulate this behavior. Recent studies point to 

reciprocal connectivity between the vmPFC and the dmPFC (50, 67, 68, 

122). However, how this intrinsic mPFC connectivity contributes to 

adaptive responding to cocaine-associated stimuli has remained poorly 

understood.  

To this end, we anatomically and physiologically dissected 

vmPFC-to-dmPFC projections and investigated whether this circuit 

modulates extinction of responding to a cocaine-associated context. 

We found that vmPFC projections innervate Parvalbumin-expressing 

interneurons (PV-INs) in the dmPFC, resulting in disynaptic inhibition 

of dmPFC pyramidal neurons (PNs). Furthermore, vmPFC-to-dmPFC 

neurons were preferentially activated during unreinforced re-exposure 

to a cocaine-associated context and selective suppression of vmPFC-to-

dmPFC projecting neurons or direct suppression of dmPFC PV-INs 
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impaired extinction of context-evoked cocaine memory, confirming the 

critical contribution of this circuit to extinction learning. 

 

Results 

Identification of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons  

We previously found that non-selective optogenetic stimulation or 

inhibition of vmPFC pyramidal neurons (PNs) facilitates or impairs, 

respectively, extinction of cocaine memory three weeks after 

conditioning (112). We now aimed to identify the neuronal target of 

vmPFC PN projections that promote extinction learning. To 

anatomically trace projections of vmPFC PNs, we unilaterally 

expressed CaMKIIα promoter-driven Channelrhodopsin (ChR2) fused 

to Enhanced Yellow Fluorescent Protein (EYFP) in the vmPFC of mice 

and observed EYFP+ axonal fibers in the ipsi- and contralateral dmPFC 

(Figure 1a). Layer 5/6 of the dmPFC exhibited the highest density of 

EYFP+ fibers. We then applied retrograde viral tracing by injecting 

retroAAV-hSyn::Cre in the dmPFC and Cre-dependent AAV-

hSyn::DIO-mCherry in the contralateral vmPFC. This revealed a 

population of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons (Figure 1b). 

Axonal fibers of were observed in the corpus collosum, indicating that 

they ran via the ipsilateral forceps minor of the corpus collosum (fmi) 

through the corpus collosum and then back through the contralateral 

fmi to terminate in the dmPFC (Figure 1c). The vmPFC heavily 

innervates the NAc shell (112) and projections to this region have been 

implicated in extinction of cocaine seeking (365, 366). Therefore, we 

questioned whether vmPFC neurons that project to the dmPFC have 

collateral projections to the NAc shell. Whereas dense mCherry+ axonal 

fibers were observed in the dmPFC after retrograde labelling, very 

sparse mCherry+ fibers were observed in the NAc shell (Figure 1d), 

suggesting that vmPFC neurons that project to the dmPFC and NAc 

shell overlap to a small extend only. To confirm this, we retrogradely 

labeled vmPFC neurons by injection of Cholera Toxin B (CTB)-488 or 

CTB-555 in the NAc shell and dmPFC, respectively (Figure 1e). We 

examined colocalization in the contralateral vmPFC to exclude the 

possibility that neurons in the ipsilateral vmPFC were labeled as a 

result of CTB injection in the adjacent dmPFC and/or NAc shell. Of the 

vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons (CTB-555+), 9.96 ± 4.8% (mean 

± s.e.m.) was also CTB-488+ (Figure 1f). Inversely, only 5.54 ± 2.1% of 

the vmPFC-to-NAc shell projecting neurons (CTB-488+) was CTB-

555+. Hence, vmPFC neurons that project to the dmPFC and NAc shell 

represent largely distinct populations.  
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Figure 1. Identification of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons. a 

AAV-CaMKIIα::ChR2-EYFP was injected into vmPFC. EYFP+ vmPFC 

terminals were present in the ipsi- and contralateral dmPFC. Scalebar: 250 

µm. b After retroAAV-hSyn::Cre injection into the dmPFC and Cre-dependent 

AAV-hSyn::DIO-mCherry into the contralateral vmPFC, retrogradely labelled 

mCherry+ cells were observed in the vmPFC. Scalebars: 100 µm. c Trajectory 

of retrogradely labelled contralateral projections (mCherry+). Axonal fibers 

(arrows) were present in the forceps minor (fmi; right top panel) and the 

corpus callosum (cc; right bottom panel). ml = midline, LV = lateral ventricle. 

Scalebars: 100 µm. d Example of mCherry+ axonal fibers of vmPFC neurons 

in the dmPFC and NAc shell. Boxed areas (top) indicate region imaged at 

higher magnification (bottom). Contralateral retrograde labeling n = 3; 

Bilateral retrograde labeling n = 3. ac: anterior commissure. Scalebar top: 100 

µm; bottom: 50 µm. e CTB-488 was injected into NAc shell and CTB-555 in 

the dmPFC (n = 5 mice). CTB-488+ and CTB-555+ neurons were observed and 

quantified in the vmPFC. Arrowheads indicate colocalization. Scalebar: 50 

µm. f Colocalization of NAc shell-projecting neurons within the dmPFC-

projecting population (left) and vice versa (right). All graphs show mean ± 

s.e.m.. CTB-488, cholera toxin subunit B conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488; 

CTB-555, CTB conjugated with Alexa Fluor 555; dmPFC, dorsal medial 

prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial PFC; NAc, nucleus accumbens. 
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vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons mediate extinction of 

cocaine memory 

We next assessed whether vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting cells are 

activated upon re-exposure to a cocaine-associated context. Mice were 

conditioned to associate one of two distinct contexts with cocaine 

reward and after three weeks of forced abstinence, they showed a 

strong preference to explore the previously cocaine-paired context over 

the neutral (saline-paired) context (Figure 2a). Unreinforced re-

exposure to the cocaine and neutral context on the day before the test 

reduced preference for the cocaine context (Figure 2a) (112), pointing 

to successful extinction learning. Next, independent groups underwent 

conditioning and were re-exposed to the cocaine-associated context in 

the presence (no extinction) or absence (extinction) of cocaine 

reinforcement (Figure 2b). Ninety minutes later, animals were 

sacrificed to examine colocalization of the neuronal activity marker Fos 

and retrogradely labelled mCherry+ vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting 

neurons (Figure 2c). Both groups showed a similar percentage of Fos+ 

and mCherry+ neurons in the vmPFC, but mCherry and Fos 

preferentially colocalized in mice that did not receive cocaine before 

the last session (Figure 2d), suggesting that the vmPFC-to-dmPFC 

projecting neuronal population is activated during extinction learning. 

Additionally, we found that Fos colocalized more with vmPFC-to-

dmPFC projecting neurons after unreinforced exposure to the cocaine 

context compared with a novel context (Figure S1). 
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Figure 2. vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons mediate extinction 

of cocaine memory. a Experimental design of the conditioning paradigm. 

sal = saline, coc = cocaine. Red lines depict fictional trajectories of mice during 

tests. On day 24, animals remained in their home cage (No Ext; n = 7) or 

underwent extinction training (Ext; n = 7) through unreinforced re-exposure 

to the saline and cocaine context. On day 25, preference for the cocaine context 

was reduced in the Ext compared to the No Ext group (t12 = 2.417, P = 0.033). 

b Mice with retrogradely labelled vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons 

underwent conditioning. On day 24, animals were re-exposed to the cocaine 

context for 15 min in the presence (No Ext; n = 5) or absence (Ext; n = 5) of 

cocaine reinforcement. c Representative images of DAPI, Fos and mCherry 

expression in the vmPFC. Scalebar: 50 µm. d Percentage of Fos+ and 

mCherry+ neurons did not differ between groups. In the Ext. group, Fos 

colocalized more with the mCherry+ than mCherry- population (Population x 

Group interaction F1,8 = 8.86, *P = 0.018; post-hoc Fos+/mCherry+ No Ext vs. 

Ext t16 = 3.58, *P = 0.005; post-hoc Fos+/mCherry+ vs. Fos+/mCherry- Ext 
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group t8 = 3.12, *P = 0.028). e Top: hM4Di-mCherry (n = 6) or mCherry (n = 

8) was bilaterally expressed in vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons. Bottom: 

representative example of hM4Di-mCherry expression in vmPFC. f Top: 

experimental design. Mice received CNO before extinction training. Test: 

preference for the cocaine context was higher in hM4Di-mCherry mice than 

controls (U = 44, *P = 0.008). All graphs show mean ± s.e.m. 

 

 

To determine whether this projection is necessary for extinction 

learning, we retrogradely expressed the inhibitory DREADD hM4Di 

fused to mCherry or mCherry alone (control) in vmPFC-to-dmPFC 

projecting neurons (Figure 2e). One day after chemogenetic 

suppression during extinction training, preference for the cocaine 

context was diminished in control mice, whereas hM4Di mice still 

showed a robust preference to explore the cocaine context (Figure 2f). 

Hence, vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons are activated upon 

unreinforced re-exposure to a cocaine-associated context, and 

accordingly, are required for extinction learning. 

 

 

vmPFC projections evoke strong monosynaptic excitation of 

dmPFC PV-INs and disynaptic inhibition of PNs 

Global optogenetic stimulation of the vmPFC reduces firing of dmPFC 

PNs (66), suggesting that vmPFC PNs may target local GABAergic 

interneurons. Furthermore, dmPFC PV-INs facilitate extinction of 

natural reward seeking (367) and conditioned fear (77). We found that 

PV-INs comprise the majority (~66%) of GABAergic neurons in the 

dmPFC and are most abundant in dmPFC layers 5/6 (Figure S2), where 

we also observed the highest density of vmPFC axons (see Figure 1a). 

Based on this, we determined whether vmPFC projections inhibit 

dmPFC PNs via innervation of PV-INs in this region. Expression of 

ChR2-EYFP in vmPFC PNs revealed EYFP+ puncta on somata and 

dendrites of PV-INs in the dmPFC (Figure 3a). To determine whether 

these puncta reflect functional synapses and to compare the strength 

of innervation of dmPFC PV-INs and PNs, we used PV::Cre mice to 

label dmPFC PV-INs with mCherry and expressed ChR2-EYFP in 

vmPFC PNs (Figure 3b). PNs and PV-INs were distinguished based on 

mCherry expression and electrophysiological profiles (Figure S3a-i). 

Upon optic stimulation of ChR2+ vmPFC terminals, we measured 

evoked excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents (eEPSCs and 

eIPSCs, respectively) in dmPFC PV-INs and PNs using whole-cell 

electrophysiological recordings (Figure 3c, 3d and S3j). Evoked  
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excitatory drive was strongest onto dmPFC PV-INs (Figure 3E and 

S3K), whereas evoked inhibitory drive was strongest onto dmPFC PNs 

(Figure 3f and S3l). In neurons exhibiting both excitatory and 

inhibitory responses (12/15 PNs; 8/9 PV-INs), the eEPSC/eIPSC (E/I) 

ratio robustly favored excitation of dmPFC PV-INs (Figure 3g and 

S3m). The latency to onset of eEPSCs was shorter than of eIPSCs in 

PNs and PV-INs (Figure 3h and S3n), suggestive of monosynaptic 

excitation and disynaptic inhibition. In support of this, application of 

the AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist CNQX abolished both eEPSCs 

and eIPSCs (Figure 3i and 3j), whereas GABAA receptor blockade by 

Gabazine only affected eIPSCs (Figure 3k), demonstrating that 

glutamate release initiated both evoked responses. Gabazine applied 

together with CNQX and the NMDA receptor antagonist D-AP5 

prevented the residual eEPSC (Figure 3k). In line with this, both 

responses were also abolished by tetrodotoxin (TTX; Figure S3o and 

S3p) and co-application of the potassium channel blocker 4-

aminopyridine (4-AP (175)) recovered the eEPSCs only (Figure S3q), 

further confirming the monosynaptic and disynaptic nature of the 

excitatory and inhibitory response, respectively. 
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Figure 3. vmPFC projections evoke strong monosynaptic excitation 

of dmPFC PV-INs and disynaptic inhibition of PNs. a After AAV-

CaMKIIα::ChR2-EYFP injection into the vmPFC, ChR2-EYFP+ puncta 

(arrowheads) were detected on PV+ cells in the dmPFC. b Experimental 

design. ChR2-EYFP was expressed in vmPFC PNs and mCherry in PV-INs in 

the dmPFC. Whole-cell recordings were obtained from dmPFC PNs and PV-

INs upon optic stimulation of ChR2+ terminals. c,d Representative eIPSC 

(top) and eEPSC (bottom) traces in PNs (C) and PV-INs (D) in response to a 

blue light pulse (20 ms, blue line). The initial downward peak in the eIPSC 

trace of PV-IN represents a residual excitatory current at Vh 0 mV. Vh = 

holding potential. e eEPSC amplitude was higher in PV-INs than PNs (t22 = 

2.38, P = 0.026; PN N/n = 15/6, PV-IN N/n = 9/6). f eIPSC amplitude was 

higher in PNs than PV-INs (t13.49 = 3.34, *P = 0.005; PN N/n = 12/6, PV-IN 

N/n = 8/6). g eEPSC/eIPSC ratio was higher in PV-INs than PNs (t7.06 = 5.11; 

*P = 0.001; PN N/n = 12/6, PV-IN N/n = 8/6). h Latency to onset was lower 

for eEPSCs than eIPSCs in both cell-types (F1,39 = 50.93, *P < 0.001). I,j PN 

recording demonstrating that CNQX (10 μM) abolished eEPSCs (i) and eIPSCs 
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(j) upon optic stimulation (20 ms pulse, blue line) of vmPFC terminals. k 

Application of Gabazine (10 μM) abolished eIPSCs and co-application of 

CNQX (10 μM) and D-AP5 (10 μM) blocked the residual eEPSC at a holding 

potential of 0 mV. All graphs show mean ± s.e.m.. eEPSC, evoked excitatory 

postsynaptic current; eIPSC, evoked inhibitory PSC. PV-IN, parvalbumin-

expresing interneurons; PN, pyramidal neuron. 

 

 

dmPFC PV-INs mediate feed-forward inhibition and 

extinction of cocaine memory 

To determine whether the disynaptic inhibitory response in PNs is 

evoked by excitation of PV-INs, we expressed hM4Di-mCherry in 

dmPFC PV-INs and ChR2-EYFP in vmPFC PNs (Figure 4). PN 

responses to optic stimulation of ChR2+ vmPFC terminals were 

recorded before and after CNO-mediated suppression of PV-INs 

(Figure 4b-c). CNO did not alter the EPSC amplitude (Figure 4d), but 

reduced the eIPSC amplitude in dmPFC PNs (Figure 4e). 

Consequently, the E/I ratio shifted towards less inhibition (Figure 4f), 

confirming that disynaptic inhibition of dmPFC PNs is at least partially 

mediated by excitation of PV-INs. CNO similarly suppressed disynaptic 

inhibition of PV-INs (Figure S4). Finally, we determined whether 

activity of dmPFC PV-INs is necessary to extinguish preference to 

explore a cocaine-associated context. In PV::Cre mice, hM4Di-

mCherry or mCherry alone (control) was expressed in the majority of 

dmPFC PV-INs (Figure 4g-i). Following chemogenetic suppression of 

PV-INs during extinction training, hM4Di animals showed stronger 

preference for the cocaine context than control mice (Figure 4j), 

confirming that extinction learning requires activity of these neurons 
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Figure 4. dmPFC PV-INs mediate feed-forward inhibition and 

extinction of cocaine memory. a In PV::Cre mice, ChR2-EYFP was 

expressed in vmPFC PNs and hM4Di-mCherry in dmPFC PV-INs. B 

Experimental design and hypothetical effect of chemogenetic suppression of 

PV-INs on vmPFC-mediated inhibition of PNs. c Representative traces at 

baseline (black) or after CNO application (turquoise) in PNs. d eEPSC 

amplitude of PNs was unaltered by CNO application (t6 = 0.67, P = 0.53; N/n 

= 7/4). e eIPSC amplitude of PNs was decreased by CNO (t6 = 5.69, *P = 0.001; 

N/n = 7/4). f E/I ratio in PNs was increased by CNO (t6 = 2.75, *P = 0.033; 

N/n = 7/4). g Using PV::Cre mice, mCherry or hM4Di-mCherry was 

bilaterally expressed in dmPFC PV-INs. h Example of PV (left) and mCherry 

(right) expression. White arrows indicate colocalisation of PV and mCherry (n 

= 6). Scalebar: 50 µm. i 74.7 ± 3.2% of PV+ cells expressed mCherry and 94.7 

± 1.0% of mCherry+ cells were PV+. j Mice (hM4Di n = 8; mCherry n = 8) 
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underwent cocaine conditioning (sal = saline, coc = cocaine) and received 

CNO before extinction training. During the test, hM4Di animals showed 

higher preference for the cocaine context than control mice (t14 = 3.33, *P = 

0.005). k Model of vmPFC-to-dmPFC circuit. Unreinforced re-exposure to a 

cocaine-associated context triggers activation of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting 

neurons, which strongly excite dmPFC PV-INs, resulting in feed-forward 

inhibition of PNs. All graphs show mean ± s.e.m. 

 

 

Discussion 

Our data reveal that extinction of context-evoked cocaine memory 

depends on activation of an intrinsic mPFC circuit (Figure 4k). We 

show that vmPFC projections innervate the dmPFC and vmPFC-to-

dmPFC projecting neurons are activated upon unreinforced re-

exposure to a cocaine-associated context. In line with this, 

chemogenetic suppression of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons 

prevented extinction of context-evoked cocaine memory. In the 

dmPFC, PV-INs receive strong monosynaptic excitatory input from 

vmPFC terminals and subsequently inhibit PNs, typical for feed-

forward inhibition (175). Similar to manipulation of vmPFC-to-dmPFC 

neurons, chemogenetic suppression of dmPFC PV-INs impaired 

extinction of context-evoked cocaine reward memory. Hence, under 

extinction conditions, vmPFC projections recruit feed-forward 

GABAergic inhibition in the dmPFC to attenuate conditioned 

responding to a cocaine-associated context. 

Whereas previous models propose that the dmPFC and vmPFC 

exert control over conditioned cocaine seeking via divergent 

projections to other brain regions (58, 70, 365, 366), we now 

demonstrate that direct connectivity between the vmPFC and dmPFC 

provides critical adaptive control over responding to cocaine-

associated contextual cues. Our findings do not rule out the 

involvement of vmPFC projections to other regions, such as the NAc 

shell (365, 366), but reveal an additional mechanism for extinction -

induced behavioral inhibition. Of relevance is that we found that 

vmPFC-to-dmPFC projections are required for acquisition of 

extinction, whereas vmPFC-to-NAc shell connectivity exerts inhibitory 

control over cocaine seeking after extinction learning (365, 366), but 

not during a first extinction session (56). Global manipulation of 

vmPFC function, however, affects both the acquisition and expression 

of extinguished cocaine seeking (103). As we found that the vmPFC-to-

dmPFC projecting neuronal population has little overlap with the 
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vmPFC-to-NAC shell projecting neurons and sends only sparse 

collateral projections to the NAc shell, this suggests that extinction 

learning requires vmPFC projections to the dmPFC, whereas vmPFC 

projections to the NAc shell control the retention of extinguished 

cocaine seeking.  

Recruitment of feed-forward GABAergic inhibition in the 

dmPFC during extinction learning may result in global suppression of 

PN firing and a reduction of output from this region. However, we 

think that the cortical network effect might be more nuanced. This is 

based on the observation that neurons within the prelimbic cortex fire 

during the initiation of reward seeking and under extinction 

conditions, both in a context-dependent manner (57). Therefore, 

distinct neuronal ensembles within the dmPFC may drive and inhibit 

cocaine conditioned responses, similar to what has been reported for 

the vmPFC (365). Whether PV-INs in the dmPFC suppress dmPFC 

neurons that drive expression of cocaine memory and/or facilitate the 

recruitment of dmPFC neurons that mediates extinction-induced 

behavioral inhibition is an important topic for future research. 

We implicate the vmPFC-to-dmPFC feed-forward inhibition 

circuit in extinction of cocaine conditioned behavior, but this network 

may be involved in extinction learning in general. To our knowledge, 

the monosynaptic innervation of dmPFC PV-INs by vmPFC projections 

has not been previously reported, but independent studies have shown 

that silencing of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projections or PV-INs mediates 

extinction of conditioned fear (77, 122). Furthermore, excitatory 

projections in the opposite direction, from dmPFC to vmPFC, also 

mediate extinction of conditioned fear (68). Together with our 

findings, this indicates that a reciprocal intrinsic mPFC circuit serves 

to provide important adaptive control over conditioned behavior, in 

particular when an originally learned association (context→reinforcer) 

does not match with the conditions during re-exposure to the same 

context and an alternative association (e.g., context→no reinforcer) is 

learned. 

To conclude, we discovered that monosynaptic interaction 

between the vmPFC and dmPFC mediates extinction of cocaine reward 

memory through activation of dmPFC PV-INs. This sheds new light on 

the architecture of the neuronal circuit that enables adaptive 

responding to cocaine-contextual cues and may provide a new 

therapeutic target for strengthening of behavioral inhibition upon 

context-evoked retrieval of cocaine memories.  
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Methods and Materials 

Animals 

Male wild-type C57BL/6J and transgenic PV::Cre mice (The Jackson 

Laboratory, stock number 017320, maintained on a C57BL/6J 

background) aged 6-8 weeks at the start of experiments were 

individually housed. Mice were kept on a 12-h light/dark cycle with 

regular laboratory chow food and water available ad libitum. 

Behavioral experiments were conducted during the animals’ light 

phase. All experimental procedures were approved by the Central 

Committee for Animal experiments (Centrale Commissie Dierproeven) 

of The Netherlands and the Animal Ethical care Committee (Instantie 

voor Dierenwelzijn) of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.  

 

AAV vectors and stereotactic micro-injections 

AAV-CaMKII⍺::ChR2(H134R)-EYFP (titer: 4.0 X 1012), AAV-

hSyn::DIO-mCherry and AAV-hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry (titers: 

5.0-6.0 X 1012) were packaged as serotype 2/5. For retrograde tracing, 

we used retroAAV2-hSyn::EGFP-iCre (titer: 2 X 1012; v146, Zürich 

Viral Vector Facility, Switzerland) and retroAAV2-hSyn-1::Cre (titer: 

1.3 X 1012; Janelia Research Campus, USA (368)). For stereotaxic 

micro-injection of AAVs, mice received 0.05 mg/kg Temgesic (RB 

Pharmaceuticals, UK) 30 min before the start of surgery, were then 

anesthetized with isoflurane and mounted onto a stereotactic frame. 

Lidocaine (2%, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie N.V., The Netherlands) was 

topically applied to the skull before incision to provide local analgesia. 

Microinjection glass needles were used to infuse virus in the dmPFC 

(+1.8 mm AP; +0.45 mm ML; -2.1 mm DV; relative to Bregma) or 

vmPFC (+1.9 mm AP; -0.5 mm ML; -3.0 mm DV; relative to Bregma; 

unless otherwise indicated) at a flow rate of 0.1 µL/min followed by an 

additional 5 min to allow diffusion, followed by stepwise retraction of 

the needle. For visualization of vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons, 

retroAAV-hSyn::EGFP-iCre (0.4 µL) was unilaterally injected in the 

dmPFC and AAV-hSyn::DIO-mCherry (0.4 µL) in the contralateral 

vmPFC. For chemogenetic suppression of vmPFC-to-dmPFC 

projecting neurons, retroAAV-hSyn::EGFP-iCre (0.3 µL/hemisphere) 

was bilaterally injected in the dmPFC and Cre-dependent AAV-

hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry virus (0.3 µL/hemisphere) bilaterally 

injected in the vmPFC (ML-DV angle 25°; +1.9 mm AP; ±1.37 mm ML; 

-3.0 mm DV; relative to Bregma). For chemogenetic suppression of PV-

INs, PV::Cre mice received AAV-hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry or AAV-

hSyn::DIO-mCherry bilaterally in the dmPFC (0.5 µL/hemisphere). 

For electrophysiology recordings, PV::Cre mice received AAV-
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CaMKII⍺::ChR2(H134R)-EYFP into the vmPFC (0.4 µL/unilateral) 

and AAV-hSyn::DIO-hM4Di-mCherry or AAV-hSyn::DIO-mCherry 

into the contralateral dmPFC (0.5 µL/unilateral). Analgesia was 

provided 24 and 48 h after surgery (Carprofen, 5 mg/kg). Animals 

remained in their home-cage for 3 weeks until the start of behavioral 

experiments or for at least 5 weeks until electrophysiological 

recordings were performed. Mice with virus misplacements were 

excluded from analysis (n = 1 CTB tracing Figure 1F, n = 1 Ext group 

and n = 1 No Ext group Figure 2B-D, n = 2 hM4Di-mCherry group 

Figure 2E-F) 

 

CTB tracing 

CTB conjugated to Alexa 555 or Alexa 488 (ThermoFisher) was 

dissolved in sterile PBS (0.33 or 1% w/v; as no differences were 

observed between the two concentrations, animals were pooled) and 

injected into the dmPFC (+1.8 mm AP; +0.45 mm ML; -2.1 mm DV) 

and NAc shell (+1.25 mm AP; +0.6 mm ML; -4.7 mm DV). One week 

later, animals were sacrificed by transcardial perfusion.  

 

Cocaine conditioned place preference 

The conditioning apparatus consisted of two main compartments that 

differed in tactile and visual cues, connected by a small center 

compartment (112). On day 0, baseline preference for the main 

compartments was assessed by allowing animals to freely explore all 

compartments (pre-test; 10 min). The cocaine-paired and saline-

paired compartment were counterbalanced within all groups, such that 

on average the groups did not have a baseline preference for one the 

two main compartments, thereby allowing an unbiased procedure. 

Conditioning sessions (15 min) were conducted twice daily over 3 

consecutive days. For this, mice received saline (i.p.; morning) or 

cocaine (15 mg/kg in saline; i.p.; afternoon) prior to being confined to 

one of the main compartments. After 3 weeks of forced abstinence in 

the home-cage, animals were subjected to extinction training and/or a 

post-conditioning test (post-test). For extinction training, mice were 

re-exposed to the cocaine- and saline-paired compartment (15 min) in 

the absence of cocaine or saline treatment. In a post-test, we 

determined preference scores by allowing animals to freely explore all 

compartments for 5 min (to avoid within session extinction) under 

drug-free conditions. Time spent in each compartment was measured 

using a video camera and Ethovision video-tracking software (Noldus, 

The Netherlands). A preference score for each animal was calculated 
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as: time spent in cocaine-paired compartment minus saline-paired 

compartment. 

 

Chemogenetic intervention 

Clozapine N-oxide (CNO; HB6149 HelloBio, United Kingdom) was 

dissolved in sterile saline. Mice received an injection of 5 mg/kg (i.p.) 

CNO 30 min before a test session. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

 Mice were transcardially perfused using ice-cold PBS pH 7.4, followed 

by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS pH 7.4. Brains were 

removed, post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA solution and then immersed 

in 30% sucrose in PBS with 0.02% NaN3. Brains were then sliced in 35 

μm coronal sections using a cryostat and stored in PBS with 0.02% 

NaN3 at 4°C until further use. Immunohistochemical stainings were 

performed using standard procedures (112), using the following 

antibodies: rabbit anti-Fos (1:500, sc52, Santa Cruz, USA), mouse anti-

PV (1:1000, MAB1572, Millipore, USA), mouse anti-GAD67 (1:1000, 

MAB5406, Millipore, USA) and NeuroTraceTM 500/525 Green 

Fluorescent Nissl Stain or 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 

Vectashield). For quantification experiments, 4-6 z-stacks per animal 

were generated using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM510 or Nikon 

Ti) with the experimenter blinded to the treatment conditions. ImageJ 

software was used to extract the ROIs of the cells stained with Nissl or 

DAPI (Gaussian filter, Li threshold). Only ROIs within a predefined 

range for size (70-2000 square units; to exclude glial cells and non-

specific staining) and circularity (0.5 to 1.0) were included. As cells 

were frequently present in 2 or 3 subsequent images of a z-stack, 

MATLAB (MathWorks) was used to group the ROIs that belonged to 

the same Nissl or DAPI cell, and then to count the total number of 

Nissl+ or DAPI+ cells in a stack. Cells expressing hM4Di-mCherry, 

mCherry, PV, GAD67, Fos or CTB-488/555 were counted manually. 

 

Electrophysiological recordings 

Mice were swiftly decapitated and brains were extracted in 

carbogenated (95% O2, 5% CO2) ice-cold partial sucrose solution 

containing (in mM): 70 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4*H20, 5 

MgSO4*7H2O, 1 CaCl2*2H2O, 70 Sucrose, 25 D-Glucose, 25 NaHCO3, 1 

Na-Ascorbate, 3 Na-Pyruvate (~300 mOsm/kg, pH 7.4). The brains 

were trimmed and glued onto the stage of a vibrating microtome 

(Microm). Coronal slices (thickness 300 µm) containing the mPFC 

were cut in the carbogenated ice-cold partial sucrose solution. Slices 
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were transferred into continuously carbogenated holding artificial 

cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 

NaH2PO4*H2O, 2 MgCl2*6H2O, 1.3 CaCl2*2H2O, 25 D-Glucose, 25 

NaHCO3, 25 D-Glucose, 25 NaHCO3, 1 Na-Ascorbate, 3 Na-Pyruvate 

(~300 mOsm/kg, pH 7.4), where they were left to recover at room 

temperature for at least 1 hour before recording. Subsequently, slices 

were transferred to a submerged recording chamber of an upright 

microscope (BX51WI, Olympus) and left to equilibrate for 10 min 

under continuous perfusion (2 mL/min) with carbogenated running 

aCSF (holding aCSF without Na-Ascorbate or Na-Pyruvate and only 1 

mM MgCl2*6H2O) heated to 31-33°C. The dmPFC was imaged using 

differential interference contrast microscopy and pyramidal neurons 

were identified based on their shape, large apical dendrites and typical 

action potential discharge pattern (369) (Figure S3). ChR2-EYFP 

positive fibers and PV-INs expressing hM4Di-mCherry or mCherry 

were identified in the dmPFC using a mercury-vapor lamp combined 

with a fluorescent filter. When possible, PNs were chosen in the close 

vicinity of a recorded PV-IN to control for potential differences in 

density of ChR2-EYFP+ fibers. Whole-cell recordings were conducted 

using borosilicate glass pipettes (2.5-5.5 MΩ) pulled on a horizontal 

puller (P-87, Sutter Instruments Co). Recordings were acquired with 

pClamp software (Molecular Devices), using a Multiclamp 700B 

amplifier (Molecular Devices), sampled at 20 kHz, low-pass filtered at 

6 kHz, and digitized with an Axon Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices). 

Membrane and action potential (AP) discharge properties were 

investigated in current-clamp mode using K-gluconate based 

intracellular solution containing (in mM): 70 K-Gluconate, 148 KCl, 10 

Hepes, 4 Mg-ATP, 4 K2-phosphocreatinine, 0.4 GTP, osmolarity 280-

290 mOsm/kg, pH adjusted to 7.2-7.3 with KOH. To analyze passive 

membrane properties and characteristics of AP firing, depolarizing 

current steps (750 ms) with an increment of 25 pA were applied every 

3 s ranging from -100 pA to 500 pA. Input resistance was calculated 

from the linear fit of the voltage-current response to hyperpolarizing 

current injection steps from -100 pA to 0 pA. Membrane time constant 

was obtained by a double exponential fit of the voltage response to a 

−50 pA current injection. AP threshold voltage was defined as the point 

where the depolarization speed first exceeded 10 mV/ms. AP 

amplitude and afterhyperpolarization (AHP) were determined relative 

to the AP threshold. Minimal inter-spike interval (ISI) was calculated 

including all the sweeps where APs were detected. Evoked excitatory 

postsynaptic currents (eEPSCs) and evoked inhibitory postsynaptic 

currents (eIPSCs) were recorded using Cs-gluconate-based 
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intracellular solution containing (in mM): 130 Cs-Gluconate, 8 NaCl, 

10 Hepes, 0.3 EGTA, 4 Mg-ATP, 10 K2-phosphocreatinine, 0.3 GTP, 3 

QX134-Cl, osmolarity 280-290 mOsm/kg, pH adjusted to 7.2-7.3 with 

CsOH. In experiments in Figure S3J-N a K-Gluconate based 

intracellular solution was used. Cells were recorded in an area of the 

dmPFC where ChR2-EYFP positive fibers were identified. Slices were 

illuminated by pulses of blue light (470 nm, 20 ms, 0.1 Hz) controlled 

by an electro-mechanical shutter. Duration of photostimulation was 

controlled using the patch-clamp digitizer. eEPSCs and eIPSCs were 

recorded at a holding potential of -70 mV and 0 mV, respectively. In 

the experiment using K-Gluconate intracellular solution, eIPSCs were 

recorded at -30 mV. In order to avoid the influence of insufficient or 

absent ChR2 expression in our recordings, only cells that showed a 

clear and stable excitatory or inhibitory response to photostimulation 

were included in the analysis. A minimum of ten traces were obtained 

at each holding potential and response amplitudes and latencies to 

onset averaged per cell. Latency to onset was measured as a time 

interval between the start of photostimulation and the onset of eEPSC 

or eIPSC. Excitatory-inhibitory (E/I) ratio was calculated by dividing 

the amplitude of eEPSC by the amplitude of eIPSC recorded within the 

same neuron. Running aCSF containing pharmacological reagents was 

perfused at a rate of approximately 2 mL/min, for at least 5 minutes 

before repeating the measurement of evoked responses. CNO (50 µM, 

HelloBio, UK) was used for chemogenetic inhibition. 6-cyano-7-

nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, 10 µM, HelloBio, UK) and DL-2-

Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (DL-AP5, 50 µM, HelloBio, UK) 

were used to block AMPA and NMDA receptors, respectively. Gabazine 

(10 µM, HelloBio, UK) was used to block GABAA receptors. For 

confirmation of a monosynaptic vmPFC-dmPFC excitatory connection 

(Figure S3) tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 µM, Abcam, UK) was used to block 

Na+ gating channels, and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP, 100 µM, Sigma-

Aldrich, NL) to block K+ channel-mediated shunting of the light-

evoked response. Custom written MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) 

scripts were used to analyze passive membrane properties and AP 

discharge. Evoked currents were quantified using Clampfit software 

(Molecular Devices). 

 

Quantification and Statistical analysis  

Statistical details are presented in the figure legends. Number of 

animals is shown as n and number of cells as N. All graphs show means 

± s.e.m. SPSS software (version 25, IBM) and GraphPad (Prism) were 

used for statistical analysis. Comparisons between groups were made 
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using two-tailed unpaired t-tests or in case of paired data, a two-tailed 

paired t-test. When the data was not modeled by a normal distribution, 

analysis was subjected to non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test for 

between group comparisons and Wilcoxon signed rank test for within-

subject comparisons. To investigate differences in activation of labelled 

cells between groups (Group x Population (Fos+/mCherry- vs. 

Fos+/mCherry+)), a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, 

followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests. Significance was set at p < 0.05.  

 

 

 

Supplemental Information  

 

Extinction of cocaine memory depends on a feed-forward 

inhibition circuit within the medial prefrontal cortex 

 

Figure S1 – vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons are activated during 

extinction learning. 

Figure S2 – Distribution of PV-INs in the dmPFC and proportion of the 

total GABAergic population. 

Figure S3 – Electrophysiological profiles of recorded dmPFC PNs and 

PV-INs and their differential responses following stimulation of 

vmPFC terminals. 

Figure S4 – Chemogenetic suppression of PV-INs reduces disynaptic 

inhibition of PV-INs in dmPFC. 
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Figure S1. vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons are activated 

during extinction learning. A Mice received retroAAV-hSyn::Cre in the 

dmPFC and AAV-hSyn::DIO-mCherry in the vmPFC and underwent cocaine 

CPP training. Three weeks later, animals were exposed to a novel context (NC) 

or re-exposed to the cocaine-associated context in absence of cocaine reward 

(Extinction). B Representative images of DAPI, Fos and mCherry expression 

in the vmPFC. C Quantification of the percentage of Fos+ and mCherry+ 

neurons and colocalisation. Percentages of Fos+ and mCherry+ cells were 

similar in both groups, but the percentage of Fos+/mCherry+ neurons was 

higher in the extinction group than the novel context group (U = 4.0, P = 

0.022). All graphs show mean ± s.e.m.  

 

 

Figure S2. Distribution of PV-INs in the dmPFC and proportion of 

the total GABAergic population. A Example of PV and GAD67 

immunostaining in dmPFC. Outlined arrowheads: PV-/GAD67+ cells. Filled 

arrowheads: PV+/GAD67+ cells.  B Quantification of colocalization of PV+ and 

GAD67+ cells. Approximately all PV+ cells express GAD67 (96.8 ± 0.7%), as 

expected, and the vast majority of GAD67+ neurons express PV+ (65.8 ± 3.5%). 

Graph shows mean ± s.e.m. C PV-IN density was highest in in the deep layers 

(mainly layer 5) compared with the superficial layers (layer 1-3) of the dmPFC. 

Scalebar = 100 µm. Fmi = forceps minor of the corpus callosum.    
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Figure S3. Electrophysiological profiles of recorded dmPFC PNs 

and PV-INs and their differential responses following stimulation 

of vmPFC terminals. A Representative electrophysiological profile of a PN 

(top) and PV-IN (bottom) in response to corresponding current steps. B 

Resting membrane potential did not differ between both cell-types (U = 161, 

P = 0.083). C PV-INs demonstrated a lower input resistance compared to PNs 

(U = 111, **P = 0.003). D Membrane time constant was lower in PV-INs (t42 = 

19.93, ***P < 0.001). E AP threshold was similar in PNs and PV-INs (t42 = 

0.0525, P = 0.958). F Action potential (AP) amplitude was higher in PNs than 

in PV-INs (t42 = 18.25, ***P < 0.001). G AP half-width was lower in PVs (U = 

0, ***P < 0.001). H Minimum inter-spike interval (ISI) was lower in PV-INs 

than in PNs (U = 94, ***P < 0.001). I Maximum inter-spike interval (ISI) was 

lower in PV-INs than in PNs (U = 92, ***P = 0.005). Graphs show mean ± 

s.e.m. (PN N/n = 26/9; PV-IN N/n = 18/7). J Representative eEPSC and 

eIPSC traces recorded with a K-Gluconate-based intracellular solution in PNs 

and PV-INs. The initial downward peak in the eIPSC trace represents a 

residual excitatory current at Vh -30 mV. Out of all cells that showed an 

eEPSC, 58% of PNs and 55% of PV-INs showed an eIPSC (eEPSC PN N/n = 

26/9, eEPSC PV-IN N/n = 22/7, eIPSC PN N/n = 15/9, eIPSC PV-IN N/n = 
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12/7). Note that both percentages are lower than observed with a Cs-based 

intracellular solution due to reduced amplification of inhibitory responses 

with the K-Gluconate-based intracellular solution (see also Fig. 2c, e). Vh, 

holding potential. K eEPSC amplitude was higher in PV-INs than PNs (U = 

112, ***P < 0.001; PN N = 26; PV N = 19). Inset displays PN eEPSC amplitude 

at reduced scale. L eIPSC amplitude was higher in PNs than PV-INs (t25 = 

2.064, *P = 0.049). M E/I ratio is higher for PV-INs than PNs (U = 7, ***P < 

0.001; PN N/n = 15/9, PV-IN N/n = 12/7). Inset displays PN E/I ratio at 

reduced scale. N Latency to onset of eEPSCs was lower than eIPSCs (F1,71 = 

258.2, P < 0.001; post-hoc eEPSC PN vs. eEPSC PV-IN t71 = 4.097, P = 0.025). 

O-P eEPSCs and eIPSCs (O) in response to optic stimulation (20 ms pulse; 

blue line) were abolished by application of TTX (1 μM; P). Vh = holding 

potential. Q Combined application of TTX and 4-AP (100 μM) abolished 

eIPSCs and partially recovered eEPSCs. All graphs show mean ± s.e.m.   

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. Chemogenetic suppression of PV-INs reduces disynaptic 

inhibition of PV-INs in the dmPFC. A Representative trace in PV-INs in 

absence (purple) and presence of CNO (turquoise) upon optic stimulation 

(blue line; 20 ms pulse) of ChR2-expressing vmPFC terminals. B eEPSC 

amplitude of PV-INs was unchanged by CNO (t5 = 1.64, P = 0.16; N/n = 6/4). 

C eIPSC amplitude of PV-INs was decreased by CNO (t5 = 3.56, *P = 0.016; 

N/n = 6/4). D E/I ratio in PV-INs was increased by CNO (t5 = 2.89, *P = 

0.034; N/n = 6/4). 
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General Discussion 

 

1. Summary of main findings 

In my thesis I embraced the task of studying the role of the medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in memory processing at the level of neuronal 

ensembles and circuitry. More specifically, I dissected the temporal 

evolution of mPFC neuronal ensembles encoding an aversive memory 

and investigated mPFC circuitry and its contribution to extinction of 

an appetitive memory.  

A large part of the work described here was made possible by 

the development of viral-TRAP, a viral vector system allowing 

conditional gene expression in vivo, presented in Chapter 3. In 

Chapter 4, I focused on addressing systems consolidation of memory 

at the level of cortical neuronal ensembles through application of the 

viral-TRAP method. I found that neuronal ensembles in the mPFC are 

defined at the time of fear learning and require time-dependent 

maturation to support remote memory expression. Additionally, I 

present results implicating the transcription factor CREB in systems 

consolidation of an aversive fear memory and demonstrating that 

involvement of the mPFC ensemble in remote memory is regulated by 

the intensity of conditioning. In Chapter 5, I reveal a vmPFC-to-

dmPFC projection in extinction of an appetitive cocaine memory. 

These long-range projecting vmPFC neurons are activated during 

extinction of a cocaine conditioned place preference (CPP) memory 

and preferentially target parvalbumin (PV) interneurons in the 

dmPFC, evoking an increase in inhibition of neighboring pyramidal 

neurons. 

Here, I will discuss my main findings in comparison with 

previous work in the field and suggest future directions to answer 

unresolved questions that arose from interrogating the data in my 

experimental chapters. 

 

2. Permanent tagging of activated neurons 

As part of my thesis, I aimed to resolve memory encoding and 

consolidation in the mPFC at the level of neuronal ensembles and for 

this we developed a new tool to express a permanent molecular tag in 

neurons that are activated during learning. These sparsely distributed 

cells can be identified by the expression of the immediate early gene 

(IEG) Fos upon neuronal activation. The transient nature of IEG 

expression (370), however, hinders the prolonged temporal tracking of 

memory encoding neuronal ensembles. In particular, the design of 

transgenic TRAP mice, expressing a tamoxifen-inducible Cre 
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recombinase (CreERT2) under the control of an IEG promoter region, 

helped to overcome this limitation (310, 315). I deliberately aimed to 

develop a virus-based variant of TRAP to circumvent undesired 

characteristics observed in TRAP mice (310). Firstly, in the original 

knock-in TRAP mouse line (TRAP1), the CreERT2 sequence was 

inserted in the Fos locus, which resulted in disruption of endogenous 

Fos expression from one allele. As a consequence, Fos expression is 

reduced in some brain areas of this mouse (310). As viral-TRAP does 

not integrate in the mouse genome, endogenous Fos expression 

remains intact. Secondly, the use of AAV particles to deliver a Fos 

promoter-driven inducible CreERT2 allows adjustment of the viral titer 

and thereby the copy number of the Fos::CreERT2 transgene in infected 

neurons. Thereby, the basal level of CreERT2 in neurons can be 

reduced, such that tagging reflects the size of a Fos+ neuronal ensemble 

induced by a behavioral experience. Indeed, we found that the size of 

the contextual fear conditioning (CFC)-tagged mPFC population (~7% 

of mPFC neurons) was similar to the endogenous Fos+ ensemble (~8% 

of mPFC neurons) evoked by CFC (see Chapter 4). However, it is 

important to note that the CFC-tagged ensemble included ~1-2% of 

non-specifically-tagged mPFC neurons, meaning that we captured 

approximately 75% of CFC-induced Fos+ neurons. Thirdly, the Fos 

promoter in our viral-TRAP method can be replaced by a different IEG 

promoter when relevant. However, analysis of several IEGs in cortical 

areas revealed that most Fos+ neurons co-express other IEGs, such as 

Arc and Nr4a1 (124, 371, 372). In order to improve the tagging of 

activated neurons, IEG promoter sequences are also the target of 

modifications, such as the E-SARE promoter, potentially leading to 

stronger expression of transgenes with less leakiness (373). Although I 

did not directly compare the Fos promoter with modified synthetic IEG 

promoters, this might be a means to further reduce the nonspecific 

background tagging which I observed after CFC (see Chapter 3 and 4). 

Off note, crossing Fos::CreERT2 or Arc::CreERT2 mice with a Cre-

dependent reporter line offers the advantage to examine brain-wide 

tagging of activated neurons (124, 314, 374), which is not feasible with 

viral-TRAP. When TRAP mice are combined with CLARITY (124) or 

iDISCO+ (314) connectivity between neuronal ensembles can be 

investigated that are distributed throughout the brain. 

The CFC-activated neuronal ensemble that we tagged with 

viral-TRAP was comprised of glutamatergic pyramidal cells and 

GABAergic interneurons (see Chapter 3). Interestingly, GABAergic 

neurons were even overrepresented in the tagged ensemble. 

Interneurons have been implicated in a myriad of memory processes, 
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ranging from regulation of an ensemble size by PV+ (375) and 

Somatostatin (SST+) interneurons (376),  to encoding of fear memory 

by SST+ cells (377) and recruitment into an extinction ensemble (378). 

Therefore, it would be relevant to specifically tag activated 

interneurons and to assess their contribution to memory processing in 

future studies (379). This might be achieved through an interplay 

between Cre and Flp recombinase. By adapting the viral-TRAP 

construct to a Cre-dependent Fos::FlpERT2 (e.g., AAV-Fos::DIO-

FlpERT2) and injecting it in a Cre mouse line (e.g., PV::Cre or 

SST::Cre) together with a Flp-dependent virus, this will restrict 

expression of the transgene to, for instance, activated PV+ or SST+ 

interneurons. 

We used the new viral-TRAP method to investigate mPFC 

neuronal ensembles in aversive (Chapter 4) as well as appetitive 

(alcohol reward) (380) memory and thereby provided valuable insight 

into their role in memory processing and persistency. The use of viral -

TRAP also abolishes the need to investigate memory neuronal 

ensembles using transgenic animals and can be applied in different 

species, thereby bridging the gap between studies of neuronal 

ensembles in different species (e.g., mice vs. rats). Rats are often used 

in more cognitively demanding behavioral tasks, but the availability of 

rat transgenic lines is limited. Therefore, application of viral-TRAP in 

rats may yield important information regarding the role of neuronal 

ensembles in higher-order cognitive functions.   

 

3. Systems consolidation and mPFC neuronal ensembles 

A widely accepted traditional model of systems consolidation of 

memory assumes that new memories are formed in the hippocampus 

(HPC) and then is slowly transferred to cortical areas (34), after which 

they can be retrieved independent of the HPC. Based on this, the 

gradual transformation process is crucial for memory to persist and 

thought to be driven by synchronized activity of hippocampal and 

cortical neurons (17, 43, 96). A central cortical hub in this process is 

the mPFC, whose activity and plasticity are necessary for proper 

memory expression long after training (85, 96, 381). However, the 

question whether this brain area also functions as a memory storage 

site remained unanswered. We addressed this by identifying a 

neuronal ensemble in the mPFC that supports remote memory 

expression. Using viral-TRAP, we demonstrated that a contextual fear 

memory is allocated to neuronal ensembles in the mPFC already at the 

time of learning. These specific neurons are necessary for remote, but 

not recent, memory expression. Although systems consolidation is 
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likely still ongoing during the first days after conditioning, 

chemogenetic stimulation of the learning-tagged mPFC ensemble is 

sufficient to evoke recent memory expression. This observation is in 

line with reports of others (314, 331), despite the use of different 

tagging and intervention methods. Interestingly, remote auditory fear 

memory recall through stimulation of tagged mPFC neurons is 

impaired after interference with memory allocation to mPFC neurons 

during conditioning (314). Together, these findings demonstrate that 

mPFC neurons required for remote memory expression are already 

defined during learning, and are not gradually recruited into the 

memory engram during systems consolidation, as is postulated by the 

standard theory of systems consolidation.  

Several studies do not support the standard theory of systems 

consolidation and this resulted in the formulation of the multiple trace 

theory (MTT) (382-384). This theory assumes that interaction between 

HPC and cortical neurons is required for the retrieval of detail-rich 

memories at both recent and remote timepoints after learning, and that 

encoding and consolidation occurs in hippocampal and cortical 

networks simultaneously within days (382). In support of this, 

temporally precise inhibition of the CA1 region of the hippocampus 

during retrieval impaired both recent and remote memory (37). 

Although I did not study the effect of suppression of HPC ensembles, 

the data in chapter 4 does not support MTT, as the mPFC ensemble 

was not involved in recent memory expression under natural 

conditions. To address gaps of the MTT theory (385), Yonelinas et al. 

(2019) proposed a contextual binding (CB) theory for episodic 

memories (386). CB assumes that the hippocampus is crucial for the 

binding of item and context related information. Whereas MTT does 

not include predictions about the role of sleep and memory 

interference, CB takes these factors into account and in particular how 

they could explain forgetting. Similar to MTT, CB assumes that 

episodic memory always depends on the HPC, whereas the neocortex 

is important for less detailed or decontextualized memories after 

repeated epochs of retrieval. According to CB, memory dependency on 

hippocampal or cortical activity seems to be the outcome of a fine 

balance between the amount of detail encoded and the recurrent re-

encoding that takes place in both networks upon repeated memory 

reactivation. The latter might render the memory more dependent on 

cortical nodes, but at the cost of loss of contextualization for remote 

memories (386). Notably, the continuous involvement of the HPC in 

CB does not rule out that other brain areas cannot become more 

involved over time. In that respect, the data presented in Chapter 4 fits 
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within the CB framework, however, our data indicates that the 

learning-activated mPFC ensemble is already critically involved when 

the contextual memory is retrieved for the first time at one month after 

CFC. Strikingly, suppression of the mPFC ensemble that was tagged 

after strong (3US) CFC did not impair remote memory expression 

(Chapter 4). I speculate, based on the CB theory, that strong CFC 

induces the formation of a more detailed memory that relies longer on 

the HPC and less on cortical areas, despite the passage of time. I will 

discuss other potential explanations for the memory strength-

dependent engagement of learning-activated mPFC neurons in section 

4 below. 

Neocortical memory maturation is driven by coordinated replay 

of encoded information between the hippocampus and cortical nodes 

during consolidation (387). Inhibition of hippocampal CA3 output 

during consolidation leads to remote memory impairments as a result 

of reduced ripple events in CA1 neurons (388). Furthermore, learning-

induced changes in spine density on mPFC engram cells are prevented 

by post-learning ablation of output from dentate gyrus (DG) neurons 

encoding a CFC memory (331). It would be interesting to determine 

whether artificial recapitulation of patterns of hippocampal learning-

induced activity accelerates the maturation process of mPFC ensemble 

neurons. If this would be technically feasible, memory expression 

might depend earlier on cortical ensemble activity than the actual time 

normally required for systems consolidation.  

We reported that recall of a mild contextual fear memory 

reactivates 22% of neurons of the CFC-tagged population (Chapter 4). 

Potentially, this is the consequence of contraction of the learning-

activated ensemble (370), which has been detected in different brain 

areas (301, 338, 389, 390). Thus, the initial pool of activated neurons 

tagged using viral-TRAP may represent an overestimation of the actual 

number of neurons that will eventually store and retrieve the memory. 

A study using two-photon imaging in transgenic Fos::GFP mice 

presented evidence supporting this hypothesis (391). Fos+ neurons 

were identified based on expression of GFP after conditioned food 

seeking and were tracked over multiple sessions. Interestingly, from 

the total population of GFP+ neurons detected during the first day of 

conditioning only 23% were reactivated during a recall session, similar 

to our findings. Furthermore, we found that the size of the mPFC 

ensemble that was tagged during remote, but not recent, memory recall 

was smaller (~4% of the total population) than the CFC-tagged 

ensemble (7% of the total population), further pointing to a reduction 

in ensemble size over time. We also have to consider that our CFC-
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tagged neuronal ensemble includes non-specifically tagged neurons, 

which consequently reduces the percentage of the reactivated fraction. 

Assuming that all learning-induced Fos+ neurons represent a memory-

encoding ensemble, it remains to be determined why the brain would 

recruit a bigger starter population than required for retrieval. I 

speculate that maintaining a constant pool of ready-to-be-activated 

neurons assures the success of memory allocation and thereby prevents 

information loss that could ultimately affect survival of an organism. 

 

4. Contribution of the mPFC to aversive memory circuits 

Previous studies revealed a post-learning time-dependent shift in the 

neuronal circuitry supporting auditory fear memory expression (98) 

and this was also observed for the circuitry supporting contextual fear 

memory (331), as discussed above. Conditioned fear circuitry involves 

the amygdala, HPC and mPFC (392), among other regions. The 

emotional component of fear memory requires activity in the 

basolateral amygdala (BLA) (393, 394), which in turn activates 

neurons in the Central Amygdala (CeA), driving fear memory 

expression. The BLA also sends projections to neurons in the mPFC 

that contribute to fear responses (395). Moreover, communication 

between the BLA and mPFC is bidirectional, since mPFC neurons send 

excitatory projections to the BLA (396), thereby changing the activity 

of BLA neurons that either drive or suppress fear (397), crucial for the 

regulation of fear responses (82). The HPC is thought to be essential 

for encoding of contextual and spatial stimuli (398). The HPC projects 

to both the amygdala and the mPFC (397, 399, 400), although direct 

projections from the dorsal HPC to the mPFC are relatively sparse 

(401). In addition to direct HPC projections to the BLA, the HPC is able 

to control activity in this region via mPFC neurons that project to the 

BLA (402). Interestingly, with respect to contextual fear, Kitamura et 

al. demonstrated that neurons in the BLA and the medial entorhinal 

cortex (MEC) regulate the formation of a fear-encoding neuronal 

ensemble in the mPFC. Furthermore, they found that expression of 

remote fear memory relies on the MEC-BLA-mPFC pathway and does 

not require the DG ensemble that controls recent memory expression. 

Interestingly, the BLA is engaged at all times, thus at recent and remote 

time-points after conditioning (331). Future studies should focus on 

characterizing the axonal projections of the tagged mPFC population 

to the BLA as well as afferents from the HPC and BLA. Doing so will 

provide important insight in the temporal shift in the circuitry 

supporting fear memory expression. 
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A remarkable finding in Chapter 4 is the lack of effect of 

inhibition of the mPFC ensemble that was activated during strong CFC 

on remote memory expression. As yet, the mechanism underlying this 

observation is unknown, but I suggest three possible explanations. 

Firstly, inhibition via chemogenetics may not be sufficient to 

completely silence the activity of the mPFC ensemble. This is 

particularly relevant for our comparison of mild (1 foot-shock) and 

strong (3 foot-shock) CFC conditioning, as strong CFC produces higher 

freezing levels during memory retrieval and this may be supported by 

increased ensemble activity that (partially) overrules activation of the 

DREADD. Secondly, a recent study (pre-print) reports different 

behavioral effects of chemogenetic and optogenetic manipulation on 

expression of fear memory (403), suggesting that slower chemogenetic 

intervention can be masked by compensatory activity in other brain 

areas. In line with this, the duration of optogenetic manipulation of 

neuronal activity also influences the potential to recruit other brain 

regions (37). However, in our study, chemogenetic suppression of the 

mPFC ensemble was performed in the same manner after mild and 

strong CFC, making this explanation less likely. Thirdly, our 

differential effect on mild and strong fear memory expression can be 

the result of recruitment of different neuronal circuits. In Chapter 4, I 

report an increase in Fos+ neurons in the BLA and Nucleus Reuniens 

of the midline thalamus (Re) in mice subjected to strong CFC compared 

to mild CFC. Both brain areas represent critical hubs in the brain-wide 

network that controls systems consolidation of fear memory (404). 

Notably, the Re receives projections from the mPFC and in turn sends 

projections to the mPFC (405) and HPC, preferentially the CA1 area 

(406). As Re neurons play a role in contextual fear learning and 

extinction (407, 408) and seem crucial for coordinating cortico-

hippocampal slow-wave activity (409), this region is thought to 

function as a relay station between the HPC and mPFC in the 

regulation of memory expression. I speculate that in the case of strong 

fear memories, BLA and Re neurons are robustly activated and that this 

can overrule the top-down control of the mPFC over fear memory 

expression (Fig. 1). Tracing studies and targeted manipulations of 

projections within the HPC-BLA-Re-mPFC circuit might reveal a 

change in the circuitry supporting remote memory expression as a 

result of memory strength. It is noteworthy that our results are in 

contrast with a different study in mice that used strong fear 

conditioning (331). Kitamura et al. showed that optogenetic inhibition 

of an mPFC ensemble that was tagged after CFC using three foot-shock 

impaired remote memory expression (331). However, whereas they 
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examined remote memory retrieval at day 12 after CFC, we inhibited 

the mPFC ensemble at day 30 after training. Hence, the mPFC 

ensemble might have a time limited role in memory expression after 

strong CFC. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Aversive memory strength affects engagement of 

ensembles in a remote engram circuit. Remote contextual fear memory 

expression after mild conditioning depends on a circuitry involving the mPFC 

and BLA, and possibly the Re. Strong conditioning leads to more activated 

neurons in the BLA and Re and now remote memory expression does not 

require reactivation of the mPFC ensemble. Based on this, I speculate that a 

strong remote fear memory depends on a Re-BLA circuit without top-down 

control by the mPFC. Whether the strength of connectivity between these 

regions changes as a result of the intensity of conditioning is an important 

topic for future research.  

 

 

5. Contribution of the mPFC to appetitive memory circuits  

Unraveling the mechanisms that the brain uses for modifying 

previously learned associations is as important as identifying the 

mechanisms that underlie initial learning. Extinction memory is 

believed to be the result of the learning of a new association and 

competes with expression of an original memory (410-412). In my 

thesis, I studied the role of the internal mPFC circuitry in extinction of 

a cocaine contextual memory and report that interaction between the 

ventral and dorsal mPFC (vmPFC and dmPFC) is critical for the 

acquisition of extinction memory. These results challenge the 

assignment of a stop and go function, respectively, to these subregions 

(413). This is further challenged by in vivo electrophysiological 

recordings of neurons in the dorsal and ventral areas of the mPFC 

during drug self-administration, extinction and re-instatement, which 
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revealed different neuronal response profiles within the same region at 

these different phases (57, 111). More recently, a pharmacological 

inhibition study showed that silencing of both dmPFC and vmPFC 

impaired the expression of a previously learned discrimination task to 

obtain sucrose reward (414). Interaction between both areas of the 

mPFC is also crucial for acquisition of an alternation task (122). 

Whereas dmPFC projections to the vmPFC are required for initial 

learning of this task, vmPFC to dmPFC connectivity supported learning 

of an alternative response (122). Finally, dmPFC-to-vmPFC projecting 

neurons mediate extinction of auditory fear memory (68). Thus, the 

sometimes-conflicting results derived from manipulations of the 

dmPFC or the vmPFC in expression of learned behavior might be 

explained by the rather crude separation of the mPFC in a dorsal and 

ventral subregion with a stop and go function, respectively (106, 259, 

260, 415). Together with the aforementioned findings, the absence of a 

clear boundary between the two brain areas, complex cellular 

composition of the mPFC and a gradient of afferent and efferent 

projections along the dorsal-ventral axis, suggest that this binary 

functional division based on anatomy is probably too simplistic. 

In Chapter 5, I show that vmPFC projections target dmPFC PV+ 

interneurons to mediate control over dmPFC pyramidal neurons and 

thereby promote extinction of cocaine CPP. This is in line with the 

observation that direct optogenetic stimulation of dmPFC PV+ 

interneurons facilitates extinction of sucrose seeking (367). It remains 

to be determined whether other types of interneurons are recruited by 

the vmPFC to fulfill a similar or distinct role. It was previously shown 

that vmPFC GABAergic NPY+ neurons exert inhibition over dmPFC 

pyramidal neurons (416). Neurogliaform and bipolar NPY+ cells are 

located in layers 5 and 6 of the vmPFC, similar to PV+ interneurons. 

However, compared with PV neurons, NPY+ neurons are much sparser 

(416). Our findings differ in important aspects with the ones reported 

in the latter study. First, vmPFC NPY+ neurons directly inhibit dmPFC 

pyramidal neurons, which differs from feed-forward inhibition. 

Second, NPY+ neurons innervate dmPFC pyramidal neurons located in 

layer 2, whereas we found that dmPFC PV interneurons inhibit 

pyramidal cells distributed over layers 3-6. Third, we examined 

vmPFC-induced excitatory currents in PV+ interneurons in the 

contralateral dmPFC (for technical reasons), whereas Saffari et al. 

studied NPY+ neuron-mediated inhibition of pyramidal neurons in the 

ipsilateral dmPFC. Thus, it is yet unknown whether vmPFC projections 

innervate ipsilateral dmPFC PV+ interneurons to inhibit local 

pyramidal neurons and whether vmPFC NPY+ neurons inhibit 
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contralateral dmPFC pyramidal cells. Despite these differences, it is 

relevant to verify whether vmPFC NPY+ cells complement the role of 

dmPFC PV neurons and thereby strengthen inhibitory control of the 

vmPFC over the dmPFC.  

It is also worthwhile to investigate the role of other GABAergic 

interneurons, such as the Vasoactive-intestinal Peptide (VIP+) and 

SST+ interneurons, in appetitive memory formation and extinction 

learning. Together with PV+ interneurons, SST+ cells constitute the vast 

majority of GABAergic interneurons (417). The use of different 

fluorescent markers in the same transgenic mouse allows the 

simultaneous identification of SST+ and PV+ cells and to dissect the 

microcircuit between these two interneuron populations (377). In the 

dmPFC, PV+ interneurons directly inhibit pyramidal neurons, in 

accordance with our own data, whereas SST+ interneurons disinhibit 

the activity of pyramidal cells via strong suppression of PV+ 

interneuron activity (377). As such, SST+ interneurons do not only 

influence local pyramidal neurons, but indirectly activate distant brain 

regions that receive input from the dmPFC (377). It was also found that 

repeated morphine exposure alters the dendritic morphology and 

excitability of mPFC SST+ interneurons, resulting in augmented 

inhibition of local PV+ cells, which in turn disinhibits pyramidal neuron 

activity (418, 419). This morphine-induced plasticity is required for 

acquisition of CPP (419). Whether the same mechanism applies to 

cocaine CPP remains to be determined. VIP+ interneurons constitute a 

smaller fraction (~15%) of the GABAergic interneuron population 

compared to PV+ and SST+ neurons, but may play a crucial role in 

mPFC circuits due to their ability to inhibit both PV+ and SST+ cells 

(75). In the mPFC, VIP+ interneurons are located in superficial (73), 

placing them in an ideal position to indirectly modulate long-range 

input onto dendritic tufts. Taken together, my data provides valuable 

insight into role of PV+ interneurons in extinction of cocaine memory, 

but investigations into the role of the different GABAergic interneuron 

populations during distinct stages of appetitive memory processing 

remains an important topic for future investigation. 

 

The mPFC sends dense projections to the nucleus accumbens (NAc) 

(112, 366, 420, 421). Whereas the dmPFC targets the NAc core (65, 

422), the vmPFC preferentially projects to the NAc shell (65). 

Interestingly, we found that vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons and 

vmPFC-to-NAc shell projecting neurons form distinct neuronal 

populations in the vmPFC. This is of relevance, because vmPFC 

projections to the NAc shell are critical for expression of extinguished 
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cocaine seeking (366). The vmPFC receives excitatory input from the 

ventral HPC (50). Recently, it was found that ventral HPC inputs 

recruit feed-forward inhibition in the vmPFC through activation of PV 

interneurons and chemogenetic inactivation of this projection impairs 

reinstatement of extinguished fear memory (402). Notably, vmPFC 

pyramidal neurons that project to the BLA receive feed-forward 

inhibition upon activation of the ventral HPC-to-vmPFC projection. 

Hence, in the vmPFC, feed-forward inhibition mediates recovery of an 

extinguished aversive memory, but whether the same circuit is 

involved in reinstatement of appetitive reward memory is yet 

unknown. Future studies should focus on and compare the different 

efferent and afferent mPFC projections in order to carefully dissect the 

neuronal circuitry supporting extinction of appetitive and aversive 

memories. 

 

6. Conditioning versus extinction ensembles in the mPFC 

In this thesis, I investigated an aversive memory at the level of neuronal 

ensembles and extinction of an appetitive memory at the level of long-

range and local circuitry. Therefore, it remains to be determined 

whether the same circuitry and ensemble mechanisms are involved in 

both types of memory. I revealed a novel internal mPFC circuit that 

controls extinction learning, but it is yet unknown how this circuit 

regulates extinction at the neuronal ensemble level. Moreover, it 

remains to be determined whether mPFC neurons that are activated 

during appetitive learning undergo a process of time-dependent 

maturation and memory strength-dependent engagement in remote 

memory expression, similarly to what I have described for a fearful 

experience. Ultimately, one should also address whether the intrinsic 

mPFC extinction circuitry described here is also involved in the 

extinction of fear. Support for extrapolation is based on observations 

that substance abuse and trauma-related memories share, to a certain 

extent, the same neuronal circuitry involving the mPFC (124). In 

humans, this might be partly explained by a high incidence of 

comorbidity of substance abuse in patients suffering from traumatic 

memories (423). In animal models, expression, extinction and 

renewal/reinstatement of drug-seeking and fear memory seem to be 

similarly affected by mPFC manipulations (58, 69, 261, 424, 425). I 

hypothesize that co-existence of appetitive and aversive memories in 

the mPFC relies on the establishment of intermingled, but distinct, 

neuronal ensembles. Indeed, tools that allow the visualization and 

manipulation of sparsely distributed activated neurons have 

challenged the widely held view that the vmPFC merely mediates 
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extinction of drug conditioned behavior, whereas the dmPFC is 

necessary for promoting drug seeking behavior (413). 

Electrophysiological recordings of neurons in the dmPFC and vmPFC 

indicate that both regions encompass neurons that respond to reward 

seeking and extinction (57). Recently, distinct neuronal ensembles 

mediating food or cocaine seeking and extinction of these behaviors 

were identified within the vmPFC (123, 365). Furthermore, different 

vmPFC ensembles regulate responding to cues that signal to promote 

or suppress sucrose seeking (426). In contrast, another study reports 

that neuronal ensembles that mediate extinction of alcohol- and 

sucrose-associated cues largely overlap in the vmPFC (427). With 

respect to dmPFC ensembles encoding appetitive memories, we used 

viral-TRAP in an operant alcohol self-administration paradigm (not 

included in this thesis) and found that the same neuronal ensemble in 

the mPFC that is activated during cue-paired alcohol self-

administration is subsequently required for cue-induced alcohol 

seeking one month later (380). Notably, this mechanism did not 

generalize to sucrose self-administration, suggesting that alcohol-cue 

and sucrose-cue encoding ensembles do not overlap in the dmPFC 

(380). Interestingly, Ye et al. (2016) demonstrated that the dmPFC can 

harbor neuronal ensembles that promote appetitive and aversive 

conditioned behavior and that these populations have differential 

projection patterns (124).  Whereas an mPFC ensemble encoding a 

positive (cocaine) valence has more dense projections to the NAc, an 

mPFC ensemble encoding a negative (foot-shock) valence more 

densely innervates the lateral habenula. A similar stop and go 

dichotomy for the vmPFC and dmPFC has previously been suggested 

to regulate expression and extinction of aversive memory (58), but 

whether ensembles that promote and suppress aversive memory exist 

within the same mPFC subregion has not yet been investigated. A 

recent study described the concurrent existence of neuronal ensembles 

in the DG encoding a fear and extinction memory (428), suggesting 

that this may also apply to the mPFC. To add another layer of 

complexity, Sun et al. discovered that a fear memory engram can be 

comprised of distinct neuronal ensembles in the DG that can be 

identified based on the expression of different IEGs (e.g., Fos and 

NPAS4). Interestingly, stimulation of these ensembles results in the 

expression of opposite behaviors, i.e., fear generalization versus fear 

discrimination (429). Although regulation of these behavioral 

outcomes is particularly relevant for the pattern separation function of 

the DG, it is important to investigate whether distinct IEG-expressing 

ensembles can also be identified in the mPFC. 
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The allocation and reactivation of memory-encoding neurons is 

likely controlled via the activity of local GABAergic interneurons. My 

data in Chapter 5 points to a local mPFC circuitry that drives the shift 

between expression of conditioned cocaine behavior and inhibition of 

this response through activation of dmPFC PV+ interneurons during 

extinction learning. In line with this, increased Fos expression has been 

observed in GABAergic neurons compared with pyramidal neurons in 

the dmPFC after (nonreinforced) expression of cocaine CPP (110), 

suggesting that extinction learning occurred in these animals. 

Although we did not study the formation of a cocaine CPP and 

extinction ensemble, I speculate that the emergence and 

suppression/activation of both ensembles is controlled by PV+ 

GABAergic interneurons in the dmPFC and that this may also apply to 

aversive memories. Extinction learning might recruit dmPFC PV 

interneurons to drive a shift in neuronal ensemble activation and 

thereby facilitate the formation of an ‘extinction ensemble’, ultimately 

suppressing conditioned behavior (see Fig. 2). Analysis of Fos-

expressing dmPFC neurons using 2-photon imaging in mice supports 

my hypothesis (378). Brebner et al. (2020) showed that extinction of 

conditioned food seeking recruits a stable subset of interneurons, while 

at the same time the likelihood of reactivation of pyramidal cells that 

were activated during the first extinction session decreased as 

extinction learning progressed (378). Hence, alterations in activation 

of subsets of GABAergic interneurons may result in a switch in 

ensembles that are activated during initial conditioning and those 

activated under extinction conditions.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Hypothetical model of local mPFC circuitry supporting 

cocaine CPP and extinction memory. I hypothesize that similar to fear 
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memory, CPP memory expression is supported by the activity of a dmPFC 

neuronal ensemble. During extinction learning, vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting 

neurons preferentially excite PV+ interneurons (in red) in dmPFC that 

consequently may inhibit the activity of PNs in the CPP memory ensemble. At 

the same time, this may facilitate the emergence of an extinction ensemble 

(red pyramidal neurons) through disinhibition of another subset of dmPFC 

PNs. Next, recall of extinction memory potentially relies on the reactivation of 

the newly formed extinction ensemble. 

  

 

7.  Investigating ensembles and circuitry at the 

physiological and molecular level 

Clinical success in treatment of pathological drug or fear memories will 

benefit from improved in-depth knowledge of the involved neuronal 

circuitry and in particular the identification of ensemble-specific 

physiological and molecular mechanisms that underlie the formation 

and persistence of an aversive or appetitive memory, as well as 

extinction memory. Therefore, I will now focus on several important 

findings regarding changes in the properties of ensemble neurons in 

the mPFC. Electrophysiological recordings of neuronal ensembles have 

been performed in the mPFC in Fos::GFP rats that learned food self-

administration (430). Whitaker et al. first confirmed that ablation of 

the Fos-expressing dmPFC neurons impaired food seeking during a 

recall session (430). Next, they found that Fos+ neurons were 

characterized by increased intrinsic excitability induced by operant 

learning, whereas Fos- counterparts showed an opposite trend. This 

bidirectional modulation occurred as a consequence of learning, as it 

was not detected during the initial operant sessions (430). Contrary to 

these observations, Brebner et al. (2020) found that dmPFC pyramidal 

neurons that are activated (Fos+) during a first Pavlovian food seeking 

session show increased excitability compared with non-activated 

mPFC neurons and this difference is no longer present after a final 

training session (391). Furthermore, prolonging the increase in 

excitability of Fos-expressing neurons by chemogenetic stimulation 

impairs the development of reliable cue-paired food seeking. Hence, 

their data suggests that an initial enhancement of excitability is 

important to form a stable ensemble, but then dissipation of 

excitability changes is necessary to maintain the learned behavior. The 

contradicting findings of the above-mentioned studies may be 

explained by different types of learning in the paradigms that were 

used (operant: action-outcome vs. Pavlovian: stimulus-response) and 

requires further investigation.  
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Generation of new synapses or strengthening of pre-existing 

ones between neurons activated during conditioning is believed to be 

crucial for memory formation, storage and retrieval (21, 381, 431, 432).  

Indeed, CFC resulted in a gradual increase in dendritic spine density 

on mPFC ensemble neurons and inhibiting this structural change 

impaired remote fear memory expression (331). As ensemble neurons 

are sparsely distributed, it is challenging to resolve connectivity 

changes between ensemble neurons. New technologies, like eGRASP, 

allow the selective visualization of synapses between ensemble neurons 

and to correlate this with changes in synaptic strength induced by 

learning (433). This technique has not yet been used to study mPFC 

ensembles, but has provided important insight into synaptic changes 

between hippocampal ensemble neurons after CFC. Interestingly, Choi 

et al. (2018) found that spine density and spine head diameter is 

selectively enhanced between CA3 and CA1 ensemble neurons and this 

depends on the intensity of CFC. Importantly, they show that these 

structural changes correlate with increased synaptic strength between 

ensemble neurons, whereas the size of the neuronal ensemble is 

unaffected by memory strength (433). Taken together, focusing on 

altered intrinsic excitability of ensemble neurons and synaptic 

connectivity between neuronal ensembles within and across different 

brain regions will help to disentangle the neuronal circuitry that 

functions as the substrate for memory storage.  

Transcriptome and proteome analyses of neurons that are 

activated during initial conditioning or extinction will help to identify 

novel molecular targets for treatment of memory disorders. Formation 

of long-term memories relies on new gene transcription and protein 

synthesis, which is crucial for the synaptic and structural changes 

induced by learning (434, 435). Several studies indicate that CREB 

family transcription factors are responsible for regulating gene 

expression underlying memory consolidation in different species (334, 

335). For instance, transgenic mice expressing a brain-wide dominant-

negative mutant form of CREB (mCREB), which disrupts CREB-

mediated gene transcription, exhibit long-term memory impairments 

(18). To my knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate that CREB 

function in neuronal ensembles is crucial for systems consolidation 

and thus for memory persistence (see Chapter 4). My results are in line 

with a recent study to which I contributed and that analyzed the 

transcriptome of activated DG neurons after CFC (436). CFC-activated 

DG neurons showed upregulation of a CREB-dependent 

transcriptional network 24 h after conditioning. Selective expression of 

mCREB in the DG neuronal ensemble resulted in impaired memory 
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expression 3 days after conditioning (436). Hence, generation of a 

transcriptome profile of activated DG neurons pointed to the 

involvement of CREB in memory consolidation and identified 

additional novel targets that may be critically involved in the encoding 

of long-term memories.  

By combining viral-TRAP, or another tagging method, with 

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting or translating ribosome affinity 

purification (437), a detailed molecular profile of memory formation 

and persistence can be generated at the level of neuronal ensembles. 

For instance, Chen et al. used TRAP2 mice to analyze the gene 

expression profile of ensemble and non-ensemble neurons in the 

mPFC that were tagged during a recall test two weeks after fear 

conditioning (438). This revealed an increase in expression of genes 

involved in membrane fusion and vesicle release in ensemble neurons, 

suggestive of a strengthening of presynaptic function. In line with this, 

Dillingham et al. also found an enhancement in the expression of genes 

coding for proteins that regulate presynaptic vesicle release in mPFC 

ensemble neurons  30 days after CFC (439). Interestingly, they 

detected a time-dependent increase in the density of axon terminals of 

mPFC ensemble neurons in the basolateral amygdala (439), thereby 

corroborating the changes in gene expression. Ye et al. (2016) 

combined CLARITY for brain-wide circuitry mapping with RNA-

sequencing of neurons activated by distinct experiences (cocaine 

reward vs. aversive shock) (124). In addition to the identification of 

distinct mPFC neuronal ensembles encoding these experiences, they 

observed a different transcriptional program in the neuronal 

populations that encode a positive and negative valence. Taken 

together, this highlights the relevance to dissect the molecular 

properties of identified neuronal ensembles and shows that learning-

induced changes in the properties of ensemble neurons can differ 

between different forms of associative learning. Unfortunately, 

much less is known about physiological and molecular mechanisms 

that support formation of extinction memories, in particular at the 

level of neuronal ensembles, making this an important topic for future 

research. Investigating neuronal ensembles at the molecular level will 

ultimately help to identify functional changes evoked by normal 

(adaptive) and maladaptive learning and therefore has potential to 

reveal targets that can be used for treatment of memory disorders (e.g., 

persistent pathological memories or amnesia).  
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8. Future directions 

The data in this thesis reinforces the concept that the mPFC functions 

as a critical cortical node in different types of memories by harboring 

distinct memory ensembles. With the acquisition of more detailed 

knowledge, we will be able to more accurately map local and inter-

regional circuits encoding specific memories. In addition to the 

investigation of ensembles and circuits at a synaptic and molecular 

level, as discussed above, I suggest to dissect memory circuits in the 

future by addressing the following questions: 

 

- Does expression of a strong remote fear memory depend on a Re-BLA 

circuit and loss of top-down control by the mPFC? Related to this, does 

the strength of connectivity within this circuit change according to the 

intensity of conditioning and does this affect connectivity with a fear-

encoding neuronal ensemble in the mPFC? I speculate that stronger 

connectivity between different circuit nodes might drive behavior 

response with reduced mPFC activity. I also propose that the nature of 

connectivity between the Re/BLA and mPFC might shift to inhibition 

of mPFC ensemble neurons. 

 

-  Is expression or suppression of aversive/appetitive memory 

mediated by a switch in activity of the original memory-encoding 

ensemble to a potential extinction memory-encoding ensemble in the 

dmPFC? Related to this, is this switch mediated by distinct subsets of 

PV+ interneurons, of which the ‘extinction subset of PV neurons’ is 

targeted by vmPFC projections? I hypothesize that during extinction 

learning a new subset of PV interneurons is responsible for the 

inhibition of encoding ensemble PV interneurons and pyramidal 

neurons that in turn facilitates the emergence of a new ensemble that 

encodes the new memory, that is the CS no longer predicts the US. 

Post-extinction memory expression relies on the activity of the new 

dmPFC ensemble. 

 

- What is the role of the different GABAergic interneuron subtypes in 

the shaping and reactivation of aversive/appetitive memory and 

extinction memory ensembles? I speculate that SOM and VIP 

interneurons might regulate the activity of PV interneurons. In the 

same way I propose the existence of PV that are part of the original 

memory ensemble and another subset of PV that form the extinction 

ensemble, I hypothesize that SOM and VIP interneurons behave 

similarly.   
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- What are the molecular mechanisms in memory-encoding ensembles 

that support memory storage and retrieval? Related to this, do these 

mechanisms differ between aversive and appetitive memories, and 

between original memories and extinction memories? I believe that a 

molecular signature can be found for every phase of memory 

consolidation and expression. The different patterns can help the 

understanding on why extinction memories are less permanent or how 

to facilitate the extinction phase. 

 

The combination of these different approaches will each contribute 

detailed insight into the neuronal architecture, activity patterns, 

connectivity and molecular properties of memory circuits, thereby 

providing crucial information for the decoding of the fundamental 

principles of memory processing in the brain. 
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English Summary 

 

From the moment that humans became aware that our collection of 

memories defines who we are, many efforts have been made to better 

understand how memories are acquired, stored and retrieved. This 

may be with the goal to precisely describe how new memories are 

formed and retained or with the goal to change/erase memories that 

have already been formed. Both perspectives might prove crucial for a 

proper understanding of aberrant behavior, as is the case with 

substance abuse disorder or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The 

medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is considered an important hub for 

normal and aberrant memory processing and therefore I aimed in this 

thesis to identify memory-encoding neurons in the mPFC and to 

disentangle intrinsic mPFC circuits that support memory expression 

and extinction. 

In Chapter 2, I have described the mPFC circuitry in light of findings 

obtained using optogenetics technology. Temporal and spatial precise 

manipulation of the activity of mPFC neurons using light resolved 

sometimes contradicting results obtained with lesion, pharmacological 

and electrophysiological methods. At the same time, optogenetics, and 

now also chemogenetics, provide new insights into the role of specific 

mPFC neurons and circuits in diverse cognitive behaviors and disease 

states.  Optogenetics technology enabled the direct manipulation of 

neuronal projections within and between brain regions. With respect 

to the mPFC circuitry, this has led to a better understanding of intra-

mPFC connectivity and the role of afferent and efferent mPFC 

projections in cognitive processes and mental disorders. Additionally , 

the use of opto- and chemogenetics together with transgenic targeting 

of specific cell-types facilitates the manipulation of behaviorally-

relevant neuronal ensembles.  

In Chapter 3, I designed and tested viral-TRAP, a new method that 

enables the expression of a permanent molecular tag in activated 

neurons in wild-type animals. I provide evidence that with viral-TRAP, 

a Cre-dependent molecular tag is expressed in a 4-hydroxytamoxifen 

(4TM) controlled manner in neurons that express Fos. This was 

achieved both in vitro and in vivo. By testing different viral titers in 

vivo, I managed to control the leakiness (i.e., non-specific tagging) of 

viral-TRAP, which was assessed by a reduced population of tagged 

neurons in the mPFC of animals that remained in their home-cage (less 

neuronal activation) in the absence and presence of 4TM treatment. 

Comparison of these mice with littermates that underwent contextual S
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fear conditioning (CFC) and received 4TM 2 h thereafter showed that 

conditioning significantly enhanced the size of the tagged mPFC 

ensemble. More specifically, the in vivo use of of AAV-Fos::CreERT2 at 

final titer of 2.4 X 1010 gc/mL combined with AAV5-hSyn::DIO-

hM3Dq-mCherry at a titer of 5 X 1012 gc/mL, allowed us to tag CFC-

activated neurons with limited leakiness and thereby to permanently 

express a molecular tag that facilitates further neuronal visualization 

and/or manipulation.  

Viral-TRAP allowed the study described in Chapter 4, in which we 

aimed to unravel the role of mPFC neuronal ensembles in the 

consolidation of an aversive memory. Using viral-TRAP we 

demonstrate that memory allocation to mPFC neurons occurs after 

CFC using a mild training protocol (single 0.7 mA foot-shock). The 

activity of the tagged ensemble is necessary for the expression of a one-

month-old CFC memory. We did not observe this when animals 

retrieved a 4-day-old fear memory. Interestingly, chemogenetic 

stimulation of the tagged mPFC ensemble in a neutral context induced 

freezing behavior at a recent and remote timepoint after learning, 

suggesting that these specific neurons are already encoding the fear 

memory at an early stage, but that they are not involved in recent 

memory expression. Surprisingly, an mPFC ensemble that was tagged 

after strong CFC (using 3 foot-shocks) was not required for remote 

memory expression. This differential involvement of mPFC in memory 

expression was further elucidate when we observed that CFC-activated 

mPFC neurons were preferentially reactivated during remote, but not 

recent memory retrieval, following 1US and not 3US conditioning. In 

line with these findings, manipulation of recent retrieval (1US) mPFC 

tagged neurons was not sufficient to enhance freezing behavior in a 

neutral context, whereas a smaller neuronal subset tagged during 

remote retrieval was sufficient to at least partially recover memory 

expression. Furthermore, we described how memory consolidation in 

mPFC tagged neuronal population is dependent on CREB expression 

since disruption of CREB function in mPFC neurons activated during 

CFC induced a time-dependent impairment in conditioned freezing. 

The findings of Chapter 4 allowed us to conclude that upon a mild 

fearful experience the fear memory is allocated to cortical neurons 

already during learning and is thus not gradually transferred from the 

hippocampus to the neocortex after the experience. Together, our data 

provide crucial insight into the spatiotemporal principles of memory 

consolidation in cortical networks and reveal that the strength of an 

aversive learning experience determines whether neuronal ensembles 
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in the mPFC will function as an important network hub in expression 

of remote memory following a time- and CREB-dependent maturation 

process. 

In Chapter 5 we focused on mPFC local neuronal circuits that regulate 

extinction of an appetitive memory. We first identified projections 

from the ventral area of the mPFC (vmPFC) that target the dorsal 

subregion of the mPFC (dmPFC). We then studied the role of this 

projection in extinction of cocaine conditioned place preference (CPP) 

memory. The vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons are activated 

when animals are re-exposed to a cocaine-associated context without 

drug reinforcement, which promotes extinction learning. 

Furthermore, chemogenetic suppression of the activity of these 

vmPFC-to-dmPFC projecting neurons prevented extinction of a 

cocaine CPP memory. Next, we described that vmPFC projecting 

neurons influence local network activity of the dmPFC via excitation of 

Parvalbumin (PV)-expressing interneurons that in turn inhibit dmPFC 

pyramidal neurons. This is typical for feed-forward inhibition in 

cortical networks. In line with this, chemogenetic suppression of 

dmPFC PV interneurons impaired the extinction of context-evoked 

cocaine memory. We conclude that extinction learning related to 

cocaine-associated cues requires recruitment of GABAergic inhibition 

in the dmPFC by vmPFC projections. Activity of vmPFC pyramidal 

neurons and dmPFC PV interneurons has previously been implicated 

in extinction of conditioned responses triggered by other rewards and 

aversive stimuli. Hence, together with my data, this suggests that 

intrinsic vmPFC-dmPFC connectivity has a critical role in behavioral 

inhibition and regulation of adaptive behavior in general.   

 

With this research, I provide novel insights into the role of mPFC 

neurons and circuitry in memory processing. While these findings 

improve and detail our understanding of memory consolidation and 

extinction learning, they also open new avenues of research. Firstly, my 

data stresses the relevance of how conditioning strength shapes 

neuronal ensembles and the brain-wide neuronal circuit that supports 

remote memory expression. Secondly, I revealed a novel internal 

mPFC circuit that controls extinction learning through interaction 

between the ventral and dorsal mPFC (vmPFC and dmPFC). These 

results challenge the assignment of a simple stop and go function to the 

vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively. Furthermore, I also implicate the 

role of a specific GABAergic interneuron population in memory 

extinction and how it mediates the interplay between the dorsal and 
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ventral areas of the mPFC. Taken together, my thesis reinforces the 

necessity of combining the local and interregional identification of 

behaviorally-specific neuronal ensembles and neuronal circuitry 

supporting memory encoding, consolidation, retrieval and extinction , 

with the ultimate goal to develop better treatment options for 

debilitating memory disorders. 
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